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Abstract 

Thermoacoustic devices are a group of systems that make use of the thermoacoustic effect 

to achieve an energy conversion between thermal and acoustic energy. The thermoacoustic 

effect occurs when a solid boundary is introduced into an acoustic field, and a non-zero net 

heat transportation takes place while the net mass transfer remains null. Thermoacoustic 

technologies are gaining an increasing research interest because of their potential 

applications for building alternative prime movers or heat pumps which do not use 

working fluids causing environmental damage and require very little maintenance due to 

their lack of moving part. 

However, the operation of this type of system is yet to be fully understood: fluid flow and 

heat transfer processes within the system components such as thermoacoustic stacks and 

heat exchangers still require a lot of attention. The performance of the system working 

with relatively low amplitude acoustic wave can be predicted by the linear thermoacoustic 

theory, which is already well developed. However, a high amplitude acoustic wave is 

usually required in order to achieve high power density or high power output. 

Unfortunately, the performance of such systems can be seriously degraded due to nonlinear 

effects, such as turbulence, minor loss or high proportion of harmonics. The lack of 

understanding of these effects impedes the design and construction of high efficiency 

systems. 

The work described in this thesis is focused on the study of flow phenomena taking place 

around parallel plate stack placed in a standing wave thermoacoustic resonator, by using 

advanced flow diagnostics techniques such as particle image velocimetry (PIV) and hot 

wire anemometry (HWA). In order to carry out the experimental study, a standing wave 

thermoacoustic device working at relatively low frequency of 13.1Hz was designed, 

commissioned and tested. The frequency response of this device was carefully investigated 

and compared with the analytical results using linear acoustic equations and a linear model 

of the loudspeaker. A further comparison with the analytical results obtained with the 

modelling tool DeltaEC (Design Environment for Low-amplitude Thermoacoustic Energy 

Conversion) was also presented. The resonator was driven from low to large pressure 

amplitudes with drive ratios up to 10%. A good agreement is obtained for small amplitudes, 

but the discrepancies become larger when the driving amplitude is increased. The analysis 

reveals that the large discrepancy at high amplitude can be attributed to minor losses. 
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Following the above preliminary work, a more comprehensive study of the flow field 

around parallel-plate stacks was conducted by means of PIV and HWA. It was shown that 

the flow around the two studied parallel-plate stacks exhibits rather complicated flow 

features when the amplitude of the acoustic oscillation varies. Symmetrical and 

asymmetrical vortex shedding phenomena are observed and two distinct modes of 

generating ‘‘vortex streets’’ are identified. It shown that a velocity related parameter such 

as the Reynolds number, defined on the plate thickness and the velocity amplitude at the 

entrance to the stack, and a geometrical parameter are not sufficient to define the flow 

characteristics in this type of flow problem. It is also proposed to introduce an extra 

frequency related parameter such as the Keulegan-Carpenter number (KC) and to carry out 

a similarity analysis in order to understand better the physics behind the flow phenomena 

and their controlling parameters. 

Typical ensemble-averaged velocity fields are used in the analysis above. However, the 

detailed flow features obtained from the ensemble averaged flow fields and the 

instantaneous flow fields could be different in a substantial way. The flow behaviour, its 

kinematics, dynamics and scales of turbulence, therefore are further investigated by using 

the classical Reynolds decomposition to separate the instantaneous velocity fields into 

ensemble-averaged mean velocity fields and fluctuations in a set of predetermined phases 

within an oscillation cycle. The mean velocity field and the fluctuation intensity 

distributions are investigated over the acoustic oscillation cycle. By using fast Fourier 

transform (FFT) spatial filtering techniques, the velocity fluctuation is further divided into 

large- and small-scale fluctuations, and their physical significance is discussed. 

The physics behind the flow phenomena are further studied by carrying out an analysis of 

the wake flow during the ejection part of the flow cycle, where either closed re-circulating 

vortices or alternating vortex shedding can be observed. A similarity analysis of the 

governing Navier–Stokes equations is then undertaken in order to derive the similarity 

criteria governing the wake flow behaviour. Similarity numbers including two types of 

Reynolds number, the KC number and a non-dimensional stack configuration parameter 

are considered. The influence of these parameters on the flow behaviour is discussed by 

investigating the experimental data obtained, along with additional data from literature. 
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Chapter 1 Introduction 

1.1 Thermoacoustic effect 

Thermoacoustic devices are a group of systems that make use of the “thermoacoustic 

effect” to achieve energy conversion between the thermal energy and the acoustic energy. 

Depending on the direction of the energy conversion, there are two main applications: One 

is to maintain and amplify acoustic wave in a resonator by a temperature gradient imposed 

on a porous medium placed in the resonator. The other is to transport heat from a “cold 

reservoir”, such as a heat exchanger placed on one side of the porous medium, to a “hot 

reservoir” on the other side of the porous medium by means of an excited acoustic wave in 

the resonator. Devices capable of accomplishing the former are usually referred to as 

thermoacoustic prime movers (thermoacoustic engines) and those with the latter function 

as thermoacoustic heat pumps (or thermoacoustic refrigerators). The porous medium 

usually placed between a hot and cold heat exchanger is generally referred to as a stack 

when a standing acoustic wave is used (the acoustic pressure and velocity being 

approximately 90 degrees out of phase); and as a regenerator when a travelling wave is 

used (the acoustic pressure and velocity being almost in phase). 

 

In a space where no solid boundary is present, the acoustic oscillation is usually an 

adiabatic process. Viscous and thermal boundary layers, however, are formed when a solid 

boundary is present in an acoustic field. In the boundary layer region, the velocity and 

temperature oscillations interact with each other. This produces a non-zero net heat 

transport between the solid and the acoustic field in a cycle of acoustic oscillation. The 

phenomenon of non-zero net heat transport occurring in an acoustic field is generally 

referred to as “the thermoacoustic effect”. Either the acoustic power of the wave is 

enhanced by means of the heat input, or the acoustic power is used to pump the heat 

against the temperature gradient. 

 

The simplest form of a thermoacoustic device can be imagined as a straight resonance tube 

with a stack or regenerator placed inside, as shown in Fig. 1.1. An acoustic wave in the 

resonance tube causes the gas in the pore of the stack or regenerator to oscillate. Heat 

exchangers can be further added to the system, and placed at the ends of the stack or 

regenerator, to input or remove heat to/from the system. 
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One of the first accounts of the thermoacoustic effect dates back to the 18th century, when 

Byron Higgins observed that audible sound was emitted from an organ pipe that was open 

at both ends, when a hydrogen flame was placed at certain positions in the pipe. This is a 

typical example of heat excited and maintained acoustic wave, as applied in a 

thermoacoustic prime mover. Lord Reyleigh gave an intuitive explanation of how the 

sound could be maintained in his well known book, the Theory of Sound (1945). 

 

The discovery of the heat transport induced by an acoustic wave was made much later by 

Merkli and Thomann (1975a). They accidently found the cooling effect on the wall of a 

tube closed at one end and sealed with a moving piston at the other end, when they 

intended to study the heating effect in a Hartmann-Sprenger tube. 

 

 
 

Figure 1.1 Thermoacoustic device and its main components 

 

Although thermoacoustic effect was discovered well over two centuries ago, the more 

advanced and intensive studies of thermoacoustics and its applications started only in 

1980s, when a group of scientists in Los Alamos National Laboratory in United States 

undertook a series of investigations in the context of space missions, due to the unique 

advantages of thermoacoustic technologies such as simplicity of design and low 

maintenance. 

1.2 Motivation behind this work 

Thermoacoustic devices have many potential advantages over the conventional energy-

conversion systems, such as internal combustion engines, gas turbine and others. Firstly, 

they have no mechanical moving parts, except electromagnetic transducers for acoustic 

excitation or extracting the acoustic power. This makes such systems highly reliable and 

virtually maintenance-free. Secondly, thermoacoustic devices usually use inert gases as the 

working media – for example pressurised helium, argon or nitrogen. This makes them 
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environmentally friendly as there are no chemical compounds involved which could cause 

global warming or ozone layer depletion. Air can be used as an inexpensive alternative in 

less demanding applications. Thirdly, they have the potential to be adapted for use of the 

solar power as the heat source, or utilise low grade waste heat for energy recovery or 

upgrade. Their simplicity and inherent reliability translate into a low cost, which 

potentially makes thermoacoustic systems extremely competitive compared to other 

existing technologies. 

 

For these reasons, thermoacoustic devices are increasingly becoming a focus of many 

research groups and academic institutions around the world, including the United States, 

the Netherlands, China, France and Japan. Much work has been dedicated to studying the 

physics of the thermoacoustic effect and the application of thermoacoustic devices. 

 

Despite the abovementioned potential advantages of thermoacoustic systems, there are still 

a number of scientific and technological issues, which tend to impede the application of 

commercially competitive devices in practical situations. These include for example the 

fluid dynamics of the compressible oscillatory flow associated with the presence of the 

acoustic field, the nature of resulting heat transfer processes and the overall system 

efficiency. 

 

From the fluid dynamics point of view, the introduction of the porous medium (e.g. stack) 

and the heat source/sink (heat exchangers) into the acoustic resonator leads to a rather 

complicated behaviour of the oscillatory flow around the solid boundary. Typically, the 

practical use of thermoacoustic devices requires a high power density output, which 

necessitates the use of high amplitude acoustic waves in the resonator. Under such 

conditions, there is an increasing influence of nonlinear effects such as turbulence in the 

flow, higher-order harmonics in the acoustic wave and acoustic streaming. The 

fundamental nature of some of the problems encountered and their influence on the 

efficiency of thermoacoustic devices require a more systematic study of the underlying 

physics. The present study tries to address some of the challenges in understanding the 

fluid dynamical processes in thermoacoustic systems. 

1.3 Aims and objectives 

This study was carried out within a standing-wave system, for its flexibility to control the 

oscillation amplitude while requiring minimum power input. Stacks made of parallel plates 
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are one of the basic forms widely used in thermoacoustic devices for their relatively simple 

geometry and ease of construction. Therefore, stacks of this form were chosen as the 

research object in the present study. The work aimed at gaining the fundamental 

understanding of the fluid mechanics phenomena that are encountered in a typical 

thermoacoustic device having a regular geometry thermoacoustic stack placed in the 

acoustic field. 

 

From the preliminary “scaling” analysis it was apparent that in order to achieve the above, 

a large-scale thermoacoustic device of a low operating frequency and a low mean pressure 

would be desirable for the experimental study to be carried out. It was also realised that in 

order to capture the detailed flow physics, advanced instrumentation would have to be 

implemented in the challenging environment of a thermoacoustic system. 

 

The objectives of this study were as follows: 

 

1. To design and construct a large scale acoustic resonator working in the standing-wave 

mode at a low operating frequency and mean pressure in order to obtain a relatively 

large viscous boundary layer thickness, and thus to enable the measurements to be 

carried out using standard particle image velocimetry and hotwire anemometry 

systems; 

2. To test the acoustic resonator in order to establish its operating envelope and obtain an 

understanding of the characteristics of the resonator; To validate the analytical model 

developed based on linear acoustics with the obtained measurement results; 

3. To implement the experimental setups to carry out the experimental studies of the 

oscillatory flow motion in the vicinity of isothermal parallel-plate stacks of 

representative dimensions for varied levels of acoustic excitation, by utilizing particle 

image velocimetry and hot wire anemometry methods; 

4. To collect a substantial amount of high quality flow field data and to establish the data 

post-processing procedures to enable comparative studies of the flow features at 

various conditions; To collect a substantial amount of flow velocity data with high 

temporal resolution for the investigation of the vortex shedding process at the end of 

the stack plates; 

5. To carry out comparative studies of the flow features present in the channel between 

stack plates and at the end of the stack plates, based on the ensemble averaged velocity 

fields, and to find similarities in the flow features at different conditions; To summarize 
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common flow patterns and to investigate the role of conventional Reynolds number as 

a governing parameter of the oscillatory flows encountered in thermoacoustics;  

6. To conduct a similarity analysis based on the theoretical model, and to find main 

governing similarity numbers which would have a physical link with the common flow 

patterns/features; Based on the similarity numbers, to classify the typical flow patterns 

in the appropriate parameter space; 

7. To evaluate the turbulence characteristics of the oscillatory flow around a parallel plate 

stack and to devise an appropriate approach of defining the fluctuation intensity in this 

type of application; In particular, to develop a method of separating the velocity 

component of “turbulent” nature from that caused by the shedding of large-scale 

coherent structures (vortex shedding process). 

 

1.4 The outline of the thesis 

This thesis is submitted in the “alternative format”, which allows PhD candidates at the 

University of Manchester to submit their published papers (or papers submitted or prepared 

for submission) as chapters of their thesis. Therefore the thesis is constructed as follows: 

 

In Chapter 2, a review of the published works relevant to the topic of this study is 

presented. Some descriptions of the basic concepts of thermoacoustics are given in Section 

2.1. A short history of thermoacoustics is given in Section 2.1.1. Section 2.1.2 presents a 

description of the thermoacoustic effect from the Lagrangian point of view, with a 

thermoacoustic standing wave engine and a refrigerator as examples. This is followed by 

an explanation of the linear theory of general thermoacoustics in Section 2.1.3. The 

following Section 2.2 delivers a review of various fluid flow phenomena studied in 

oscillatory flows in a general sense, followed by a review of works more closely related to 

thermoacoustics. 

 

Chapter 3 provides an outline of the actual research work conducted during the PhD 

programme, and provides an extended introduction to the following chapters (4-7), and 

explains the rationale of the work undertaken. 

 

Chapter 4 contains the paper published in Applied Acoustics which describes the design 

and construction of the standing wave thermoacoustic resonator, with an analytical model 

developed and validated against measurement results up to a high acoustic amplitude 
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(Objectives 1 and 2). Chapter 5 contains the paper published in Experiments in Fluids 

which reports a broad investigation of the flow features around parallel plate stacks 

(Objectives 3, 4 and 5). Chapter 6 contains the paper published in Measurement Science 

and Technology which outlines the experimental methodology to study turbulence 

characteristics of the oscillatory flow around parallel plate stacks by using particle image 

velocimetry (Objective 3, 4 and 7). Chapter 7 contains the paper published in Fluid 

Dynamics Research focused on a similarity analysis and the classification of representative 

features of oscillatory flow in the non-dimensional parameter space (Objective 6). 

 

Chapter 8 contains the overall conclusions of this thesis, with recommendations for future 

studies outlined in the end. Finally, Appendix A is a stand-alone section which presents the 

details of the experimental techniques that were used in the current study in order to allow 

future research students to carry out similar studies. The input file used for the DeltaEC 

analysis and the MATLAB script used in the theoretical analysis for the work described in 

Chapter 4 are included in the Appendix B and C, respectively. 
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Chapter 2 Background and literature survey 

This research work is focused on the oscillatory flow phenomena that occur in the presence 

of an acoustic wave in the vicinity of the parallel plate structures placed in a standing wave 

resonator. It arises from the need to understand the fundamental fluid flow and heat 

transfer processes in thermoacoustic devices. However, before the details of current 

research work are presented, relevant literature is reviewed and discussed. At the beginning 

of this chapter, the basic concepts of the thermoacoustics are introduced and the 

applications of thermoacoustic effect in engineering for energy conversion are described. 

In the following part, the studies of the general oscillatory flow phenomena and the fluid 

flow in thermoacoustic devices are reviewed. 

2.1 Basic concepts of thermoacoustics 

2.1.1 A short history of thermoacoustics 

The study of thermoacoustics has a rich and interesting history. Sound excitation caused by 

heat appears to have been first recorded by Byron Higgins, who observed this phenomenon 

in 1777 (Putnam and Dennis, 1956). When a jet of hydrogen was burned at certain 

positions in a large organ pipe that was open at both ends, acoustic oscillations were 

excited and audible sound was emitted from the open ends. This phenomenon is often 

referred to as a “singing flame” (Richardson, 1922). 

 

In 1859, Petrus L. Rijke discovered that a strong oscillation was generated when heated 

gauze, instead of a hydrogen flame, was placed in the lower half of a vertical pipe with 

open ends at the top and bottom (Feldman, 1968a). When the gauze was located in the 

upper half of the pipe, the oscillation would not occur. Such a device with two open ends is 

usually called a “Rijke tube”, as shown in Figure 2.1a. Rijke attributed the production of 

the sound to the successive expansion and contraction of the convection current when it 

passed the heated screen and the cold pipe wall. Rijke oscillations have been the subject of 

many studies over the last 150 years, typically for their importance in combustion. 

 

Another early account of thermoacoustic oscillation is that of Sondhauss, published in 

1850 (Feldman, 1968b). Centuries ago, glass-blowers noticed that when a hot glass bulb 

was attached to the end of a cold tubular stem, a sound was sometimes produced. Such a 

“Sondhauss tube” was open at one end and terminated in a bulb at the other, as shown in 
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Figure 2.1b. Sondhauss investigated this kind of system quantitatively and found a direct 

relation between the frequency of the emitted sound and the geometry of the bulb-pipe 

assembly. He observed that larger bulbs and longer tubes produced lower frequency 

sounds. He also found that the sound was more intense when the bulb was hotter. The 

Sondhauss tube can be considered a prototype of the present-day standing wave 

thermoacoustic heat engine, except that modern thermoacoustic engines are usually 

constructed as closed systems to harness the acoustic power generated without unnecessary 

power loss to the surroundings. 

 

 
 

Figure 2.1 Rijke tube and Sondhauss tube (Feldman, 1986a, 1986b) 

 

Lord Rayleigh examined and qualitatively explained the three thermoacoustic phenomena 

described above in famous treatise “The Theory of Sound” (Rayleigh, 1945). He 

emphasized the importance of the phase relationship of the exchange of heat between the 

acoustic medium and the heat source/sink to the oscillatory motion in the process. 

 
“... If heat be periodically communicated to, and abstracted from, a mass of air vibrating in a 

cylinder bounded by a piston, the effect produced will depend upon the phase of the vibration at 

which the transfer of heat takes place. If heat be given to the air at the moment of greatest 

condensation, or be taken from it at the moment of greatest rarefaction, the vibration is encouraged. 

On the other hand, if heat be given at the moment of greatest rarefaction, or abstracted at the 

moment of greatest condensation, the vibration is discouraged ...” 
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His observations have been generally accepted as a criterion of the sustaining of 

thermoacoustic oscillations. However, he did not show how the thermoacoustic oscillations 

could be initiated. 

 

One of the first major modifications to the basic Sondhauss tube design was the 

introduction of a bundle of small Pyrex glass tubes to the system by R. L. Carter and his 

co-workers (Feldmann, 1968b). The assembly of the original Sondhauss tube was replaced 

by a simple straight tube with one end closed and the other open, the bulb being eliminated. 

The bundle of small glass tubes, which is now known as the “stack”, was found to be more 

effective than one large circular glass tube. Tests also showed that the amplitude of 

oscillation in a tube closed at both ends increased steadily with the system mean pressure. 

As a continuation of this work, a more extensive study of the Sondhauss oscillation was 

conducted by Feldman (1968b), who used bundles of glass tubes of various diameters and 

lengths as inserts in a Sondhauss tube. His most efficient oscillator produced 27 W of 

acoustic power from 600 W of heat, with a thermal efficiency of 4.5%. Measurements of 

the oscillatory pressure amplitude and frequency of the sound produced in the Sondhauss 

tube were made for various pipe lengths, heat power inputs, heat sources and positions of 

tube-bundle insert, tube diameter and length, and using different operating gases such as 

air and argon. 

 

Another manifestation of the thermoacoustic effect, a phenomenon commonly encountered 

in cryogenic storage systems, came to light in 1949, when Taconis and his co-workers 

noticed that very powerful oscillations (known thereafter as “Taconis oscillation”) could 

occur in a hollow tube used to stir liquid helium (Taconis et al, 1949). The tube approached 

the low temperature of the liquid helium at one end and remained at room temperature on 

the other end. The explanation given was essentially similar to that of Lord Rayleigh for 

the oscillation in a Sondhauss tube. Experimental studies of thermally driven oscillations in 

a tube filled with gaseous helium were conducted by Yazaki and his co-workers (Yazaki, 

Tominana  and Narahara, 1979, 1980). For the onset of the oscillation, the significance of 

the size of the thermal boundary layer compared with the width of the tube was clearly 

reflected in their measurements. 

 

The process opposite to the generation of sound by heat, the thermoacoustic heat pumping 

effect, was not observed and investigated until much later. In 1975, Merkli and Thomann 

discovered a cooling effect on the wall of a gas-filled tube sealed at one end by a piston 

undergoing a sinusoidal motion and blocked by a solid plate at the other end (Merkli and 
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Thomann, 1975a). The cooling of the tube wall occurred at the position where velocity was 

maximal, and usually where viscous dissipation was greatest. A theoretical model of the 

local time-averaged heat flux penetrating into the tube wall was developed from the 

second-order energy equation. The analysis showed that there was a net heat transport 

along the tube wall from a region near the velocity antinode of the standing wave to the 

velocity node. The experimental results agreed with the theoretical prediction when the 

amplitude of the oscillating pressure was relatively small and the oscillation frequency is 

such that a shock does not occur. This phenomenon, called “thermoacoustic streaming” by 

Rott (1980), is precisely the heat pumping effect responsible for thermoacoustic 

refrigeration. 

 

Ceperley realized that the gas in a travelling wave would experience a thermodynamic 

cycle very much similar to that experienced by a gas in a standard Stirling engine 

(Ceperley, 1979). He pointed out that a travelling wave heat engine could also function as 

a travelling wave heat pump, because the thermodynamic cycle of the gas would be ideally 

reversible. However, he was unable to show any cooling effect in the first measurement. 

Nevertheless, his work may be seen as the beginning of a new era of broad study of 

thermoacoustics in both travelling wave and standing wave modes. 

 

Wheatley and his group at the Los Alamos National Laboratory began an intensive and 

very effective programme of research on thermoacoustic effects in the 1980s. Simple 

“thermoacoustic couples” were first placed in resonators to create a cooling effect and to 

verify the thermoacoustic theory derived from the work of Rott (Wheatley et al, 1983a, 

1983b). A more complete, fully functional thermoacoustic refrigerator was first built by 

Hofler, who reported the design and analysis of this system in his PhD thesis (Hofler, 

1986). His design used a resonance tube of a small diameter between the cold heat 

exchanger and the buffer volume to reduce the local thermal loss and viscous loss. The 

highest measured coefficient of performance was 12% relative to Carnot efficiency and the 

lowest measured ratio of cold to ambient temperature was 0.66. The theoretical analysis 

did not produce a close agreement with the experimental results. The interference between 

acoustic flow and the discontinuity of the stack and heat exchanger assembly was thought 

to be one of the main causes of the discrepancy. 

 

Besides the early experimental studies of thermoacoustic phenomena, there were also a 

few unsuccessful theoretical efforts to explain them quantitatively. The first calculation of 

acoustic waves in long tubes which included the attenuation caused by the viscous loss was 
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made by Helmholtz in 1863 (Rott, 1969). However, the credit for initiating the field of 

theoretical thermoacoustics is deserved by Kirchhoff, who addressed quantitatively the 

effect of acoustic wave attenuation in tubes due to heat transfer from the gas to the tube 

walls, as well as attenuation due to viscous loss in 1868 (Rott, 1980). 

 

Trying to explain the spontaneous oscillation discovered by Taconis et al (1949), Kramers 

(1949) performed a quantitative calculation of the thermally driven acoustic oscillation by 

adopting Kirchhoff’s theory. His work was recognized as “the first quantitative calculation 

of thermally driven acoustic oscillations which can be compared to experiments” (Rott, 

1969). However, Kramers’ theory was unsuccessful in its attempt to achieve an agreement 

with observations. 

 

Originally directed towards explaining Taconis oscillation, the efforts of Rott developed 

into a very solid theoretical foundation and one of the most frequently referenced bodies of 

work in modern thermoacoustics (Rott, 1969, 1973, 1974a, 1974b, 1975, 1976a, 1976b, 

1976c). A complete acoustic stability analysis was conducted and shown to be valid for 

wide and narrow tubes. Rott also focused upon a purely acoustic oscillation, with no other 

source of inertia except from the fluid, and sharp temperature jumps (discontinuous model). 

Ultimately, a sound theoretical foundation applicable to basic experiments on both 

thermoacoustic prime movers and thermoacoustic heat pumps and refrigerators was 

established. The review article published by Rott in 1980 is recognized as the beginning of 

a very prolific era in thermoacoustics (Rott, 1980). Many later researches have relied 

heavily on his work. 

 

In 1988, G. Swift published a review, in which he discussed major aspects of 

thermoacoustic devices (Swift, 1988) and gave a few examples of prime movers and 

refrigerators, including detailed theoretical calculations and their interpretations. Taking 

into account conservation of energy in the wall, Swift extended the theory to stationary 

problems and proposed a numerical solution for smooth temperature profiles. 

 

Today, interest in thermoacoustics had extended worldwide. Different research groups are 

interested in various aspects, such as building a competitive but efficient functional device, 

developing a systematic methodology to design and construct such a device, and more 

fundamentally, extending Rott’s theory beyond the linear limit. 
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2.1.2 Lagrangian point of view of thermoacoustic effect 

In principle, a thermoacoustic device could work as an engine (a “prime mover”) or a 

refrigerator (including a heat pump), depending on whether a temperature gradient is 

applied in order to generate an acoustic wave or the acoustic wave is utilized to transfer 

heat from a cold to hot reservoir. The thermoacoustic devices could be also grouped into 

travelling wave devices and standing wave devices, depending on whether the acoustic 

pressure and the acoustic velocity are nearly in phase (0 or 180 degree) or 90 degree out of 

phase. As a consequence, most of the thermoacoustic devices for energy conversion 

purposes could be classified into four types of devices: standing wave thermoacoustic 

engine; standing wave thermoacoustic refrigerator; travelling wave thermoacoustic engine; 

travelling wave thermoacoustic refrigerator. 

 

 
 

Figure 2.2 (a) Schematic drawing of a simplified standing wave thermoacoustic 
engine. (b) Profiles of acoustic pressure and particle velocity along the resonator. (c) 
Profile of the mean temperature of the fluid within the flow channel and the 
illustration of the temperature of a gas parcel in one thermodynamic cycle. (d) 
Illustration of the thermodynamic cycle undertaken by a gas parcel in p-v diagram, 
with the solid temperature adjacent to the gas parcel in the cycle. 
 
A standing wave thermoacoustic engine is schematically shown in Fig. 2.2. A parallel plate 

stack of length l is placed between a hot and a cold heat exchanger and the whole structure 

is placed in the resonator. The gas-filled resonator is connected to a linear alternator at one 
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end and is blocked at the other end. The length of the resonator corresponds to half of the 

acoustic wavelength, λ/2. An acoustic oscillation is generated when a large temperature 

difference ΔT is applied across the stack. The acoustic power contained in the resonator 

could be extracted by the linear alternator in the form of electricity. The gas parcels within 

the channels between stack plates undergo a thermodynamic cycle as shown on the right. 

The gas parcel experiences an adiabatic compression and consumes acoustic power dW, 

with the temperature increased from T- to T+, and the volume decreased. Then, the gas 

parcel experiences an irreversible heat transfer (dq) with its adjacent solid at constant 

pressure (point b in (d)), causing a further increase of the gas temperature up to T++. The 

adiabatic expansion of the gas parcel produces an acoustic power of dW+ and its 

temperature drops to T. Then an irreversible heat transfer (dq) takes place between the gas 

parcel and its adjacent solid at constant pressure (point d in (d)). The temperature of the 

gas parcel further decreases to T-, to complete one cycle.  A net acoustic power (dW+ - dW) 

is produced while heat dq is transferred from temperature T++ to T- in every cycle the small 

gas parcel experiences. The gas parcel has a peak to peak displacement of 2ξ. By the virtue 

of the thermoacoustic effect, the system absorbs heat Qh at temperature Th and reject heat 

Qc at temperature Tc, and produces acoustic power W& . 

 

A standing wave thermoacoustic refrigerator is schematically shown in Fig. 2.3. The 

acoustic pressure oscillation is generated by the acoustic driver installed at one end of the 

gas-filled resonator with its other end closed. The length of the resonator corresponds to 

half of the acoustic wavelength, λ/2. A parallel plate stack of length l sitting between a hot 

and a cold heat exchanger is placed in the resonator. Along the movement driven by the 

acoustic wave, the gas parcel undergoes a thermodynamic cycle as shown on the right. The 

gas parcel experiences an adiabatic compression and consumes acoustic power dW, with 

an increasing temperature from T to T++, and volume decrease. The gas parcel then 

experiences an irreversible heat transfer (dq) from itself to its adjacent solid at constant 

pressure (point b in (d)), making the gas temperature decreased to T+. Afterwards, the 

adiabatic expansion of the gas parcel produces an acoustic power of dW- and its 

temperature further drops to T-. Then an irreversible heat transfer (dq) takes place to the 

gas parcel from its adjacent solid at constant pressure (point d in (d)). The temperature of 

the gas parcel increases to T-, to complete one cycle.  A net acoustic power (dW – dW-) is 

consumed while heat dq is pumped from temperature T- to T++ in every cycle the small gas 

parcel experiences. The gas parcel has a peak to peak displacement of 2ξ. With this 

thermodynamic cycle continues in a chain along the stack plate, a substantial temperature 

difference ΔT is created across the stack and maintained by the heat exchangers. Taking 
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advantage of the thermoacoustic effect, the system absorb heat Qc at temperature Tc and 

reject heat Qh at temperature Th, with a consumption of acoustic power W& . 

 

 
 

Figure 2.3 (a) Schematic drawing of a simplified standing wave thermoacoustic 
refrigerator. (b) Profiles of acoustic pressure and particle velocity along the resonator. 
(c) Profile of the mean temperature of the fluid within the flow channel and the 
temperature of the gas parcel in one thermodynamic cycle. (d) Illustration of the 
thermodynamic cycle undertaken by a gas parcel in p-v diagram, with the solid 
temperature adjacent to the gas parcel in the cycle. 
 

2.1.3 Linear theory of general thermoacoustics 

 

Over the last few decades, the linear thermoacoustic theory has been well established 

(Swift, 1988, 2002). The performance of a thermoacoustic system can be correctly 

predicted under the linear theory if the pressure amplitude of the acoustic oscillation in the 

system is less than 10% of the mean pressure. The discrepancy between the prediction 

from the linear theory and the quantities from measurements become substantially larger 

when the amplitude of the acoustic oscillation increases, possibly due to the nonlinear 

effects such as the waveform steepening, the pressure loss at the abrupt changes of the 

cross sectional area for acoustic transmission, the streaming effects or the turbulence in the 

oscillatory flow. Design Environment for Low-amplitude ThermoAcoustic Energy 

Conversion (abbr. DELTAEC) (Ward and Swift, 1994), which is built on the linear 
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thermoacoustic theory with additions to consider the effects such as minor losses, is 

broadly used to simulate the distribution of the physical quantities such as the acoustic 

pressure, the velocity and the temperature, or the overall performance for the initial design 

or the verification of the system behaviour. It shows that thermoacoustic processes can be 

predicted reasonably well on the grounds of the linear thermoacoustic theory as a first 

approximation. In this section, essential content of the linear thermoacoustic theory that is 

most relevant to the current research is described. 

 

Consider a simple straight resonator: An acoustic wave propagates along the axis of the 

resonator in the direction of x, at the sound speed a. The transverse coordinates y and z are 

defined in the cross section of the resonator. An ideal gas is considered, whose bulk 

viscosity ζ is negligible. It is assumed that the transverse dimension of the resonator is 

much smaller than the acoustic wavelength λ. 

 

Start with the equations of continuity, momentum and heat transfer: 
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Here, s is the entropy, and k is the thermal conductivity of the gas. σ' is the nine-

component viscous stress tensor. The partial derivative ∂/∂t indicates the time derivative at 

a fixed location through which fluid may move. 

 

Variables such as pressure p, density ρ, temperature T and velocity v are considered to be 

in steady-state sinusoidal oscillation, at frequency f (= a/λ) and angular frequency ω = 2πf. 

They can be written in the complex notation 

 

 ( )[ ]ti
m exppp ω

1Re+=  (2.4) 

 ( ) ( )[ ]ti
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 ( ) ( )[ ]ti
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 ( )[ ]tiezyx ω,,Re 1vv =  (2.7) 

 

Variables with subscript 1, such as p1, are complex numbers. The complex notation makes 

use of i = 1−  and of the identity eiωt = cos(ωt) + isin(ωt). It is assumed that the time-

dependent variables are small, so that |p1| << pm, |ρ1| << ρm, |T1| << Tm, |v1| << a, etc. The 

mean velocity is assumed to be zero, with no steady gas motion in the absence of the 

acoustic oscillation.  

 

Other properties of the gas such as the viscosity and thermal conductivity are assumed to 

be dependent only on the mean temperature, which is a function of x only, as follows 

 

 ( )xμμ =  (2.8) 

 ( )xkk =  (2.9) 

 

With these approximations, the equations of fluid mechanics and heat transfer can be 

simplified to 
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Equation (2.11) is a differential equation for u1(y, z). With boundary condition u1 = 0 at the 

solid surface, Eq. (2.11) has a solution 

 

 ( )[ ]
dx
dpzyhiu

m

1
1 ,1 νωρ

−=  (2.13) 

 

The complex function hν(y, z) depends on the specific geometry of the flow channel under 

consideration. An integration of Eq. (2.13) with respect to y and z over the cross-sectional 

area A of the channel gives the volumetric velocity U1: 
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fν is the spatial average of the complex function hν(y, z). Subsequently, after re-

organization, Eq. (2.10) and Eq. (2.12) become 
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hν(y, z) share the same formulae with hκ(y, z),  and fν with fκ. In particular, when the flow 

fields in a large pipe and a small channel formed between two parallel plates are 

considered, the complex functions h(y, z) and f are known. For a large pipe for which the 

viscous effect and thermal conduction due to the solid boundary are limited to a thin 

boundary layer, and with y = 0 at the solid wall, 

 

 ( ) δyieh +−= 1  (2.17) 

 ( )
hr
if

2
1 δ−

=  (2.18) 

 

For the small channel between parallel plates, if y = 0 at the centre of the channel of 

separation 2y0 = 2rh, 
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In order to find hν(y, z) and fν, or hκ(y, z) and fκ, one only needs to put δν or δκ in the 

corresponding places. 

 

Due to the interaction of the sound wave with the walls of the small channel, it leads to a 

non-zero time-averaged acoustic power. The time-averaged acoustic power produced in a 

unit length of the channel, dxEd 2
& is given by 
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2.2 Fluid mechanical phenomena in oscillatory flows 

It can be seen from the general description given above that the thermoacoustic effect is 

closely related to the fluid flow and heat transfer processes within the channels in the stack, 

and between the stack and the heat exchangers. The stack and heat exchangers are the core 

components whereby the thermoacoustic effect and energy conversion take place. It is 

therefore very important to learn the characteristics of the flow and heat transfer in order to 

gain a better understanding of the thermoacoustic effects, if one is to design 

thermoacoustic devices of high efficiency. From the following review, it can be shown that 

the studies of fluid flow phenomena around thermoacoustic stacks are still in their very 

early stages, and there is still much to be learned. 

 

2.2.1 General behaviour of oscillatory flow  

When discussing the underlying physics of the oscillatory flow phenomena, the 

acoustically induced oscillatory flow in thermoacoustic devices could be considered as one 

category of oscillatory flows and hence it is useful to review previous works in the general 

area of oscillatory flows. As a point of interest, sometimes, the oscillatory flow is also 

referred to as an oscillating flow or a pulsating flow. It is frequently encountered in 

engineering fields such as coastal engineering, Stirling engines, pulse tube cryocoolers, 

internal combustion engines, in water hammer processes, and in bioengineering in the 

context of blood flow in arteries, and many others. 

 

The studies of the oscillatory flow are still an active ongoing research area because of its 

complexity. Oscillatory flow in circular pipes has been studied extensively (Drake, 1965, 

Gedeon, 1986, Siegel, 1987, Cooper, Yang and Nee, 1993, Ling and Atabek, 1972, 

Ramaprian and Tu, 1980, Shemerm, Wygnanski and Kit, 1985, Merkli and Thomann 

1975b, Hino, Sawamoto and Takasu, 1976, Ohmi and Iguchi, 1982, Ohmi et al 1982, Ohmi, 

Iguchi and Urahata, 1982, Kurzweg, Kindgren and Lothrop, 1989). It is known that the 

velocity profile of an oscillatory flow is quite different from that of a steady flow. In an 
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experimental study of the flow in the mouth of a Helmholtz resonator, Richardson and 

Tyler (1929) discovered that the maximum velocity occurs within a close distance to the 

wall instead of appearing at the centre of the pipe. This is sometimes referred to as the 

“annular effect” in the literature. This finding was afterwards verified by Womersley 

(1955a, 1955b) and Uchida (1956) in their analysis of a sinusoidal motion of a fully 

developed oscillatory flow in a pipe. Similar studies of oscillatory flows were carried out 

in flow channels of various geometries, such as rectangular channel (Drake, 1965), and 

channels formed between parallel plates (Gedeon, 1986, Siegel, 1987).  

 

There are also many other interesting and important flow phenomena, such as the transition 

to turbulence (Sergeev, 1966, Merkli and Thomann, 1975b, Hino, Sawamoto and Takasu, 

1976, Ohmi et al, 1982, Seume, 1988, Kurzweg, Lindgren and Lothrop, 1989), the pressure 

drop in the flow through a pipe or the friction loss in an oscillatory flow (Roach and Bell, 

1989, Wu et al, 1990, Zhao and Cheng, 1996a, 1996b), minor loss due to abrupt changes of 

the cross section of the channel, the entrance effect (Gerrard and Hughes, 1971, Peacock 

and Stairmand, 1983, Krijger, Hillen and Hoogstraten, 1991, Zhao and Cheng, 1998, 

Yamanaka et al, 2002, Jaworski et al, 2009) and the flow patterns in the wake of an 

oscillatory flow past obstacles (Chung and Kang, 2003, Barbi et al, 1986, Tatsuno and 

Bearman, 1990, Okajima, Matsumoto and Kimura, 1997, Bearman et al, 1985, 

Anagnostopoulos and Minear, 2004, Iliadia and Anagnostopoulos, 1998, Williamson and 

Roshko, 1988, Ponta and Aref, 2005, 2006, Nehari, Aarmenio and Ballio, 2004). 

 

2.2.1.1 Transition to turbulence 

 

The transition from laminar to turbulent flow is a popular topic in fluid mechanics, because 

there is a significant effect of the flow characteristics on the flow resistance, drag and lift 

force on the airfoil and heat and mass transfer. In an experimental study, Sergeev (1966) 

used a motor and crank mechanism to drive a water column in a vertical pipe. Aluminium 

powder particles were introduced for flow visualization. The amplitude and frequency of 

the oscillations were varied during the experiments. It was found that the ratio of the pipe 

diameter, D to the boundary layer thickness (δν = (2ν/ω)1/2, ν = kinematic viscosity and ω = 

angular frequency), referred to as the inertial number (σ = D/ 2 δν), has a strong effect on 

the nature of the fluid flow and the transition from laminar to turbulent regime. The critical 

value of the Reynolds number (Reδ = 2 Uaδν/ν), defined on δν and the average velocity 

amplitude (Ua), was found to be approximately 700, for the range of the oscillation 
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amplitude and frequency tested, with D/δν between 5.6 and 56. Sergeev (1966) indicated 

that partial turbulence of the flow was observed in his experiments. 

 

Merkli and Thomann (1975) used a hot-wire anemometer and smoke visualization to 

investigate transition to turbulence of oscillating flow in a round pipe of variable length. A 

mechanical sine-wave generator, instead of the crankshaft mechanism, was used to 

produce oscillations in a gas column, in order to eliminate higher harmonics inherent to a 

normal crankshaft mechanism. The focus was on the transition to turbulence in the 

boundary layer (Stokes layer). A major finding of this work was that turbulent bursts were 

observed around the velocity peaks, and were followed by relaminarization in the same 

oscillation cycle, when the Reynolds number was at moderate values. The Reynolds 

number was defined on the Stokes layer thickness and axial velocity amplitude. 

Turbulence was not observed for a very small Reynolds number. A critical value of 

Reynolds number (Reδ = 21/2uaδν/ν, ua = axial velocity amplitude) of around 400 was found 

when transition to turbulence occurred in the oscillating pipe flow. Turbulence was not 

observed throughout the whole cycle of oscillation in any case. 

 

 
Figure 2.4 Stability diagrams: (a) Re vs. λ and (b) Rδ vs. λ. Circle, laminar or distorted 

laminar flow; Solid circle, weakly turbulent flow; Solid circle with a cross, 

conditionally turbulent flow. (Hino, Sawamoto and Takasu,  1976) 

 

Hino et al. (1976) carried out a direct measurement of transition in oscillatory pipe flow for 

the frequency up to 1 Hz, by using a hot-wire anemometer. The ratio of the pipe diameter 
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to the Stokes layer thickness (D/δν) was controlled between 3.8 and 12.4. Two types of 

turbulent flow regime have been detected: weakly turbulent flow and conditionally 

turbulent flow. A third flow regime (the fully turbulent flow) was in fact not confirmed in 

the paper. In the weakly turbulent flow, small amplitude perturbations are superimposed on 

the distorted laminar flow. The velocity amplitude profiles across the pipe agree well with 

the theoretical curve of laminar flow, while the phase lag distributions differ considerably 

from it, particularly in the central part of the pipe. When the Reynolds number increases 

further, the conditional turbulence is observed. Turbulence is generated suddenly in the 

decelerating phase and the profile of the velocity distribution changes drastically. In the 

accelerating phase, the flow recovers to laminar-like flow. Hino et al. remarked that the 

flow regimes could be defined in the diagrams (Re, Reynolds number defined on the pipe 

diameter vs. λ, the ratio of pipe radius to δν) or (Rδ (=Reδ), λ), as shown in Fig. 2.4. The 

critical value of Reynolds number, when transition from laminar flow to weakly turbulent 

flow occurs, decreases as the Stokes parameter λ increases. The critical value of Rδ, when 

transition from the weakly turbulent flow to conditionally turbulent flow occurs, is around 

550 almost independent of the Stokes parameter. 

 

Ohmi et al. (1982) summarized the previous experimental results on transition to 

turbulence in an oscillating pipe flow and made further progress through revealing the 

velocity distributions. They performed experiments in an oscillating pipe flow by using a 

hot-wire anemometer in the relatively large Reynolds number from 600 to 65000. In 

addition to the weakly and conditionally turbulent flows, new flow behaviour in which 

turbulent bursts occur in the accelerating phase as well as in the decelerating phase was 

observed. However, the limit between previous conditionally turbulent flow and this 

turbulent flow was still not clear. It was also found that the instantaneous velocity profile 

in each phase was represented by the well-known 1/7th power law, but in the laminar-like 

phase it did not follow the theoretical laminar solutions for a steady oscillating pipe flow. 

Seume (1988) carried out an experimental investigation of the transition in an oscillatory 

pipe flow with the parameter range covering the conditions found in the heat exchangers of 

Stirling engines. Kurzweg, Lindgren and Lothrop (1989) made measurements on the onset 

of turbulence in oscillating flow of water and found that the oscillatory flows become 

increasingly stable with decreasing Womersley number (similar to the Stokes parameter). 

 

Cooper, Yang and Nee (1993) carried out an important review on oscillating flows. He 

postulated that the term “oscillatory” should be used to describe fully oscillatory flows 

with no mean steady flow superimposed. He also emphasized the differences between an 
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oscillatory Stokes flow and oscillatory flow. Although the oscillatory flows are 

macroscopically similar to oscillating Stokes flows, they are driven in a different way. 

Stokes flows are driven by viscous interactions with uniform far field fluid motion whilst 

the oscillatory flows are driven by the oscillating pressure gradients. Experimental results 

(Ling and Atabek, 1972; Ramaprian and Tu, 1980; Shemer, Wygnanski and Kit, 1985) 

show significant discrepancies from Stokes flow velocity profiles in the shear layers of the 

oscillatory flows. Laminar oscillatory flows typically correlate well with theoretical 

research while turbulent flow data shows more uncertainties than steady flows. The review 

paper summarized experimental data for the transition to turbulence in the oscillatory flows 

in the previous couple of decades. Turbulence in oscillating flows is typically limited to 

portions of the oscillation cycles that correspond to the peak velocities. There were no 

reported cases of turbulence persisting throughout an entire oscillation cycle. In general, 

research has shown that small amplitude and low frequency of the oscillatory flows tends 

to stabilize the flow and dampen out disturbances. The favourable pressure gradient in the 

oscillatory flow during acceleration also helps stabilize the flow and dampen disturbances, 

while the adverse pressure gradient during the flow deceleration tends to destabilize the 

flow and sustains flow disturbances (Merkli and Thomann, 1975; Hino, Sawamoto and 

Takasu, 1976; Ohmi et al, 1982; Kurzweg, Lindgren and Lothrop, 1989). The stabilizing 

effect of the favourable pressure gradient is responsible for the relaminarization effect 

noted at the onset of flow acceleration. This paper also showed that with some low 

Womersley numbers it may be possible to avoid transition entirely. This is because either 

the fluid tidal displacement is negligibly small or the oscillation frequency is so low that 

the flow never attains a transitional Reynolds number, or both. Viscous effects in low 

Womersley number flows are strong enough to dampen out most disturbances or transition 

induced instabilities. 

 

 
Figure 2.5 Boundaries between laminar and turbulent regimes for an oscillating flow 

in a circular pipe 
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Approximate boundaries between laminar and turbulent regimes in case of an oscillating 

flow in a circular pipe as a function of Reynolds and Womersley (D/δν) numbers are 

shown in Fig. 2.5 (Aben and Zeegers, 2006). For low Re and low Wo the flows are in the 

well understood laminar regime. For sufficiently high Wo the flow becomes weakly 

turbulent. This means that the turbulence is confined to the centre of the pipe without 

affecting the boundary layer. In the conditionally turbulent region the flow is turbulent at 

its peak velocity and becomes laminar again. 

 

2.2.1.2 Pressure drop and friction loss in oscillatory flow 

 

The frictional losses in the oscillatory flow are an important part in understanding the 

oscillatory flow. Also, they are of concern in the process of designing the heat exchangers 

in thermoacoustic and Stirling machines. Roach and Bell (1989) studied the pressure drop 

in an oscillatory flow experimentally and found that it is independent of the frequency of 

oscillation. Wu et al. (1990) obtained experimental data for the friction factor in a heat 

exchanger and acquired the relation between the friction factor and the Reynolds number at 

given values of the oscillation frequency. Zhao and Cheng (1996b) obtained an analytical 

expression for the friction coefficient in a fully developed oscillatory laminar pipe flow 

and found an agreement with their experimental data. 

 

Zhao and Cheng (1996a) also performed experimental studies on the onset of turbulence 

and frictional losses in an oscillatory turbulent pipe flow. They used a hot-wire 

anemometer and pressure transducers to measure the velocity oscillations and pressure 

drops. The mechanisms of the transition to turbulence in a periodically oscillatory flow 

were investigated. Their findings implied that the instabilities were generated near the wall 

and the radial momentum transfer caused a lower level of velocity fluctuations near the 

centreline. This could be due to the “annular effect”. First the fluid flowing near the wall 

reaches the critical Reynolds number and becomes unstable, and then eddies occur near the 

wall. These eddies are transferred to the core flow, which causes small fluctuations. They 

also indicated that the change from a favourable pressure gradient to an adverse pressure 

gradient is responsible for the onset of turbulence. The physical mechanism leading to the 

onset of turbulence is a complicated interaction of the inertial force, viscous force and 

pressure gradient effects. At very large Reynolds number, the interaction of the inertial and 

viscous force leads to annular velocity profiles in which inflexion points exist near the wall. 

At the time when the pressure gradient changes from a favourable to an adverse pressure, 
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the simultaneous existence of large velocity magnitude and the inflexion points in the 

velocity profiles as well as the adverse pressure gradient leads to the onset of instability. A 

correlation equation in terms of the kinetic Reynolds number and dimensionless velocity 

amplitudes for the onset of turbulence was obtained. Finally, a correlation equation for the 

cycle-averaged friction coefficient of the oscillatory turbulent flow has been obtained and 

compared with that in the oscillatory laminar flow. 

 

Zhao and Cheng (1998) presented a review of such studies with an emphasis on the onset 

of turbulence, velocity distribution, and frictional loss of the oscillatory boundary-layer 

and duct flows, as well as the associated heat transfer characteristics. Through similarity 

analysis, the kinetic Reynolds number, dimensionless oscillation amplitude, the Prandtl 

number and the ratio of the pipe length to pipe diameter were chosen as the similarity 

parameters for incompressible oscillating flow. It is generally agreed from the previous 

literature that an oscillatory flow becomes unstable with increasing either the kinetic 

Reynolds number or the dimensionless fluid displacement. They made an analysis and 

summary of the laminar oscillatory flows, such as the Stokes flow, fully-developed pipe 

flow including laminar and turbulent oscillatory flow and hydro-dynamically developing 

pipe flow. 

 

2.2.1.3 Entrance effects in channels 

 

For the study of laminar developing oscillatory flow, relatively few papers have been 

reported. Gerrard and Hughes (1971) investigated the development of velocity profiles of 

an oscillatory flow in the entrance region of a circular pipe using flow visualization 

techniques. They thought the mechanism of vorticity diffusion in an oscillatory flow is 

different from the steady flow. In the steady flow the vorticity generated from the wall 

diffuses to fill the whole cross-section of the pipe, while in the oscillatory flow, the 

vorticity diffuses in the entrance region only across the oscillating boundary layer 

thickness. This causes the shorter entrance length than that in the steady flow. Peacock and 

Stairmand (1983) proposed that the entrance length in a laminar oscillatory flow is shorter 

than in a steady flow. They speculated that the velocity profiles of an oscillatory flow 

could not change much in the entrance region because the velocity profiles of an 

oscillatory flow tend to be flatter than those of a steady flow. Krijger, Hillen and 

Hoogstraten (1991) suggested the entrance length varied over a cycle and proposed a time 

dependent entrance length. 
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Zhao and Cheng (1998) conducted a numerical simulation for developing pipe flow with a 

finite length. The velocity profiles during a complete cycle at different locations along the 

pipe length were obtained. The fluid enters the pipe in the first half cycle and the viscous 

boundary layer grows in thickness downstream. They found that the velocity profiles 

downstream change from a rectangular shape to a parabola-like shape with velocity 

overshoots. In the second half of the cycle, the fluid flow reverses its direction. They 

proposed that the viscous layers in an oscillatory flow may not coalesce at the fully 

developed region because the velocity in the core is out of phase with the velocity near the 

wall. Yamanaka et al. (2002) studied the entrance length in a purely oscillatory flow using 

an ultrasonic velocity profile (UVP) technique. Fast Fourier transform (FFT) was used to 

make an analysis of the unsteady velocity at the pipe centreline and the “entrance length” 

was identified as the distance from the entrance where the third harmonic becomes 

negligible. 

 

Jaworski et al. (2009) investigated the flow structures and entrance length in a 

thermoacoustic stack in the oscillatory flow conditions using PIV. The velocity profiles at 

the entrance length were shown. These finding also validate the numerical results of Zhao 

and Cheng (1998), which is that velocity profiles along the axial direction change from 

rectangular shapes to a parabolic shape with velocity overshoots. They found that the 

entrance lengths are varying phase by phase when the fluid enters the stack channel and are 

in the order of fluid displacement amplitude. Results from numerical simulation were 

compared with measurement, which improved the understanding of entrance effect in the 

oscillatory flow. 

 

2.2.1.4 Patterns of wake flow in oscillatory flow past obstacles (Similarity parameters) 

 

When bluff bodies are introduced in the oscillatory flow, complicated flow patterns would 

develop before and after the bluff bodies due to the discontinuities of cross section and the 

nature of oscillatory flow past the bluff bodies. When the oscillatory flow crosses the bluff 

bodies, such as circular or square cylinder, plates or other geometries, the vortices shed in 

one half of the cycle impinge on the bluff body when the flow reverses and may interact 

with vortices shed during the other half of the cycle. 

 

Chung and Kang (2003) carried out a study on the vortex shedding and its lock-on effects 

behind a square cylinder in an oscillatory incoming flow using a numerical analysis. When 

a bluff body is located in an oscillatory flow, a resonance between the vortex shedding 
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behind the bluff body and the oscillatory incoming flow is called lock-on. They found that 

in the lock-on region, the flow is in a periodic state and there is a strong regularity between 

the drag and lift forces. When comparing with steady flow, it is found that the time-

averaged mean recirculation region is smaller than that for the steady flow. Barbi et al. 

(1986) carried out a similar study on the vortex shedding and its lock-on effects behind a 

circular cylinder in an oscillatory flow using numerical simulation. 

 

Tatsuno and Bearman (1990) investigated the structures of the flow induced by a circular 

cylinder performing sinusoidal oscillations in water at rest by means of a flow visualization. 

Two similarity parameters, the Keulegan-Carpenter number, KC (where KC = 2πa/d, a is 

the amplitude of the oscillating motion and d is the cylinder diameter) and the Stokes 

number, β (where β = fd2/v, f is the frequency of flow oscillation and v the kinematic 

viscosity of the fluid), were defined to observe the flow regimes. The KC number was 

varied from 1.6 to 15, and the Stokes number was in the range of 5-160. In this range of 

KC and Stokes number, a number of flow regimes were found. At relatively low values of 

both KC and β, the flow structure is described as two-dimensional vortices shed 

symmetrically per half cycle. As the oscillation amplitude is increased, some asymmetry 

appears in the flow separation and vortex development behind the cylinder. The process of 

development and shedding of vortices depends on the values of KC and β. Most of the 

resulting flows show a three dimensional instability along the cylinder axis. 

 

Okajima, Matsumoto and Kimura (1997) carried out force measurements and flow 

visualization for circular and square cylinder in an oscillatory flow. Measurements of both 

in-line and transverse forces of the square cylinder at various angles of attack were made in 

a relatively wide range of Keulegan-Carpenter (KC) numbers from 1 to 90. The 

correlations between flow patterns and force coefficients are revealed by flow visualization. 

A similar study of forces and vortex patterns around a circular cylinder in oscillating flow 

were carried by Bearman et al. (1985) and Obasaju, Bearman and Graham  (1988). Iliadis 

and Anagnostopoulos (1998) used a finite element method to numerically compute two-

dimensional flow around a circular cylinder in oscillating flow at low Keulegan-Carpenter 

number and Stokes number. They also found that the flow remains symmetrical for low 

values of KC number and the trace of the total in-line force is very close to a sine wave. 

When the KC number was increasing, the flows appeared asymmetrical and the asymmetry 

eventually became more pronounced. Then this  led to very complicated vortex shedding 

patterns, which caused generation of higher harmonics in the trace of the in-line force. 

Anagnostopoulos and Minear (2004) also used a finite element method to study the 
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blockage effect on the oscillatory flow past a circular cylinder at low Keulegan-Carpenter 

number. They found the vortex pattern for an increased blockage corresponds to that 

occurring for a higher KC number in an unblocked condition. 

 

Williamson and Roshko (1988) used a flow visualization technique to observe the vortex 

formation in the wake of an oscillating cylinder in a steady free stream. Some vortex 

patterns behind the oscillating cylinder were found, such as the formation of single vortex, 

vortex pairs or combination of single vortex and vortex pairs and so on. In order to 

simplify the description of vortex patterns, a method of “symbolic code of letters and 

numbers” was introduced. They attempted to use a dimensionless oscillating amplitude and 

frequency parameter to classify various vortex patterns. All vortex patterns found have 

been summarized on the plane of dimensionless amplitude and frequency parameter. 

 

Ponta and Aref (2005, 2006) also investigated vortex shedding from an oscillating cylinder. 

They validated both theoretically and numerically the classification of vortex wake 

patterns of an oscillating cylinder suggested by Williamson and Roshko (1988). Nehari, 

Armenio and Ballio (2004) made three-dimensional numerical analysis of the oscillatory 

flow around a circular cylinder at low Keulegan-Carpenter number and Stokes number. 

They indicated that three-dimensional flow behaviour always appears when the 

asymmetric vortex pattern has been fully developed.  

 

2.2.1.5 Vortex shedding frequency 

 

When the oscillatory flow passes the bluff bodies or the bluff bodies oscillate in still fluid, 

variations of vortex patterns behind the bluff bodies will lead to variations of vortex 

shedding frequency. However, the studies on vortex shedding frequency in the oscillatory 

flow are very limited. The experimental insights into vortex shedding frequency in steady 

flow will be an important resource when comparing them with oscillatory flow. The vortex 

shedding frequency was usually expressed in terms of the non-dimensional Strouhal 

number, St = fd/U, where f is the shedding frequency, d is the characteristic length, and U 

is the free-stream velocity. 

 

The studies of shedding frequency in steady flow are extensive (Roshko, 1954, Kovasznay, 

1949, Williamson, 1988, Zdravkovich, 1996, Weat and Apelt, 1982, Al-Asmi and Castro, 

1992, Ferreira and Vieira, 2004, Guillaume and LaRue, 2001, Leweke, 1993, Okajima, 

1982), although they are relatively rare within the scope of oscillatory flows. 
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Since Strouhal first measured the relation between the shedding frequency and the velocity 

for Aeolian tones (Roshko, 1954), the study of vortex shedding frequency has been of 

interest to many investigators. Rayleigh (1945) pointed out that fd/U (now called the 

Strouhal number) should be related to the Reynolds number. In order to detect vortex 

shedding frequency, most investigators chose the hot-wire anemometer with high temporal 

resolution. Kovasznay (1949) carried out hot-wire investigation of the wake behind 

cylinders at low Reynolds numbers. He obtained the critical Reynolds number of 40 at 

which vortices are shed. In the range of Reynolds numbers from 40 to 160, the vortices are 

not shed directly from the cylinder but appear some distance downstream. This 

phenomenon can be considered as instability of the laminar wake. The correlation between 

the Strouhal and Reynolds number from the critical value 40 to around 10,000 was 

obtained as well. The Strouhal number was based on the observed vortex shedding 

frequency and the undisturbed mean velocity. 

 

Roshko (1954) investigated wake development behind circular cylinders at Reynolds 

number from 40 to 10,000 in a low-speed wind tunnel using standard hot-wire techniques. 

Two distinct Reynolds number ranges according to different periodic wake phenomena 

behind circular cylinders were observed. In the Reynolds number range from 40 to 150 - 

called the stable range - the classical stable Karman vortex streets are formed and no 

turbulence is developed. In the Reynolds number range from 300 to 10,000, the periodic 

shedding is accompanied by irregular or turbulent velocity fluctuations. The transition 

range is between 150 and 300. They obtained velocity statistical spectrum and vortex 

shedding frequencies through measuring the velocity fluctuations behind circular cylinders. 

In the stable range, the free vortices (which move downstream) decay by viscous diffusion. 

In the range of irregular velocity fluctuations, the viscous diffusion is turbulent and 

develops fast, and the wake becomes fully turbulent in the distance of 40 to 50 diameters. 

In addition to the differences in the nature of the velocity fluctuations, the ranges are 

characterized by the behaviour of the Strouhal number. In the stable range, the Strouhal 

number is rising rapidly, in the irregular range it is essentially constant, and in the 

transition range the Strouhal number is unstable. Thus, they summarized the relation 

between Strouhal number and the Reynolds number for Re between 50 and 150, and 

between 300 and 2000. When the Reynolds number is over 2000, the Strouhal number is 

constant. 
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Williamson (1988) carried out a detailed study on the transition regime and confirmed that 

there exists a complex relation between the Strouhal and Reynolds number. He found that 

the transition from laminar stable shedding to turbulent regime in the near wake of a 

circular cylinder involves two distinct discontinuities in the relation of Strouhal vs. 

Reynolds number. The first discontinuity appears at the Reynolds number of 178. It is 

related to a change from periodic, laminar vortex shedding to shedding which involved the 

formation of vortex loops. The second discontinuity appears for the Reynolds number 

between 230 and 260. It is associated with a change in the three-dimensional structure of 

the wake from vortex loops to finer-scale stream-wise vortices. Zdravkovich (1996) wrote 

a review paper on different modes of vortex shedding. He classified the previously 

observed modes of vortex shedding according to the different mechanics of vortex 

formation and shedding. He summarized different correlations between the Strouhal and 

Reynolds number in the low Reynolds number range: Roshko’s, Rayleigh’s and Berger’s. 

The measurements in the transition range conducted by Williamson were also reviewed. 

 

West and Apelt (1982) investigated the effects of tunnel blockage and Reynolds number on 

the Strouhal number in the flow past a circular cylinder. The experiments cover a range of 

blockage from 2% to 16% and the Reynolds number between 104 and 105. For different 

blockage ratios, there are large differences in the relation between Strouhal and Reynolds 

number, especially when the Reynolds number is over 2×104; the larger the blockage ratio, 

the slower the change in the Strouhal number. Al-Asmi and Castro (1992) investigated the 

geometrical effects of bluff bodies on vortex shedding behaviour in a low-speed wind 

tunnel. Different geometries of the bluff bodies included flat plate, tee-shape body, 

triangular body and rectangular body. In addition to the four basic models a further two 

triangular models with different widths were used to investigate the solid blockage effects. 

The relation between the Strouhal number and Reynolds number for the blockage ratio of 

0.167 was obtained. Above the Reynolds number of 2×104, the Strouhal number for the 

four bodies is independent of the Reynolds number. For the Reynolds number less than 

2×104, the change in the Strouhal number is apparent for the rectangular body. 

 

Ferreira and Vieira (2004) carried out a study of a steady flow around modified circular 

cylinders with a longitudinal concave notch. At low Reynolds number, from 100 to around 

400, the Strouhal number increases rapidly. Between Reynolds number of 400 and 1000, 

the Strouhal number remains constant at around 0.2. Similar hot-wire anemometer 

experiments for a single plate, a plate array, and a ring of circular cross section, designed 
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to measure the Strouhal number have also been performed by Guillaume and LaRue (2001) 

and Leweke et al. (1993). 

 

Okajima (1982) investigated in detail the Strouhal number on rectangular cylinders. The 

Strouhal number variations with four different width-to-height ratios in the range of 

Reynolds number between 70 and 2×104 have been observed. He found there is a certain 

range of Reynolds number for the cylinders with the width-to-height ratios of 2 and 3 

where the flow pattern suddenly changes with a sudden discontinuity in Strouhal number. 

The sudden discontinuity in Strouhal number caused by an abrupt change in flow pattern 

has been confirmed through measurement of velocity distribution behind the cylinder and 

flow visualization. The increase of Reynolds number makes the separated flows detach 

themselves suddenly from the surfaces, which results in a widening of the wake, 

accompanied by the discontinuous change of Strouhal number. For the rectangular cylinder 

with the width-to-height ratios of 1 and 4, there are no sudden changes in the Strouhal 

number when the Reynolds number increases. These investigations into the Strouhal 

number in steady flow can provide the backdrop against which to assess the Reynolds 

number or the blockage ratio effects and so on in the case of oscillatory flow. 

 

2.2.2 Studies of fluid flow within thermoacoustic devices 

 

The performance of the thermoacoustic refrigerator heavily relies on the energy conversion 

efficiency of the thermoacoustic stack and the heat transfer efficiency of the heat 

exchangers. Thus the information on the flow field around a parallel-plate stack is 

important for a better understanding of the thermoacoustic effect occurring in the stack. A 

better understanding of the flow patterns in the area between the stack and the heat 

exchanger is also crucial to improve the performance of the heat exchangers, as revealed 

by recent numerical studies (Marx, 2003, Besnoin and Knio, 2004). It is also useful in the 

design and optimization of heat exchangers, when the heat exchangers take a form of fin 

and tube combination, which resembles the architecture of a parallel-plate stack. 

 

The analysis of thermoacoustic devices has in large part relied on quasi one dimensional 

approximation (Swift, 1988). The resulting predictions have been extensively tested 

against experimental data (Wheatley 1983, Atchley 1990). Generally, good agreement 

between quasi one dimensional theory and experiments is obtained when the acoustic 

pressure amplitude is relatively low. When the acoustic pressure amplitude is large, 
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however, significant deviations between quasi one dimensional prediction and 

experimental data occur (Atchley 1990). 2D and 3D effects, nonlinear acoustic waves and 

shocks, transition to turbulence or nonlinear flow-acoustic interactions could be partly 

responsible for the discrepancies between theoretical predictions and experimental results. 

To address the connection between the possible causes and their real effect, some 

experiments and numerical simulation works have been conducted during past years. 

 

According to the main features of the flow phenomena, the flow in the resonator around a 

stack may be generally divided into three regions as shown in Fig. 2.6. This is intended to 

help categorize relevant experimental works, because these usually pay attention to 

selected phenomena which may only happen in certain regions. Region I is the inner region 

of the stack, where the flow in the channel is not affected by the entrance effects from the 

discontinuity of the solid boundaries. The flow in a single channel can be well described by 

the linear theory briefly described in Section 2.1., when the amplitude of the acoustic 

oscillation is not too large. Region III is sufficiently far away from the heat exchangers in 

the resonator, so that the plane wave is no longer disturbed by the existence of the heat 

exchangers and the stack. Similarly, the oscillating flow in this region can be described by 

the linear theory, when the amplitude of the acoustic oscillation small. 

 

 
Figure 2.6 Three flow regions around a parallel plate stack in a resonator  

 

Region II is the region where the flow is much more complicated because of the presence 

of the stack ends and heat exchangers, and it is more interesting from the point of view of 

fluid physics and potentially may affect the thermal performance of the stack and heat 

exchangers. At a preliminary research stage the combination of stack and heat exchangers 

is often simplified to a sole stack configuration. For numerical simulation work, the 
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computational domain is usually divided into longitudinal “slices” that cover all three 

regions. Thus, the division into the “regions” described above becomes unnecessary. 

 

Herman et al. (1998) used holographic interferometry to visualize the flow near the stack 

plates of a thermoacoustic refrigerator model. Wetzel and Herman (2000) also used smoke 

visualization to get an insight into the flow field before any thermal measurements around 

the stack. Only three images per period of oscillation were captured with a high-speed 

video camera. The flows around the end of stack plates were investigated when the 

acoustic pressure amplitudes were about 1000 Pa and 3000 Pa. The presence of a vortex at 

the edge of a stack plate was observed as shown in Fig. 2.7. The vortex that forms 

following the shedding of the boundary layer from the plate is outlined by the shape of a 

black arc in the image and by the sketch. Also shown is the impinging of the vortex on the 

edge of the plate when the flow reverses. Unfortunately, the results were limited and a 

precise description of this phenomenon was not achieved. 

 

 
Figure 2.7 Smoke visualization of the flow structure at the end of stack plates (Wetzel 

and Herman, 2000) 

 

Measurements of the flow field with particle image velocimetry were made by Blanc-

Benon and co-workers (Duffourd, 2001, Blanc-Benon, Besnoin and Knio, 2003). The flow 

at the end of the stack plates was measured. In this measurement, a standing wave at the 

acoustic resonance frequency of 200 Hz was excited in the thermoacoustic resonator. The 

working gas was air at atmospheric pressure and room temperature. Thus, the viscous 

penetration depth in the fluid was about 0.15 mm. Two stack configurations were 

considered. Configuration A, also referred to as a “thick-plate configuration” in the 

references, has plates of 1.0 mm thickness, 2.0 mm spacing between plates and is 25.8 mm 

long. Configuration B, a “thin-plate configuration”, has plates of 0.15 mm thickness, 1.0 
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mm spacing between plates and is 24.0 mm long. For these two stack configurations, the 

ratio h/2δν was more than 3. The stacks were located in the resonator about λ/8 from the 

closed end. Measurements of flow field were conducted with configuration A when the 

amplitude of oscillating pressure at the closed end of the resonator was about 1000 Pa, and 

with configuration B when the pressure amplitude was about 500 Pa and 1500 Pa. The 

flows around the ends of the stacks were revealed to be quite different as shown by the 

vorticity field in Fig. 2.8. Three of sixteen phases in a complete acoustic cycle were shown. 

 

 

 
 

Figure 2.8 Vorticity field around the end of two stacks for three phases 

(Duffourd, 2001, Blanc-Benon, Besnoin and Knio, 2003) 

 

Configuration A 
pA=1000 Pa 

Configuration B 
pA=500 Pa 

Configuration B 
pA=1500 Pa 
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For the stack configuration A, the presence of concentrated vortices is seen near the edge 

of the plate. Inside the channel, there are also both signs of vorticity present. This is caused 

by the shear layers (the Stokes layers) present on the plate surface. When the flow is driven 

back into the channel, the concentrated vortices which previously developed at the edge of 

the plates are separated and then driven back to impinge onto the plates. Meanwhile, shear 

layers with opposite signs vorticity build up on the plates. For the stack configuration B, 

well-defined eddies similar to those that appear for stack configuration A, are not observed, 

but a pair of elongated vortices generated at the end of plates are present instead. No 

further discussion of the evolution of the complex structures occurring at the end of the 

plates and its effect on the flow inside the channel and outside of the stack was presented. 

 

Berson and Blanc-Benon (2007) investigated “nonperiodicity” of the flow within the gap 

of a thermoacoustic couple at high amplitudes using PIV. They used a smaller resonator 

with 150mm length, which generated a standing-wave with a frequency around 460 Hz. 

The acoustic pressure level could reach a drive ratio of up to 5%. Three thermoacoustic 

stacks were measured separately to observe the oscillation of the flow behind a single stack. 

The investigation of the flow between two coupled stacks was carried out using two 

identical stacks placed next to one another. These had 0.17mm thick plates with 0.41mm 

spacing. An acoustic period was decomposed into 32 equally spaced phases. For each 

selected phase, velocity fields were averaged over 50 instantaneous velocity fields. For a 

single stack, measurements show the oscillation of the shear layers flowing out of a single 

stack, thus forming an asymmetric vortex street of counter-rotating vortex pairs at high 

acoustic amplitudes as shown in Fig. 2.9. Vorticity layers never extended further than two 

acoustic displacements away from the stack edge. They considered that shedding occurs 

when at least two consecutive pairs of counter-rotating vortices detach from the stack. 

There is no critical Reynolds number value for the onset of oscillation. The paper defined 

three Strouhal numbers based on the viscous penetration depth, spacing and plate thickness, 

respectively. At the drive ratio of 5%, development of vortices was also observed within 

the gap of a thermoacoustic couple. Vortex shedding occurred in the gap and the flow was 

similar to the flow behind a single stack. They defined a relative standard deviation of 

velocity measurements to investigate “nonperiodicity”. They obtained the relative standard 

deviation for three different acoustic pressure levels and various gap widths. The flow was 

quite repeatable from one acoustic period to another at low acoustic pressure level 

regardless of the gap width. At high amplitudes of the drive ratio (5%), the relative 

standard deviation reaches 29%. The flow is no longer periodic. The nonperiodicity of the 

flow will lead to unsteady heat transfer between the stack and heat exchangers and to the 
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oscillation of the cooling load. However, the limited number of stack sizes did not allow 

them to formulate any law of vortex transition and dimensionless numbers. 

 

 
 

Figure 2.9 Vorticity fields and contours behind the stack with 0.41 mm spacing and 

0.17 mm plate thickness; Top panel: pressure amplitude of 1000 Pa; Bottom panel: 

pressure amplitude of 4000 Pa (Berson and Blanc-Benon, 2007) 

 

Berson and Blanc-Benon (2007) obtained a measurement of acoustic velocity in the stack 

of a thermoacoustic refrigerator using PIV at relatively high amplitudes. The 

thermoacoustic refrigerator was made of a closed acoustic resonator with a driver at one 

end and a stack of flat parallel plates inside. The resonator of 0.86m length was filled with 

air and had a resonance frequency of 214 Hz in half-wavelength mode. The acoustic 

pressure level inside the resonator reached the drive ratio of 2%. Both thickness of plates 

and spacing of the stack were 1 mm. A PIV system from LaVision used a 532nm Nd:YAG 

laser and a camera with 1280 × 1024 pixel resolution. A small mirror was placed inside the 

resonator to reflect the laser sheet for the measurement plane. The interrogation windows 

were 16 × 16 pixels with 50% overlap. The flow was seeded with paraffin oil smoke 

generated by a commercial smoke machine. The diameter of the particles was from 1 to 4 

microns. The paper verified the maximum acceptable diameter of 6.38 microns for a 

particle of paraffin oil smoke in order to follow the flow faithfully at the frequency of 214 

Hz. The acoustic cycle was subdivided into 16 equally spaced phases. The measurement 

method was validated in an acoustic resonator (without stack) by successfully comparing 

experimental data to a simple plane wave model. Acoustic velocity fields behind the stack 

plates were characterized. The phase-averaged velocity profiles inside the stack at low and 

high acoustic pressure were compared with a theoretical linear model. At low acoustic 

pressure level (Dr = 0.5%), discrepancies between the measurements and the linear model 
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were within experimental error. At high acoustic pressure level (Dr = 2%), the difference 

increased due to nonlinear effects. 

 

For the acoustic velocity fields behind the stack plates, vortices appear during the half 

period of the acoustic cycle when the fluid flows out of the stack. At low acoustic pressure 

level, counter-rotating vortices are generated at the edges of the plates. They are 

symmetrical and remain attached to the plates. With increasing acoustic pressure level, 

structures detach and create an asymmetric street of vortices as shown in Fig. 2.10. For any 

acoustic pressure level, vortices are not shed further than two acoustic displacements away 

from the stack edges. The paper also mentioned that when vortices detach the Reynolds 

number is much lower than the critical Reynolds number. So, the detachment of vortices 

has nothing to do with the transition to turbulence. However the relationship between the 

different vortices and controlling parameters was not discussed. 

 

 
 

Figure 2.10 Vorticity fields at the end of stack at high drive ratio (Berson and Blanc-

Benon, 2007) 
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Aben, Bloemen and Zeegers (2009) carried out a 2-D PIV measurement in stacks of 

parallel plates in a standing-wave thermoacoustic device. Their paper focused mainly on 

the measurement of vortex patterns behind the stack and the streaming velocity. The PIV 

measurements were made in a resonance tube with a length of 1.4m and inner diameter of 

25mm. The resonance frequency of 125 Hz determined the viscous penetration depth as 

0.2mm. Two configurations of stacks with the same length of 130 mm were used. One 

stack had a plate thickness of 1 mm and a plate distance of 4 mm. Another had a plate 

thickness of 0.5 mm and a plate distance of 4.5 mm. Firstly, the paper defined two 

dimensionless numbers: the Reynolds number and the Strouhal number. The Reynolds 

number was based on the peak velocity of the main flow just outside the stack and the plate 

distance. The Strouhal number was the product of the oscillation frequency and the plate 

distance, divided by the peak velocity. 

 

 
Figure 2.11 Vorticity plots at the end of the stack with 1 mm thick plate and 4 mm 

spacing at four different velocity amplitudes (Aben, Bloemen and Zeegers, 2009) 

 

 

The PIV results showed that the vorticity plots at the stack end can be divided into four 

categories: two vortices, four vortices, a transition area and a vortex street, as shown in Fig. 

2.11. The correlation between the category of vortex formation and the Reynolds number 

and Strouhal number has been summarized. The effect of plate thickness, spacing, and 
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plate end shape on the vortex formation has been investigated for rectangular, circular, 

triangular and sharp triangular shapes. Finally, different methods of measuring streaming 

by PIV were discussed: the phase method and the average method. The phase method to 

measure streaming relies on taking the time interval between a PIV image pair equal to 

exactly one cycle period of the flow. The average method relies on splitting one cycle into 

a large number of smaller periods. The streaming velocity field is determined by averaging 

the velocity fields of all different periods during one complete cycle. When making a 

comparison between experimental results and CFD calculations, the average method gave 

a better agreement. 

 

Shi, Yu and Jaworski (2010) investigated vortex shedding phenomena at the end of parallel 

plate stacks in a standing wave thermoacoustic resonator using PIV. The effects of the 

channel height, plate thickness and the oscillating velocity amplitude on the flow 

characteristics were investigated based on the obtained velocity and vorticity fields. A 

range of vortex shedding flow patterns within an acoustic cycle, in particular during the 

“ejection” stage when the fluid flows out of the stack, were identified, such as symmetric 

vortices, elongated symmetric vortex structures, alternate shedding vortices, break-up of 

elongated vortices, chaotic flow state and others. Nine different evolution paths were 

observed and identified. Furthermore, it was shown that the flow patterns that appear in the 

flow can be effectively connected to three dimensionless parameters: Reynolds number 

(Re), Keulegan–Carpenter number (KC) and Womersley number (Wo). In the (Re, KC) 

plane (Re < 5000, KC < 250), four flow pattern regions were defined according to the 

characteristics of nine types of vortex wake ‘‘transitions”. 

 

Shi, Yu and Jaworski (2011) further investigated vortex shedding processes at the end of 

parallel plate stacks in an oscillating flow, in terms of the shedding frequency. The hot-

wire anemometry measurement technique was applied to detect the velocity fluctuations. 

By varying the stack configuration (the plate thickness and spacing) and the acoustic 

excitation level, the impact of the stack blockage ratio and the Reynolds number on the 

Strouhal number has been studied. It was shown that the vortex shedding processes in the 

oscillatory flow are much more complicated that those in steady flows. In the range of the 

Reynolds numbers between 200 and 5000, a correlation between the Strouhal number and 

Reynolds number was obtained. It seems there is some similarity between the oscillatory 

and steady flows in terms of the relationship between the Strouhal and Reynolds number. 
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Numerical modelling of thermoacoustic problems in two or three dimensions poses a 

number of challenges. The length of the resonator is usually in the order of a metre, while 

the transverse dimension of the resonator, particularly of the stack channel is in the order 

of a millimetre. The large disparity of the length scales dramatically increases the number 

of grid points. Moreover, the thermoacoustic effect is a second-order weak nonlinear effect. 

A large number of oscillations have to be considered for the investigated system to reach a 

“steady-state” condition. Therefore, the number of time steps is also large, particularly if 

the thermoacoustic system is working at relatively low frequency so that the period of 

acoustic oscillation is relatively long. 

 

 
Figure 2.12 Evolution of the streamfunction distribution for eight phases within 

acoustic cycle (Worlikar and Knio, 1996) 

 

Cao et al (1996) was among the first to simulate thermoacoustic problems numerically in 

the two dimensional domain over a one dimensional isothermal plate, by solving the full 

two dimensional Navier-Stokes equations. A simple thermoacoustic couple without heat 

exchangers was considered. In this work, however, only the analysis of energy flux inside 

the thermoacoustic core was discussed. 
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Worlikar and Knio (1996) published their numerical simulation results in a thermoacoustic 

refrigerator. They used a low Mach-number compressible flow model for simulation of 

unsteady flow around the thermoacoustic stack. It is based on a quasi-1D idealization of 

the action of acoustic standing waves and a detailed 2D resolution of flow phenomena 

occurring around the thermoacoustic stack. They used a series of dimensionless parameters 

to examine and compare the fundamental features of the flow. Their results focused mainly 

on the effects of the drive ratio, stack blockage ratio and stack position in the resonator, 

boundary layer thickness and the plate aspect length, respectively. When investigating any 

effects of the flow or geometrical parameters, other parameters were kept constant. 

 

 

 
Figure 2.13 Numerically obtained vorticity and velocity fields (Aben and Zeegers, 

2006) 

 

At the low drive ratio, the stream-function contours show the presence of a pair of 

concentrated eddies located close to the plates as shown in Fig. 2.12. When the drive ratio 

is increased, there is a dramatic difference in the impingement of vortical structures on the 

edges of the stack plates. At high drive ratio, the impingement of the vortices is described 

by a break-up phenomenon, during which a portion of the eddy is destroyed and another 
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portion rolls over the plate corners and penetrates the channel. The two vortices migrate 

towards the channel centreline and stick together to form a vortex bubble. A different 

position of the stack in the resonator determines a different local gas parcel velocity. This 

affects the strength of vorticity concentrations. The variation of blockage ratio has a 

significant impact on the recirculation regions forming near the corners of the plates and 

the impingement of the vortical structures. When the blockage ratio is decreased, the size 

of recirculation regions on the plate end increases. The impingement of the vortices leads 

to a more pronounced flow deformation. The increase in the boundary layer thickness leads 

to a substantial decrease in velocity gradients. Finally, the effect of plate aspect ratio 

governs the dynamics of vortex bubbles and recirculation zones in the stack. However, all 

the flow cases were still realised at relatively low drive ratios; the significant vortex 

shedding phenomena were not observed. 

 

Aben and Zeegers (2006) used the PIV technique to visualize the flow field in critical parts 

of a thermoacoustic machine and in the stacks, in particular at high-amplitude oscillatory 

gas flow. The frequency of this thermoacoustic device is a few tens of Hz in order to obtain 

larger penetration depths. Numerical simulations were also performed for comparisons 

with experimental results. The measurement of velocity fields were in good agreement 

with numerical simulation as illustrated in Fig. 2.13. Finally, although the paper gave three 

dimensionless numbers: the Reynolds number, the Womersley number and the Keulegan-

Carpenter number to predict flow similarities, further analysis was not attempted. 

 

Marx et al. (2008) used PIV to investigate an acoustic flow at an abrupt change in cross-

sectional area of an acoustic resonator. The change in section was created by adding a step 

in the resonator. The radius of curvature of the corner of the step and the particle 

displacement amplitude could be varied. The ratio of the radius of curvature to the particle 

displacement amplitude defined a Strouhal number. It was found that when the Strouhal 

number is lower than a value of the order of 0.5, a vortex is formed in the large channel 

during the ejection phases. A vortex is also formed in the small channel during the phases 

of suction at a large radius of curvature of the step. The evolutions of the vortices and their 

reproducibility have been studied based on the detection of their centres. It was found that 

the ejection vortex has usually a longer time of existence and a larger spatial extent than 

the suction vortex. The ejection vortices tend to move over larger distances from the edge 

when the radius of curvature is decreased. The reproducibility decreases when the radius is 

reduced or as the particle displacement amplitude is increased. Finally, Proper Orthogonal 
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Decomposition (POD) was used to separate the global movement from the localized 

nonlinear acoustic movements. 

 

Besnoin and Kino (2004) performed a numerical simulation of the unsteady flow above 

one stack plate in a thermoacoustic refrigerator. Two regions were distinguished. At the 

plate extremities, time averaged vortical motion was observed, due to the abrupt change 

from slip to non-slip conditions at the plate edges. Above the plate centre, time-averaged 

motion corresponding to classical acoustic streaming patterns was found. When the plate’s 

separation was reduced to about ten boundary layer thicknesses, the outer vortices 

predicted by Rayleigh’s theory disappeared. Only two inner vortices were present. They 

also disappeared when the plate’s separation became less than about one viscous boundary 

layer thickness. It was also noticed that the thermal condition at the plate 

(isothermal/adiabatic) has a slight but not negligible effect on the acoustic streaming 

phenomena. Marx and Blanc-Benon (2004) carried out a numerical investigation on the 

second-order mean velocity field above a stack plate in a thermoacoustic refrigerator. They 

distinguished two regions with different flow characteristics. The first region was at the 

plate end; time-averaged vortical motions were observed due to the abrupt change from 

slip to non-slip conditions at the plate edges. The second region was above the plate centre; 

time-averaged motions corresponding to classical acoustic streaming patterns were found. 

 

Although these PIV measurements and numerical simulations provide important 

information for a better understanding of the fluid flow in thermoacoustic stacks and heat 

exchangers, in general the studies of the fluid flow around stacks are still very limited. 

Also, it is found that the flow cases in each paper only cover limited flow parameter ranges. 

Thus, no scaling laws for controlling the characteristics of the vortex patterns and their 

corresponding transition paths have been formed so far. More work is therefore required to 

both investigate the complex flow behaviour in thermoacoustic stacks and obtain the 

relationship between the vortex patterns and their transitions around the stack and 

appropriate similarity parameters. 
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Chapter 3 Overview of the research work, its 
rationale and summary of papers under 

“alternative format thesis” 

 
This chapter summarizes four published journal papers, which are included within this 
thesis under the “alternative format” regulations as Chapters 4 – 7. They are presented 
from three different viewpoints. Firstly, section 3.1 simply lists the titles, authorship and 
abstracts to give the Reader a general idea of the problems tackled by the candidate. 
Section 3.2 relates the contents of the papers to the aims and objectives of the PhD 
programme indicated in section 1.3. Section 3.3 discusses the contribution of the candidate 
to the individual papers as well as his contribution to general science and engineering 
achieved through the works presented in this thesis. 
 
 

3.1 Overview of papers submitted in “alternative format” 

 
Paper 1 (Chapter 4): 
Acoustic coupling between the loudspeaker and the resonator in a standing-wave 
thermoacoustic device  
by D. Marx, X. Mao and A. J. Jaworski 
Published in: Applied Acoustics 

 
Abstract: Thermoacoustic refrigerators work with high amplitude sound waves, 
which are often created using an acoustic source coupled to a resonator. This 
coupling can be calculated analytically using linear acoustic equations and a linear 
model of the loudspeaker. This paper makes a comparison between such a coupling 
and measurements obtained in a large-scale thermoacoustic resonator constructed at 
the University of Manchester. The resonator was driven from low to large pressure 
amplitudes, with drive ratios up to 10%. It is shown that a good agreement is 
obtained for small amplitudes and this progressively worsens as the amplitude is 
increased. In the absence of wave harmonics and loudspeaker nonlinearities, the 
increasing discrepancy is attributed to the presence of minor losses. 
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Paper 2 (Chapter 5): 
PIV studies of coherent structures generated at the end of a stack of parallel plates in 
a standing wave acoustic field 
by X. Mao, Z. Yu, A. J. Jaworski and D. Marx 
Published in: Experiments in Fluids 

 
Abstract: Oscillating flow near the end of a stack of parallel plates placed in a 
standing wave resonator is investigated using Particle Image Velocimetry (PIV). The 
Reynolds number, Red, based on the plate thickness and the velocity amplitude at the 
entrance to the stack, is controlled by varying the acoustic excitation (so-called drive 
ratio) and by using two configurations of the stacks. As the Reynolds number 
changes, a range of distinct flow patterns is reported for the fluid being ejected from 
the stack. Symmetrical and asymmetrical vortex shedding phenomena are shown and 
two distinct modes of generating “vortex streets” are identified. 

 
Paper 3 (Chapter 6): 
Application of PIV measurement techniques to study turbulence characteristics of 
oscillatory flows around parallel-plate structures in thermoacoustic devices 
by X. Mao and A. J. Jaworski 
Published in: Measurement Science and Technology  

 
Abstract: This paper describes the development of the experimental setup and 
measurement methodologies to study the physics of oscillatory flows in the vicinity 
of parallel plate stacks by using the particle image velocimetry (PIV) techniques. 
Parallel-plate configurations often appear as internal structures in thermoacoustic 
devices and are responsible for the hydrodynamic energy transfer processes. The flow 
around selected stack configurations is induced by a standing acoustic wave, whose 
amplitude can be varied. Depending on the direction of the flow within the acoustic 
cycle, relative to the stack, it can be treated as an entrance flow or a wake flow. The 
insight into the flow behaviour, its kinematics, dynamics and scales of turbulence, is 
obtained using the classical Reynolds decomposition to separate the instantaneous 
velocity fields into ensemble-averaged mean velocity fields and fluctuations in a set 
of predetermined phases within an oscillation cycle. The mean velocity field and the 
fluctuation intensity distributions are investigated over the acoustic oscillation cycle. 
The velocity fluctuation is further divided into large- and small-scale fluctuation by 
using Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) spatial filtering techniques. 
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Paper 4 (Chapter 7): 
Oscillatory flow at the end of parallel plate stacks – phenomenological and similarity 
analysis 
by X. Mao and A. J. Jaworski 
Published in: Fluids Dynamics Research 

 
Abstract: This paper addresses the physics of the oscillatory flow in the vicinity of a 
series of parallel plates forming geometrically identical channels. This type of flow is 
particularly relevant to thermoacoustic engines and refrigerators, where a 
reciprocating flow is responsible for the desirable energy transfer, but it is also of 
interest to general fluid mechanics of oscillatory flows past bluff bodies. In this paper 
the physics of an acoustically induced flow past a series of plates in an isothermal 
condition is studied in detail using the data provided by PIV imaging. Particular 
attention is given to the analysis of the wake flow during the ejection part of the flow 
cycle, where either closed re-circulating vortices or alternating vortex shedding can 
be observed. This is followed by a similarity analysis of the governing Navier-Stokes 
equations in order to derive the similarity criteria governing the wake flow behaviour. 
To this end, similarity numbers including two types of Reynolds number, Keulegan-
Carpenter number and a non-dimensional stack configuration parameter, d/h are 
considered and their influence on the phenomena discussed. 

 
 

3.2 Fulfilling research programme’s aims and objectives  

 
The research work contained in these papers is a reflection of the aims and objectives listed 
in Section 1.3. In particular, Paper 1 describes in detail the design and construction of the 
large scale standing wave thermoacoustic rig. The analytical model of the acoustic field 
(pressure and velocity) is established by employing the linear acoustics and a linear model 
of the loudspeaker. The analytical results show a very good agreement with the data 
obtained from the DeltaEC simulation and are verified by the experimental results obtained 
at low driving amplitudes, as well as at high driving amplitudes when various sources of 
minor loss are considered. 
 
Paper 2 then investigates experimentally the features of the oscillatory flow induced 
around two geometrically different stacks of parallel-plates in the thermoacoustic rig by 
using particle image velocimetry and hot wire anemometry. The experimental results show 
that the flow around the two stacks has markedly different and rather complex features 
when the amplitude of the acoustic oscillation varies. Symmetrical and asymmetrical 
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vortex shedding phenomena are observed and two distinct modes of generating ‘‘vortex 
streets’’ are identified. A combination of a velocity related parameter (such as the Reynolds 
number, defined on the plate thickness and the velocity amplitude at the entrance to the 
stack), and a geometrical parameter seems insufficient to define the flow characteristics. 
Typical ensemble-averaged velocity fields are used in the analysis. 
 
However, the detailed flow features obtained from the ensemble averaged flow fields and 
the instantaneous flow fields could be substantially different. Therefore, in Paper 3, the 
flow behaviour, its kinematics, dynamics and scales of turbulence are further investigated 
by using the classical Reynolds decomposition to separate the instantaneous velocity fields 
into ensemble-averaged mean velocity fields and fluctuations in a set of predetermined 
phases within an oscillation cycle. By using fast Fourier transform spatial filtering 
techniques, the velocity fluctuation is further divided into large- and small-scale 
fluctuations. The mean velocity field and the fluctuation intensity distributions are 
investigated over the acoustic oscillation cycle. 
 
Paper 4 is a continuation of the work presented in Paper 2 in order to carry out the 
similarity analysis of the governing Navier–Stokes equations in order to derive the 
similarity criteria governing the wake flow behaviour. Similarity numbers including two 
types of Reynolds number, the KC number and a non-dimensional stack configuration 
parameter are proposed. The physics behind the flow phenomena are further understood by 
carrying out an analysis of the wake flow during the ejection part of the flow cycle, where 
either closed re-circulating vortices or alternating vortex shedding can be observed. The 
influence of these parameters on the flow behaviour is then discussed by investigating the 
experimental data obtained. 
 
 

3.3 Contributions to published works and science and engineering 

 
The University regulations on the “alternative format theses” require an explanation and 
justification of the candidate’s own contribution, as well as the co-authors’, to the papers 
presented as thesis chapters. This is explained below:  
 
As is clear from the names on the papers there have been three co-authors involved apart 
from the candidate: Dr Marx, Dr Yu and Dr Jaworski. Dr Jaworski has been the main 
supervisor of the candidate’s PhD programme and is typically included at the end of the 
author list to reflect his general research guidance. He has also been the corresponding 
author on all papers. Drs Marx and Yu were post-doctoral researchers, working in Dr 
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Jaworski’s group, who had the responsibility for a day-to-day advisory role towards the 
candidate. Dr Marx was in post between 2004 and 2006, while Dr Yu has been in post 
since 2006.  
 
The changes in the order of the author names and number of co-authors are also a 
reflection of the research development of the candidate during his PhD programme. As 
initially the candidate was relatively inexperienced the write up of Paper 1 was in effect 
“driven” by Dr Marx (this is not to say that Dr Marx did the majority of the actual research 
work). As the candidate became more confident, he took the responsibility of being the 
lead author on Paper 2, where the other names reflected their supporting role (by then Dr 
Marx had left and his name – last in the order of appearance – was simply to recognise 
some preliminary guidance given to the candidate). Finally, by the time of writing Papers 3 
and 4 the candidate became an independent researcher responsible for planning and 
carrying out his research and writing up his findings. It was only necessary to include the 
supervisor’s name to credit the overall research guidance and advice. 
 
Given the above, if one was to put numerical values on the percentage contributions of the 
candidate to the individual papers, it would seem appropriate to credit the candidate at 50% 
level for Paper 1. The candidate was clearly responsible for the design of the experimental 
apparatus, and carried out all experimental measurements reported and the data processing. 
Paper 2 should be credited to the candidate at the level of 75-80%, while Papers 3 and 4 at 
the level of 90% each. A clear majority of the work presented in Papers 2 – 4 was 
conducted under the candidate’s PhD programme and by the candidate. He was responsible 
for the experimental setup, the development of the measurement methodology, the actual 
measurements, data processing and analysis as well as theoretical developments. 
 
Finally, as part of the requirements for the presentation of the thesis the candidate needs to 
provide a statement clarifying his contribution to science and engineering. This in some 
way has already been done in sections 3.1 and 3.2 so some repetition is inevitable, however 
here the candidate would like to list a few “overarching themes” in his work that 
demonstrate “addition to knowledge” achieved by candidate’s research.  
 
The candidate sees his contribution in the following areas: 
 
The first area is related to the development of experimental facilities and measurement 
methodologies in a challenging area of acoustically induced oscillatory flows. This is 
exemplified by the construction and commissioning of the standing wave resonator capable 
of 10% drive ratio and with appropriate internal structures; implementation of the PIV 
measurement methodology, including seeding mechanism, illumination aspects, phase-
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locking circuitry, data acquisition mechanisms or setting out the standards for ensemble 
averaging techniques in the class of problems investigated; and adapting the hot-wire 
anemometry technique for this research area. 
 
The second type of contribution includes obtaining the body of data related to the 
fundamental behaviour of fluids under oscillatory conditions present in the thermoacoustic 
context. This has been demonstrated on several levels: In Paper 1 some investigations of 
the minor loss occurring at the discontinuity formed by the contraction sections in the 
oscillatory flows have been performed and these suggested its dependence on the 
amplitude of the oscillation. In Paper 2, two types of vortex shedding mechanisms in 
oscillatory flows past parallel plates were unravelled and their behaviour compared 
through the resulting Strouhal numbers. Paper 3 documented the cycle-to-cycle variability 
of the flow field and focused on determining scales of turbulence, but also looked at three- 
dimensionality of the flows around stacks. Paper 4 extended the work in Paper 2 related to 
classification of shedding patterns. 
 
The third type of contribution relates to the theoretical treatment of the flows under 
investigation. This effort starts in Paper 1 with building an analytical model of the acoustic 
coupling in the resonator designed for investigating oscillatory flows in the thermoacoustic 
context. In Paper 3 a novel analysis of turbulence length scales has been proposed, while 
Paper 4 focused on the non-dimensional analysis of the vortex shedding processes using 
two-dimensional Navier-Stokes equations as a starting point. 
 
Finally, it is also worth mentioning the data processing techniques developed during the 
course of the current investigations. This can be exemplified by Paper 2, where the post 
processing of the time-dependent hot wire data from vortex shedding using FFT techniques 
led to obtaining spectral information for calculating the Strouhal numbers. Similarly, in 
Paper 3, a new technique of decomposition of the velocity fluctuation into large- and 
small- scale fluctuations is demonstrated by using fast Fourier transform spatial filtering 
techniques. However, more traditional techniques are also shown in Paper 3: the 
unsteadiness of the flow in the ejection stage is characterised by the total fluctuation 
intensity and the turbulence kinetic energy in the flow. Finally Paper 4 demonstrates the 
use non-dimensional analysis for studying and representing/grouping the flow patterns 
based on non-dimensional parameters such as Reynolds and KC number and some 
important geometrical ratios of the thermoacoustic stacks. 
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Abstract

Thermoacoustic refrigerators work with high amplitude sound waves, which are often cre-
ated using an acoustic source coupled to a resonator. This coupling can be calculated analyt-
ically using linear acoustic equations and a linear model of the loudspeaker. This paper makes
a comparison between such a coupling and measurements obtained in a large-scale thermoa-
coustic resonator constructed at the University of Manchester. The resonator was driven from
low to large pressure amplitudes, with drive ratios up to 10%. It is shown that a good agree-
ment is obtained for small amplitudes and this progressively worsens as the amplitude is
increased. In the absence of wave harmonics and loudspeaker nonlinearities, the increasing
discrepancy is attributed to the presence of minor losses.
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1. Introduction

In thermoacoustic refrigeration, the transport of energy from a cold to a hot res-
ervoir is established by imposing an acoustic field in the vicinity of a solid boundary,
which often takes the form of a stack of parallel plates for a standing wave device.
For mainly practical reasons, the stack is sometimes made of a porous material in-
stead of parallel plates. Expansion and compression of gas elements coupled with
their oscillatory movement – due to the acoustic field imposed – enable hydrody-
namic energy transport up a temperature gradient, which constitutes the essence
of the thermoacoustic effect [1]. Thermoacoustic effect is a second-order phenome-
non, and so intense sound waves are needed to obtain sufficient cooling powers.
The necessary excitation is usually created using an acoustic source coupled to an
acoustic resonator. Fig. 1 shows schematically a thermoacoustic refrigerator, with
associated energy fluxes.

The wave within the resonator depends both on the characteristics of the resona-
tor and on those of the source. Recently, a combination of linear acoustic equations
and linear equations for the loudspeaker was used by Bailliet et al. [2] to predict the
acoustic level in a resonator, and some measurements were done in the case of a
straight resonator. The agreement was within 30%, but the measurements were lim-
ited to low amplitudes. Using the same kind of analysis, Tijani et al. [3] suggested the
use of an adjustable piston on the back cavity of the loudspeaker in order to adjust
the resonance frequency and the electro-acoustic efficiency in the coupled system
comprising the loudspeaker and the resonator. An important parameter in thermo-
acoustics is the drive ratio, Dr, defined as the ratio of the maximum acoustic pressure
amplitude in the resonator (i. e. the amplitude at the pressure antinode) to the mean
pressure in the resonator. In the work of Bailliet et al. [2], the drive ratio did not
Acoustic driver

Resonator filled with gas

StackCold Heat Exch. Hot Heat Exch.
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Fig. 1. Sketch of a thermoacoustic refrigerator. The electrodynamic transducer (a loudspeaker) provides
an acoustical power Wac to the system. This power is converted into heat flux by the stack of plates due to
the thermoacoustic effect. A quantity of heat Qc can thus be pumped from the cold reservoir to be cooled
via the cold heat exchanger, while the excess heat Qh is released at the hot heat exchanger. The two
diagrams in the bottom represent the acoustic pressure and velocity amplitudes, |p| and |u|, along the
resonator for a quarter-wavelength operation. The velocity antinode is at the driver, while the pressure
antinode is at the resonator rigid end.
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exceed 0.6%. Tijani et al. [3] did not specify their drive ratio, but their comparison
between measurements and theoretical results show significant quantitative differ-
ences. In most thermoacoustic devices, the drive ratio needs to be relatively large,
typically between 5% and 10%. The present paper investigates this range.

The study presented in this paper is an initial stage of a wider research programme
carried out at the University of Manchester aiming at understanding the heat trans-
fer and fluid flow processes within a stack and heat exchangers of a standing wave
thermoacoustic device. To this end, a large-scale, high-amplitude and low-frequency
flow rig is being built to enable PIV, LDA and hot wire measurements within rela-
tively thick thermo-viscous boundary layers. Similarly, the flow rig will operate at an
appreciable temperature gradient (200 K temperature difference) and so it will be
made of steel and glass components. However, to enable initial trials and theoretical
modelling for the (costly) final design, a Perspex-based resonator has been initially
built and tested, which is the background for the current paper.

In this paper, measurements performed on a large resonator including a ‘‘loud-
speaker box’’ section connected to a straight section by a pyramidal contraction
are compared to theoretical results. Moderate to large drive ratios are investigated,
from 0.15% to 10%. The details of the experimental apparatus are given in Section 2,
while the theoretical model of the acoustic coupling is given in Section 3. Compar-
isons between theoretical and experimental results are reported in Section 4. It is ob-
served that a good agreement between experimental results and theory is reached at
low drive ratios, but this becomes progressively worse when the drive ratio is in-
creased. It is shown that minor losses in the pyramidal contraction could mostly ac-
count for the observed discrepancies.
2. Experimental apparatus

Photograph in Fig. 2 shows the general view of the experimental apparatus
constructed during this work. It consists of a cube-shaped loudspeaker box with
Fig. 2. Left: picture of the whole apparatus; the long Perspex rig (1) and the contracting section (2) are
visible. Right: picture of an enlarged view of the contracting section (2) and of the loudspeaker box (3),
with one loudspeaker mounted on one of its sides.
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dimensions 600 mm · 600 mm · 600 mm. Five walls of the loudspeaker box have cir-
cular openings which mate with the loudspeakers attached to the box, and it is pos-
sible to use up to 5 loudspeakers in phase to generate high amplitude excitation while
keeping the driving voltage low. In the current study, the arrangement includes a sin-
gle loudspeaker which is mounted on the side the box opposite the resonator (this
arrangement is different from the one photographed when producing Fig. 2). The un-
used openings are blocked by wooden lids. The loudspeaker box is coupled to the
resonator using a contraction, which essentially reduces the internal square cross-sec-
tion from 500 mm · 500 mm on the box end to 136 mm · 136 mm on its resonator
end. The contraction, welded from four sheets of metal and equipped with appropri-
ate mating flanges is made in such a way that it includes a pyramidal section (cone of
square cross-section with a top of the pyramid sliced off) and a curved section on top,
which ensures a smooth connection with the resonator. The total length of the con-
traction is 300 mm (later in the text, this contraction will be split into a pyramidal
part of length 220 mm and a square tube of length 80 mm). Finally, the resonator
section is connected to the contraction using suitable flanges. The resonator is a
square cross-section Perspex channel with internal dimensions 136 mm · 136 mm
and the wall thickness 8 mm. For convenience of handling, the resonator is made
out of four sections. All parts of the apparatus are supported by suitable frames
as seen in Fig. 2. In the work presented here there was no thermoacoustic stack pres-
ent in the resonator.

During the experiments the acoustic excitation was provided by a large woofer-
type loudspeaker, model PD 1850, manufactured by Precision Devices, with the
membrane diameter 357 mm. The loudspeaker was excited by an amplifier fed with
a sinusoidal excitation, provided by a signal generator, TTi TG1010. The RMS volt-
age fed to the loudspeaker was measured with a voltmeter. The resonator is equipped
with a series of pressure ports along the side wall as well as one at the end cap of the
resonator. The pressure measurements were made by means of a piezoresistive pres-
sure transducer Endevco 8510-B2, which was calibrated using a Betz manometer,
with precision of 0.1 mm H2O (approximately 1 Pa). The signal obtained from the
transducer was collected on a laboratory PC using a data acquisition card. This al-
lowed calculating the drive ratio. For some measurements and in order to assess
loudspeaker linearity, a laser positioning system KEYENCE LK-503 (sensitivity
up to 100 mV/mm) is placed in the loudspeaker box, and allows the displacement
of the membrane to be monitored. The first resonance frequency of the resonator de-
scribed here, corresponding roughly to the quarter-wavelength mode of operation, is
13.1 Hz.
3. Theoretical model

For the purpose of the analysis, the somewhat complex shape of the contracting
section of length 300 mm is approximated by a pyramidal contraction of length
220 mm and a pipe section of length 80 mm, which is very close to reality indeed.
The schematic of the geometry of the acoustic resonator and loudspeaker assembly
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is represented in Fig. 3. Part A is located between x0 6 x 6 x1. It consists of a square
tube of half-side length rA. Part A is the loudspeaker box referred to above. Part B is
the pyramidal contraction, located between x1 6 x 6 x2. The half-side length of the
large end of this part is rB; for the small end it is rC. The pyramidal nozzle apex axial
position is xa. Final part C is a long square tube located between x2 6 x 6 x3, termi-
nated by a rigid cap at x = x3. Its half-side length is rC. The values of geometrical
properties are given in Table 1.

3.1. Acoustic equations

To calculate the acoustic field in the resonator, the equations for sound propaga-
tion in each part of the system are required. Complex notation is used: any real var-
iable ~w will be written ~w ¼ w0 þRe½weixt�, where w0 is the value of the variable at
rest, w is the complex amplitude of the acoustical part of the variable, and x is
the angular frequency. For part A and C, the linear acoustic equation for the com-
plex acoustic pressure p in a square channel tube including thermo-viscous effects is
[1]:

½1þ ðc� 1Þfj�p þ
c20
x2
ð1� fmÞ

d2p
dx2
¼ 0. ð1Þ

The functions fm and fj are viscous and thermal functions [1] and depend on the
geometry of the channel [4]. Their expressions in the boundary layer approximation
for a square pipe of half-side length r are simply
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Fig. 3. Schematic of the geometry of the loudspeaker and acoustic resonator.

Table 1
Geometry of the resonator

x0 = 0 rA = 0.3 m SA = 0.36 m2

x1 = 0.6 m rB = 0.25 m SB(x1) = 0.25 m2

x2 = 0.82 m rC = 0.068 m SB(x2) = SC = 0.0185 m2

xa = 0.90 m
x3 = 8.3 m
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fm ¼ ð1� iÞ dm

r
and f j ¼ ð1� iÞ dj

r
; ð2Þ

where the viscous and thermal penetration depths are, respectively, defined by

dm ¼
ffiffiffiffiffi
2m
x

r
and dj ¼

ffiffiffiffiffiffi
2j
x

r
. ð3Þ

The boundary layer approximation holds as long as r� dm,dj, which is true in the
experiments presented here. In these expressions, m is the kinematic viscosity, j is
the thermal diffusivity defined by j = K/q0cp, K is the fluid thermal conductivity,
q0 is its ambient density, cp is its isobaric specific heat, c is the ratio of specific heats,
and c0 is the speed of sound. The fluid is air, considered to be a perfect gas of perfect
gas constant R. Thus cp ¼ cR=ðc� 1Þ. The following values are taken:
R ¼ 287 J K�1 kg�1, m = 1.5 · 10�5 m2 s�1, c = 1.4. Ambient temperature, pressure,
and speed of sound are T0 = 298 K, p0 = 105 Pa, and c0 ¼

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
cRT 0

p
. The section-aver-

aged complex acoustic velocity, u, is given by [1]:

u ¼ �ð1� fmÞ
ixq0

dp
dx

. ð4Þ

For part B, thermoviscous effects are not taken into account to obtain simplified ana-
lytical results. The pyramidal section is short enough, and shallow enough, so that this
does not affect the result significantly. Thus equation for pressure in part B is

o2p
ot2
� c20
x02

o

ox0
x02

op
ox0

� �
¼ 0. ð5Þ

This equation is simply the propagation equation written in spherical coordinates,
where radial coordinate is x 0 = x � xa. The velocity is given by the spherical momen-
tum equation

q0

ou
ot
¼ � op

ox0
. ð6Þ
3.2. General solutions

The general solution to Eqs. (1), (4), (5), and (6) are now written for each part of
the resonator:

Part A (x0 6 x 6 x1):

pA ¼ Aðe�ikAx þ RAe
ikAxÞ; ð7Þ

uA ¼
kAð1� fm;AÞ

xq0

Aðe�ikAx � RAe
ikAxÞ; ð8Þ

kA ¼
x
c0

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
1þ ðc� 1Þfj;A

1� fm;A

s
; ð9Þ

fm;A ¼ ð1� iÞ dm

rA
; f j;A ¼ ð1� iÞ dj

rA
. ð10Þ
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Part B (x1 6 x 6 x2 and x 0 = x � xa):

pB ¼
B
x0

e�ikBx
0 þ RBe

ikBx0
� �

; ð11Þ

uB ¼
1

q0c0

B
x0

1� i

kBx0

� �
e�ikBx

0 � RB 1þ i

kBx0

� �
eikBx

0
� �

; ð12Þ

kB ¼
x
c0
. ð13Þ

Part C (x2 6 x 6 x3):

pC ¼ C e�ikCx þ RCe
ikCx

� �
; ð14Þ

uC ¼
kCð1� fm;CÞ

xq0

C e�ikCx � RCe
ikCx

� �
; ð15Þ

kC ¼
x
c0

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
1þ ðc� 1Þfj;C

1� fm;C

s
; ð16Þ

fm;C ¼ ð1� iÞ dm

rC
; f j;C ¼ ð1� iÞ dj

rC
. ð17Þ

The amplitudes of the right-travelling waves are A, B, and C in parts A, B, and C,
respectively. The reflection coefficients are RA, RB, and RC.

3.3. Joining conditions

To find the solution to the problem, the joining conditions must be written. They
are the pressure and volume flow rate continuity:

x ¼ x0 : SAuAðx0Þ ¼ U 0; ð18Þ
x ¼ x1 : pAðx1Þ ¼ pBðx1Þ; ð19Þ

SAuAðx1Þ ¼ SBðx1ÞuBðx1Þ; ð20Þ
x ¼ x2 : pBðx2Þ ¼ pCðx2Þ; ð21Þ

SBðx2ÞuBðx2Þ ¼ SCuCðx2Þ; ð22Þ
x ¼ x3 : uCðx3Þ ¼ 0; ð23Þ

where SA is the cross-section area of part A, SB(x) is the cross-section area of part B
at abscissa x, and SC is the cross-section area of part C. In Eq. (18), U0 is the volume
flow rate at the loudspeaker membrane. To calculate this, one needs to consider the
equation of the loudspeaker given in the next section.
3.4. Loudspeaker equation

The loudspeaker is a mechanical oscillator driven by electromagnetic forces,
mechanical forces (spring and damping) and by acoustic force on its membrane. A
linear model of the loudspeaker is used in this paper [5]. In this description, the most
important parameters for the loudspeaker are: the electrical resistance Re and
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impedance Le of the coil; the force factor Bl; and the mechanical parameters: the
damping h, the stiffness s, and the moving mass m. In the frequency range considered
here (<100 Hz), the effect of the inductance is negligible.

The volume velocity at the membrane U0 when the loudspeaker is driven by the
voltage amplitude Ve is

U 0 ¼ S
Bl

ZeðZmec þ S2ZacÞ þ ðBlÞ2
V e. ð24Þ

The driving voltage is taken to be the reference of phase. Hence the voltage ampli-
tude Ve is considered to be a real quantity. S is the loudspeaker membrane cross-sec-
tion. Ze = Re + iLex is the electrical impedance of the loudspeaker coil, and Le will
be neglected in the following. Zmec is the mechanical impedance of the loudspeaker,
given by

Zmec ¼ hþ i mx� s
x

� �
. ð25Þ

Finally Zac is the acoustical impedance of the resonator and thus represents the effect
of acoustic forces on the loudspeaker membrane. It is given by

Zac ¼
pAðx0Þ

SAuAðx0Þ
. ð26Þ

Having neglected the inductance, five linear parameters are required to describe the
loudspeaker, namely Re, Bl, h, s, and m. Re is directly measured at the terminals of
the coil. Bl can be calculated by applying a known force on the membrane and mea-
suring the steady current necessary to get the membrane back to its equilibrium po-
sition. Finally, the electrical impedance of the loudspeaker suspended in air is
measured in the frequency range 5–80 Hz, and its least-square fitting to the theoret-
ical electrical impedance given by

Ze;tot ¼ Re þ
Bl2

Zmec

¼ Re þ
Bl2

hþ i ðmþMÞx� s=xð Þ ð27Þ

provides the remaining three parameters, h, s, and m. The quantity M is a correction
to account for radiation in air, and is given by M ¼ 2 � 0:67q0ð

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
S=p

p
Þ3. Measured

values of the important characteristics of the loudspeaker are summarized in Table 2.
Some limitations of the linear model presented here will be given below.
Table 2
Linear parameters and cross-sectional area of the loudspeaker

Moving mass, m 193 g
Product, Bl 31.6 Tm
Electrical resistance of the coil, Re 5.5 X
Stiffness, s 10,970 N m�1

Damping, h 8 N s m�1

Cross-sectional area, S 0.10 m2
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3.5. Solution

The acoustic field in the system is given by the solution of acoustic equations (7)–
(17), related through the joining conditions (18)–(23), and the electromechanical
equation of the loudspeaker (24). The solution consists of finding RC, RB, RA,
Zac, U0, A, B, and C in that order, each coefficient depending on the previous
one. Starting with condition (23) at the end cap, RC is found, and then RB and
RA using the other conditions. This gives

RC ¼ e�2ikCx3 ; ð28Þ

RB ¼
Z2

Zs;B;2
1� i

kBx02

� �
� 1

1þ Z2

Zs;B;2
1þ i

kBx02

� � e�2ikBx
0
2 ; ð29Þ

where

Z2 ¼ Zs;C
e�ikCx2 þ RC e

ikCx2

e�ikCx2 � RC eikCx2
; ð30Þ

Zs;C ¼
xq0

SCkCð1� fm;CÞ
; ð31Þ

Zs;B;2 ¼
q0c0
SBðx2Þ

; ð32Þ

RA ¼
Z1

Zs;A
� 1

1þ Z1

Zs;A

e�2ikAx1 ; ð33Þ

where

Z1 ¼ Zs;B;1
e�ikBx

0
1 þ RB e

ikBx01

1� i
kBx01

� �
e�ikBx

0
1 � RB 1þ i

kBx01

� �
eikBx

0
1

; ð34Þ

Zs;B;1 ¼
q0c0
SBðx1Þ

; ð35Þ

Zs;A ¼
xq0

SAkAð1� fm;AÞ
. ð36Þ

Knowing the reflection coefficient RA in part A it is possible to calculate the acoustic
impedance Zac (Eq. (26)) seen by the loudspeaker

Zac ¼ Zs;A
e�ikAx0 þ RA e

ikAx0

e�ikAx0 � RA eikAx0
. ð37Þ

Then the volume flow rate at the loudspeaker membrane U0 is calculated using
Eq. (24) for the loudspeaker. Finally, U0 being known, the direct coefficients
are found:
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A ¼ Zs;AU 0

1

e�ikAx0 � RA eikAx0
; ð38Þ

B ¼ Ax01
e�ikAx1 þ RA e

ikAx1

e�ikBx
0
1 þ RB e

ikBx01
; ð39Þ

C ¼ B
x02

e�ikBx
0
2 þ RB e

ikBx02

e�ikCx2 þ RC eikCx2
. ð40Þ

These formula can easily been calculated by a mathematical programme. Knowing
all the coefficients, it is possible to obtain results of the type Dr = f(Ve,x), where
Dr = |pc(x3)|/p0 is obtained using Eq. (14), the coefficients in it resulting of Eqs.
(28) and (40). The voltage amplitude and frequency are indeed the only constraints
imposed during the experiments.
4. Experimental results and their comparison to theoretical predictions

As explained in Sections 2 and 3.5 the quantities controlled during the experi-
ments presented here were the excitation voltage provided to the loudspeaker and
its frequency. The main measured quantity was the pressure amplitude at the end
cap of the resonator which, when normalized by the ambient pressure, resulted in
obtaining the drive ratio Dr. In some cases, the displacement of the loudspeaker
membrane was monitored.

4.1. Low amplitude experiments

The initial set of experiments involved a relatively low value of the voltage ampli-
tude, namely Ve = 0.849 V. The frequency response of the apparatus is shown in
Fig. 4. The first three modes of the resonator are included, and the general agreement
between the measurements and the theoretical predictions is good. The first three
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Fig. 4. Drive ratio, Dr = |pc(x3)|/p0, as a function of the frequency, f, for a fixed value of the voltage
amplitude imposed on the loudspeaker (Ve = 0.849 V): —, theory and n, experiments.
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measured resonance frequencies: f1 = 13.1 Hz, f2 = 34.8 Hz, and f3 = 57.3 Hz corre-
spond to a one quarter, a three quarter, and a five quarter-wavelength mode, respec-
tively. They compare well with the predicted values: 13.1, 35.1, and 57.7 Hz,
respectively. Fig. 5 shows the predicted variation of pressure and velocity amplitudes
as a function of x-coordinate for the first mode (f = f1). This is the quarter wave-
length mode (similar to the one represented in the bottom of Fig. 1) with a velocity
antinode close to the pyramidal contraction (x � x2), and a pressure antinode at the
end of the resonator (x = x3). As can be seen from Fig. 4, the drive ratio of this first
mode is within 10% of its predicted value. A better agreement was obtained by
decreasing the voltage, but the best error the authors reached was 8.5% at 0.14 V.
Such an error is similar to that found in other works [2]. Agreement between the
measured and predicted drive ratio gets progressively worse when the frequency in-
creases; the error is 14% for the second mode, and 15% for the third mode. An
increasing disagreement between theory and measurements with increasing the mode
number was also observed by Bailliet et al. [2] at low amplitudes. In addition, when
the voltage amplitude was increased past 0.849 V, the error increased for all the
modes but grew faster for the lower frequencies. In particular, it is faster for the first
mode. For example, when a very high voltage Ve = 70.2 V is used, the error is 28.5%
for the first mode, 24.5% for the second mode, and 19.2% for the third mode, mean-
ing that the error is approximately the same for the first two modes, while the error
on the third mode has not changed much compared to very low voltages.

4.2. High amplitude experiments

Having established a good agreement between experimental and theoretical
results for low excitation voltage, the second set of experiments involved variation
of the excitation voltage for the first resonant mode at f = f1 = 13.1 Hz. The
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Fig. 5. Predicted normalized velocity and pressure amplitudes along the resonator for the first mode
(f = f1 = 13.1 Hz) and Ve = 0.849 V: —, pressure and - - -, velocity. The two vertical dotted line indicate
the pyramidal contraction limit positions, at x = x1 and x = x2.
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variation of the voltage amplitude Ve is equivalent to varying the drive ratio, as far as
the physics remains globally linear. Fig. 6 shows the drive ratio corresponding to the
first resonant mode plotted against the driving voltage amplitude. It is observed that
the agreement between the experiments and the theory worsens as the driving voltage
amplitude increases. At the highest voltage, the experimental Dr is nearly 30% lower
than predicted. The difference between experiments and theory grows as the square
of the voltage1 (the square of the drive ratio) meaning that some nonlinear effects are
taking place. In the coupled system, there are two possible causes of nonlinearities:
the loudspeaker behavior, or the acoustic wave in the resonator.

4.3. Loudspeaker nonlinearity

The model for the loudspeaker presented in Section 3.4 is a linear model. In this
model, the parameters Re, Bl, m, s, and h do not depend on the operating conditions.
This is an approximation, and in practice the parameters depend on the amplitude of
the membrane excursion [6], on the current, and on the frequency. In the low fre-
quency range concerned here, this last dependence is negligible (although there could
be creeping effects [7] at low frequency). One effect of high currents is that they in-
crease Re due to temperature rise resulting from heat dissipation. In the present mea-
surements, at high voltage amplitudes, the measured membrane displacement,
pressure, and intensity tend to decrease with time due to this heating. This is espe-
cially true for the first resonant frequency (the reason for this comes from orders
1 In Fig. 6, the theoretical curve is given by Dr = 0.207Ve, while the measured curve is well fitted by
Dr ¼ 0:207 � V e � 0:00081 � V 2

e , where Ve has to be expressed in Volts and Dr in %.
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of magnitudes in Eq. (24)). To avoid including this drift in the measurements (as well
as burning the coil), the measurements are taken immediately after switching on the
loudspeaker for each measurement. Hence, the only important nonlinearity source in
the present study is the amplitude dependence of the parameters. The membrane dis-
placement amplitude Dmemb is given by Dmemb = (U0/S)/x and can thus be obtained
directly from Eq. (24). It depends on Ve, and it is possible to emphasize the voltage
dependence of the parameters by writing Bl(Ve), s(Ve), h(Ve), and expressing the
membrane displacement amplitude as

Dmemb ¼
1

x
BlðV eÞ

ZeðhðV eÞ þ iðmx� sðV eÞ=xÞ þ S2ZacÞ þ ðBlðV eÞÞ2

" #
V e. ð41Þ

The possible Bl dependence on Ve is especially important due to order of magnitudes
in Eq. (41).

To assess the nonlinear dependence of the parameters, there are ideally two pos-
sible options. The first is to measure the parameters directly in situ [8] and observe
whether they depend on Ve. The second is to measure the displacement of the mem-
brane in situ, and then to measure the parameters on the loudspeaker only, imposing
the same displacement amplitudes as in the in situ measurement. The approach taken
here is more pragmatic. Consider Eq. (41) for the displacement amplitude. If the
loudspeaker exhibits some nonlinearity, the quantity in brackets does depend on
Ve, and Dmemb has a nonlinear variation with Ve. If not, then the parameters do
not depend on Ve and neither does the quantity in brackets, so that the displacement
Dmemb is linear in Ve. Indeed we expect such a linear behavior because the magnitude
of the displacement (about 10 mm) at higher voltages is moderate considering the
nominal size of the loudspeaker. For reference the linear excursion Xmax given by
the manufacturer is 11.25 mm (the displacement limit being 32 mm). The displace-
ment amplitude of the membrane is given in Fig. 7 as a function of the excitation
voltage, for the first resonant mode. The theoretical line results from Eq. (41) with
the parameters constant and equal to their linear values given in Table 2. The exper-
imental results have been obtained using the laser positioning system. All but the last
point (at Ve = 70.2 V) fall on a straight line, indicating that the loudspeaker behavior
remains linear for Ve < 60 V. For the second and third mode, the results also fall on a
straight line, for all voltages. Also, no distortion is visible in the displacement signal,
even at the highest voltage amplitudes. These observations tend to confirm that the
loudspeaker has a linear behavior, and that the nonlinear phenomena happen in the
resonator, and are mostly due to nonlinear acoustics.
4.4. Nonlinear acoustics in the resonator

The next candidate for explaining the nonlinear acoustics is acoustic propagation
in the resonator, that would result in wave steepening if it occurred. This can be
avoided using the right shape of the resonator [9]. In the present case, the shape
of the resonator and the coupling with the loudspeaker were chosen so that the quan-
tity of created harmonics is negligible even at higher drive ratios, so no distortion
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occurs. It is worth noting in particular that f2 and f3 are not multiples of the funda-
mental frequency f1. Hence the problem remains harmonic and the linear analysis
presented in Section 3 remains valid from the acoustical propagation point of view.
Thus the difference observed in Fig. 6 is likely due to a combination of turbulent
losses and minor losses, which are now explained.

Turbulence in oscillating pipe flows appears when the Reynolds number exceeds a
critical value [10]. In oscillating flows, a possible definition of the Reynolds number

is A ¼ 2ua=
ffiffi
ð

p
mxÞ, where ua is the velocity amplitude. In the resonator described

here, the critical value Ac � 400 [10] is reached at the velocity antinode (end of the
pyramidal part at x � x2, as in Fig. 5) when Ve � 18 V. The vertical segment in
Fig. 6 represents this voltage which may signify the onset of turbulence. In order
to estimate the turbulent losses, the numerical code DELTAE has been used [11].
This code can simulate linear acoustic and thermoacoustic networks, and has an ap-
pended turbulence algorithm based on steady flow correlations. Of course applica-
tion of steady flow correlations to oscillatory flows is an approximation but it has
given useful results during thermoacoustic devices designs [12]. When using
DELTAE for the loudspeaker-resonator assembly without the turbulence algorithm,
results similar to the analysis of Section 3 are obtained. Negligible differences are due
the losses in the pyramidal part that are included in DELTAE, but not in the anal-
ysis. Including the turbulence algorithm (with a relative roughness equal to 2 · 10�4,
corresponding to a dimensional roughness of about 25 lm) provides the result given
by the dashed line in Fig. 6. It appears that turbulence reduces the expected drive
ratio towards experimental results, but seems insufficient to explain alone the differ-
ence observed above, especially because the value used for the roughness is a maxi-
mum one for perspex walls. In what follows, the same value of the roughness is kept,
the turbulence having virtually no effect anyway, because the other nonlinear effect
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involved (minor losses) reduces the amplitude enough for the turbulence to become
negligible.

In the resonator discussed here, as in most of the existing thermoacoustic devices,
there is a convergent part (pyramidal part B) that may be the cause of minor losses.
In steady flows, ‘‘minor’’ or ‘‘local’’ losses are responsible for pressure drop at geo-
metric discontinuities [13]. The pressure drop DP is given by the minor losses equa-
tion (equivalent to the Darcy–Weisbach equation for friction losses)

DP ¼ K
qU 2

2
; ð42Þ

where q is the density, U is the steady velocity, and K is a coefficient of fluid resis-
tance, often provided by experimental data. Minor losses in oscillating flows are
much less understood, although some studies have addressed the problem recently.
Studies have mostly focused on the minor losses at the end of very thin channels
(a few viscous penetration depths high), representing the exit of a stack of plates
or of a heat exchanger in a thermoacoustic device. Morris et al. [14] have shown that
the coefficient K used in the correlation tends to be higher than its steady flow coun-
terpart. Wakeland et al. [15] have studied the effect of flow cross-sectional non-uni-
formity on the coefficient K, and shown that this non-uniformity increases the value
of K as well. Smith and Swift [16] have studied the effect of the channel curvature
effect on the minor losses. Petculescu and Wilen [17] have studied the value of K
for jet pumps with different taper angles and curvature radius. More recently Doller
[18] has studied the energy losses through a change in a resonator cross-section. Con-
trary to the other mentioned studies this investigation is not restricted to the thin
channel case. Abrupt or conical cross-section changes were tested. For the abrupt
change, the coefficient K was higher than the steady flow correlations suggest, and
for a conical section, it was nearly the same.

For oscillating flows, it has been proposed to simply apply the above relation to
the instantaneous acoustic pressure ~p and section-averaged velocity ~u [12,19], using

D~pðtÞ ¼ �K q0j~uðtÞj~uðtÞ
2

; ð43Þ

where the negative sign provides the correct sign between the direction of the fluid
flow and the direction of the pressure drop. In complex notation, and keeping only
the Fourier component corresponding to the fundamental acoustic frequency, this
gives [19]

Dp ¼ � 4

3p
Kq0juju. ð44Þ

Moreover, K is usually written as the average of a blowing coefficient KB when the
flow is in one direction during the first half of the acoustic cycle, and a suction coef-
ficient KS when the flow is in the opposite direction during the second half of the
acoustic cycle. Thus K = (KB + KS)/2. In the present case, when the flow is directed
towards x < 0 the change in section between x1 and x2 may be considered as a pyra-
midal diffuser, with a value KB = 1 [13]. When the flow is directed towards x > 0, the
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losses are essentially due to a vena contracta effect in the small pipe, and this is as-
sumed to be taken into account by a converging bellmouth geometry [13], with
KS � 0.2 as a maximal value. Thus K = (KB + KS)/2 = 0.6. This value should prob-
ably be increased by some factor to take into account the partial laminarity of the
oscillating flow. This calculation of K is approximated in several ways. First, in stea-
dy flow, the two discontinuities at x = x1 and x = x2 are taken into account in a
lump. The same would be justified in the experiments reported here if the acoustic
particle displacement amplitude |u/x| were large compared to the length x2 � x1 =
0.22 m of the convergent part. Indeed the particle displacement amplitude equals
the length of the pyramidal part only at the highest value of the voltage amplitude
(at Ve = 65 V, ju=xjx¼x2 ¼ 0:22 m). Second, due to the important area contraction
ratio of the convergent part (about 14), the velocity at x = x2 is much more impor-
tant than the velocity at x = x1. As a result, minor losses, which depend on the
square of the velocity, occur mostly at x = x2. The pressure drop, Eq. (44), can then
be taken into account using the DELTAE code, which, in addition to turbulence, can
also account for impedances Z such that Dp = Zu. The impedance corresponding to
minor losses is Z ¼ � 4

3pKq0juj, and it is added to the model for the loudspeaker-res-
onator assembly at position x = x2. In this case, results obtained from DELTAE fit
well the experimental results, as is shown in Fig. 6. As was mentioned, this fit is vir-
tually independent of the roughness coefficient, because the minor losses decrease the
velocity in the resonator enough for the turbulence to have a minor effect. For the
second mode, it appears that the Dr vs.Ve relation exhibits a nonlinear dependence
similar to the first mode, but that a value K = 0.3 is sufficient to fit the experimental
curve. Finally, for the third mode, almost no nonlinear behavior is observed, and the
corresponding value of K would be very small. This mode dependence of K is prob-
ably due to the dependence of the minor losses on the particle displacement ampli-
tude at x = x2, that decreases with frequency, at a fixed drive ratio. If the value of K
depends on the displacement amplitude, then the value of K could depend on Ve, at
fixed frequency, although it is not suggested by the present measurements. The re-
sults presented here are based on a single measurement of the pressure at one point
of the resonator, and on a global fitting of the Dr vs. Ve curve, using only one K coef-
ficient. Further measurements should include the local measurement of the pressure
drop at the geometrical discontinuity (using a pair of microphones and a velocity
sensor), to estimate the value of K for every single voltage, that is every single par-
ticle displacement.

In the previous section, the linearity of Dmemb vs. Ve was used to reject a possible
nonlinearity in the loudspeaker behavior. This linearity was expected from a linear
analysis (Eq. (41)) but one may question whether the minor losses would affect it.
The velocity at themembrane calculated fromDELTAE in the case whereminor losses
are added is shown in Fig. 7 for the first mode. It appears that the inclusion of minor
losses does not change the linearity. Furthermore the error between the experimental
data and the DELTAE results is almost constant and about 10% on the whole voltage
range. These 10% correspond to the 10% error on the drive ratio at low voltages.

From the above discussion, it may appear that the coefficient of resistance in oscil-
lating flow is comparable to what is expected directly from steady flow correlations,
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at least when the particle displacement has a large enough value. However such a
conclusion would have to be drawn with extreme caution due to the many approx-
imations involved.
5. Conclusion

The results of analytical linear model for describing the coupling between a loud-
speaker and a resonator including a convergent section has been derived and its re-
sults have been compared to measurements on a large range of amplitude.
Comparison with measurements is good for low values of the excitation voltage, cor-
responding to low acoustic pressure amplitudes, especially for the first, one quarter-
wavelength resonance mode. When the voltage is increased, measured drive ratios
are lower than predicted. The disagreement grows as the square of the pressure
amplitude, which indicates the presence of nonlinear phenomena. Nonlinearities
associated with harmonics generation, turbulence, and loudspeaker behavior are
low, and the only remaining plausible cause, the minor losses, give a satisfying expla-
nation of the observed difference. Their effect could be estimated using steady flow
correlations. The estimation for the coefficient of fluid resistance K was correct for
the large-displacement first mode, but was over-estimated for the second and third
modes, meaning that the coefficient K depends on the particle displacement. More
extensive minor losses coefficients in oscillating flows are highly required to predict
accurately the drive ratio in acoustic resonators driven at high amplitudes and
including geometric discontinuities.
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Abstract Oscillating flow near the end of a stack of

parallel plates placed in a standing wave resonator is

investigated using particle image velocimetry (PIV). The

Reynolds number, Red, based on the plate thickness and the

velocity amplitude at the entrance to the stack, is controlled

by varying the acoustic excitation (so-called drive ratio)

and by using two configurations of the stacks. As the

Reynolds number changes, a range of distinct flow patterns

is reported for the fluid being ejected from the stack.

Symmetrical and asymmetrical vortex shedding phenom-

ena are shown and two distinct modes of generating

‘‘vortex streets’’ are identified.

1 Introduction

Flow structures generated by steady flows past bluff bodies

have been a subject of many theoretical and experimental

studies, the classic example being formation of the von

Karman ‘‘vortex street’’ behind circular cylinders (Kov-

asznay 1949). This class of phenomena is important in

many industrial problems including: aerospace flows, civil

and marine engineering, design of heat exchangers or the

behaviour of overhead power cables. Somewhat more

complex situation arises when steady flows are replaced by

oscillatory flows (with or without the steady component),

the fundamental difference being that vortices shed in one

half of the cycle impinge on the bluff body when the flow

reverses and may interact with vortices shed during the

other half of the cycle. This may lead to interesting ‘‘lock-

on’’ effects resulting in an interaction between the flow and

the structural components within (Chung and Kang 2003;

Barbi et al. 1986).

Within the class of purely oscillatory flows, by far the

most studied geometrical configurations were flows past

circular cylinders (Obasaju et al. 1988; Iliadis and Anag-

nostopoulos 1998) although other geometries have been

considered including a square cross-section (inclined at

various angles to the flow) or a flat plate perpendicular to

the flow (Bearman et al. 1985; Okajima et al. 1997) and

triangular and T-shaped geometries (Al-Asmi and Castro

1992). Other studies investigated the effects of the prox-

imity of the external boundaries on the flow (Sumer et al.

1991). ‘‘External’’ flows as well as ‘‘internal’’ oscillatory

flows have been investigated. These include oscillatory

flows in pipes with ‘‘wavy’’ walls (Ralph 1986), internally

placed orifices (De Bernardinis et al. 1981) or internally

baffled channels (Roberts and Mackley 1996).

It is widely accepted that the morphology of the flow

structures present within oscillatory flows is governed by

three similarity numbers: the Reynolds number (Re), the

Keulegan-Carpenter number (KC) and the Stokes number

(b), although only two out of these are really independent,

as Stokes number can be expressed as the ratio of Reynolds

number to KC number. Tatsuno and Bearman (1990)

studied the morphology of the flows generated from the

oscillatory cylinder as a function of KC and b while similar

studies were performed by Okajima et al. (1997) for square

cylinders. These have shown a range of flow regimes

ranging from fully attached symmetrical pair of vortices

through to symmetrical and alternating vortex shedding.
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In all of the experimental studies mentioned above, the

typical setup includes either the bluff body being oscillated

through the stationary fluid, using some form of mechani-

cal drive, or an oscillating incompressible fluid within U-

tube type of water tunnel, with the bluff body being held

stationary. However, it should be noted that similar flow

problems including vortex shedding phenomena also arise

in acoustic systems when the level of acoustic excitation is

relatively high. These include systems such as pulse tube

refrigerators, standing or travelling wave thermoacoustic

devices or their components such as jet pumps, Stirling

engines and refrigerators and others, where high intensity

acoustic wave (or oscillatory flows in general) encounter

sudden discontinuities in the cross-section of an acoustic

duct.

The initial motivation for the current paper came from

the need to understand the behaviour of the flow in a

standing wave thermoacoustic device in the vicinity of the

so called ‘‘thermoacoustic core’’. This typically comprises

of a stack of parallel plates (thermoacoustic stack) sand-

wiched between two heat exchangers (often also

constructed as a set of shorter but thicker parallel plates

with a somewhat larger pitch). The role of the thermoa-

coustic core is to either produce acoustic power due to the

temperature gradient imposed by the heat exchangers or to

consume externally supplied acoustic power in order to

facilitate heat pumping from cold to hot heat exchanger by

virtue of the so-called thermoacoustic effect (Swift 2002).

In the high-intensity acoustic field, the flow structures at

the end of the stack, or the heat exchanger (or in the region

in between) are very complex due to the discontinuities of

the cross section and the oscillatory nature of the flow.

Clearly, the energy transfer taking place within the ther-

moacoustic core will be affected by ‘‘entrance effects’’,

vortex shedding and generation (or suppression) of turbu-

lence over different parts of the acoustic cycle. The

existing models to calculate the performance of the ther-

moacoustic systems are based on the linear acoustic models

(for example DeltaE, as described by Ward and Swift

2001) with only some corrections being made to account

for non-linear acoustics effects such as turbulence. The

development of such codes is hindered by the lack of

understanding of the fundamental thermal-fluid processes.

Despite being rooted in the area of thermoacoustics, the

current investigation should be seen on a more general

level, namely the fundamental fluid dynamical processes of

interest to a wider audience. This is the reason why the

current research covers somewhat larger parameter space

than would be expected from the point of view of ther-

moacoustic stacks alone and covers the range characteristic

for finned heat exchangers and possibly beyond.

The experimental studies of the above phenomena in the

context of thermoacoustics are very limited. Gopinath and

Harder (2000) studied the heat transfer effects from a

single circular cylinder placed in an acoustic resonator

(with a possible application to thermoacoustic heat

exchangers). They identified two flow regimes: the laminar

attached flow regime and the less understood regime where

the vortex shedding is prevalent with much higher heat

transfer coefficients. Blanc-Benon et al. (2003) used PIV

measurements to investigate the flow field around and

vortex shedding from a stack of parallel plates for rela-

tively low drive ratios 1.0–1.5% and compared the

experimental results to CFD simulations. They have shown

the presence of symmetrical vortices, which on their two

experimental configurations (‘‘thin’’ and ‘‘thick’’ plates)

took an ‘‘elongated’’ and ‘‘concentrated’’ form, respec-

tively, but never fully detached from the plates. Mao et al.

(2005) conducted similar PIV studies using a somewhat

larger geometrical arrangement and higher drive ratios (up

to 3%) and showed that at higher drive ratios the sym-

metrical vortices are replaced by alternately shed vortices.

The current paper is an extension of this early work by

providing more complete experimental data and its more

detailed discussion and analysis.

2 Experimental apparatus and procedure

The experimental apparatus used in the current study

(Fig. 1) was discussed in some detail by Marx et al. (2006)

and therefore only a brief description is given here. Its

main part is a 7.4-m long transparent Perspex pipe, with the

internal cross-section 134 9 134 mm, and the wall thick-

ness of 8 mm. One end of the pipe (to the left of Fig. 1) is

closed by an ‘‘end-cap’’ with a flush mounted pressure

transducer. The other end is connected to a relatively large

‘‘loudspeaker box’’ (600 9 600 9 600 mm) through a

0.3 m long pyramidal section to match the change in cross-

sectional dimensions. The resonator is filled with air at

atmospheric pressure and room temperature. The first mode

of operation (quarter-wavelength) has a fundamental fre-

quency f = 13.1 Hz.

The experiments were conducted for two stacks of plates

(shown schematically in Fig. 2). The length, l, of both

stacks was 200 mm, while their width was 132 mm (some

clearance had to be left between the stack and the internal

resonator wall). Stack I comprised of 21 Perspex plates of

thickness d = 1.1 mm with the plate-to-plate spacing

D = 5 mm. Stack II was made out of eight Perspex plates

with d = 5 mm and D = 10 mm. Both stacks were placed

in the resonator 4.1 m from the end as schematically shown

in Fig. 1. The drive ratio in the experiments was varied by

changing the excitation voltage of the loudspeaker and

controlled by measuring the amplitude of pressure oscil-

lations recorded by the dynamic pressure transducer
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mounted inside the end-cap of the resonator (Endevco

Model 8510B-2).

Flow field measurements were performed using a PIV

system by TSI. The light sheet from a dual Nd:YAG laser

enters the resonator perpendicular to its axis, is reflected by

a small mirror and becomes parallel to the resonator axis

and normal to the surface of the stack plates. The flow is

seeded by particles produced by a smoke generator using

50–50% mixture of glycerol and water, with typical droplet

diameter in the range 1–10 microns. Images are taken by a

4 mega-pixel camera (TSI POWERVIEW) and post pro-

cessed using commercial software (TSI INSIGHT). Cross

correlation is used and the interrogation window is

16 9 16 pixels.

The flow field measurements are performed at 20 phases

within the acoustic cycle (i.e. every 18�). Therefore an

appropriate phase locking mechanism had to be developed.

In this study the pressure oscillation measured by the pres-

sure transducer mounted at the end cap was used as a

reference. The output signal from the pressure transducer is

connected to an ‘‘in-house’’ made pulse generator, which

can generate a pulse sequence of the same frequency as the

acoustic wave, but with variable time delay from the trigger

point. The output of the pulse generator is connected to the

synchroniser (TSI LASERPULSE) that controls the timing

of the laser action and triggers the frame grabbing of camera.

In this way, the captured images can be phase locked relative

to the pressure oscillation (and by the same token to the

velocity oscillation, which could be verified independently

both by PIV and hot wire measurements). Figure 3 illus-

trates the timing of 20 phases (U1, U2…U20) within the

cycle, relative to both velocity and the pressure gradient

oscillations. For each of the 20 phases, 100 pairs of images

were taken to derive the phase-averaged velocity field. The

field of view of the PIV images varied from

25 mm 9 25 mm to 60 mm 9 60 mm, depending on the

flow features to be imaged. This corresponds to the resolu-

tion of the velocity vector field between 0.10 and 0.23 mm.

Fig. 1 Sketch of the

experimental apparatus

Fig. 2 Geometry of the stack

(only three plates shown)

Fig. 3 Phase-averaged velocity oscillation at point M and corre-

sponding phases at which the PIV measurements are taken. dp/dx is

the axial gradient of acoustic pressure in an oscillation period.

(Simple-harmonic oscillation is assumed so that dp/dx is 90� out of

phase of velocity oscillation)
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Due to its nature, the PIV technique is not sufficiently

‘‘time-resolved’’ to permit measurements of the fluctuating

components of velocity. Therefore the investigations of the

vortex shedding frequencies, to be used in estimating typ-

ical Strouhal numbers, had to be conducted using standard

hot wire methods. Velocity fluctuations were measured with

SN type hot-wire probe (DANTEC) operated in the con-

stant-temperature mode using a TSI IFA300 system. The

probe is placed normal to the plate, while the sensor is

normal to the axis of the resonator. The position of the probe

is schematically shown in Fig. 2. For Stack I, the sensor is

placed 2d from the edge of the plate, while for Stack II this

distance is 4d because the large diameter of the probe

support prevents the sensor to be closer to the plate end (the

distance from the plate is denoted in Fig. 2 as hw). A high-

pass filter set at 30 Hz is used to remove the signal com-

ponent related to the fundamental frequency of 13.1 Hz.

Both the filtered signal and the unfiltered signal are recor-

ded with a sampling frequency of 5,000 Hz. 16,384 data

points are acquired in a typical experimental condition.

3 Experimental results

3.1 Overview of the experimental parameters

and conditions

Table 1 summarises the stack dimensions and the basic

acoustic excitation and flow conditions. In addition to stack

geometry, the table contains porosity, /, defined as the

ratio of the total cross-sectional area of the channels within

the stack over the cross-sectional area of the resonator. For

a stack of evenly spaced plates, this can be approximated

by D/(D + d), assuming that the gaps between the stack

and the walls can be neglected. Drive ratio, Dr, is the ratio

of the acoustic pressure amplitude at the closed end of the

resonator, p1,a, to the mean pressure in the resonator pm.

The values of the amplitude of the axial velocity, uM, at

point M (Fig. 2) were extracted from the phase-averaged

velocity field for the 20 phases, by using the least square

fitting method for a sinusoidal function. n is the displace-

ment amplitude of the oscillating gas parcel. It can be

calculated from uM as n = uM/x.

The Reynolds number used in the current analysis, Red,

is based on the axial velocity amplitude, uM, and the plate

thickness, d, as

Red ¼
uMd

m
ð1Þ

where m is the kinematic viscosity of air at ambient

conditions. However, as will be shown later, for

convenience of comparisons between different phases

within the cycle it seems useful to introduce a Reynolds

number based on the instantaneous value of velocity, u�M ; at

point M (later referred to as ‘‘phase Reynolds number’’):

Re�d ¼
u�Md

m
: ð2Þ

Of course, u�M ¼ uM sinðxt þ hÞ; but h could be zero,

if one chooses to count the time from the moment when

u�M ¼ 0: Similarly, although strictly Re�d can be either

positive or negative (depending on the direction of u�M), it

is easy to specify the flow as ‘‘out of the stack’’ and ‘‘into

the stack’’ to avoid confusion. Of course, the relationship

between the two Reynolds numbers is

Re�d ¼ Red sin xt þ hð Þ: ð3Þ

It is worth making two comments at this point: Firstly,

introducing ‘‘phase Reynolds numbers’’ is not an entirely

new idea. Yellin (1966) considered flow transition in pul-

satile flows within blood vessels and used an analogue of

Re�d defined here. Secondly, as will become clearer in later

sections (especially 4.2 and 4.3) Reynolds number cannot

be a unique similarity number defining the oscillatory flow

behaviour in general. This should be remembered when

looking at labelling of the experimental data which is made

using Reynolds numbers defined by Eqs. (1) and (2).

3.2 Oscillatory flow around the end of the stack

Figure 4 represents a typical example of the flow visual-

isation obtained in the oscillatory flow near the end of the

stack, shown here to illustrate its main features. Here the

flow past Stack I was investigated at the drive ratio of

1.0%, giving the Reynolds number Red = 207 (other rele-

vant parameters can be found in Table 1). The flow

features are visualised by using the phase-averaged vor-

ticity field. For brevity, only nine most characteristic

phases are selected out of the 20 phases captured within the

cycle. These are shown as a time sequence to illustrate the

evolution of the flow structures. The phase Reynolds

Table 1 Summary of stack dimensions and experimental conditions

d
(mm)

D
(mm)

l
(mm)

/ Dr

(%)

uM

(m/s)

n
(mm)

Red

Stack I 1.1 5.0 200 0.82 0.3 0.84 10.2 62

0.6 1.68 20.4 123

1.0 2.82 34.3 207

1.5 4.32 52.5 317

2.0 5.68 69.0 417

Stack II 5.0 10.0 200 0.67 0.3 0.95 11.5 317

0.6 1.95 23.7 650

1.0 3.24 39.4 1080

1.5 5.04 61.2 1680

2.0 6.90 83.8 2300
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number, Re�d; is included in the graphs; grey areas indicate

the presence of the plates within the imaging domain.

As can be seen from Fig. 4, the flow can be divided into

two main stages: the ‘‘ejection’’ stage, when the velocity at

point M is toward x [ 0 (i.e. for phases U1–U10 as illus-

trated in Fig. 3) and the ‘‘suction’’ phase, when the velocity

at point M is toward x \ 0 (i.e. for phases U11–U20 as

illustrated in Fig. 3). As can be seen the generation of

coherent structures takes place in the ‘‘ejection’’ stage

discussed in Sect. 3.2.1.

3.2.1 Ejection stage

In general the ejection stage can be further subdivided into

two different situations: acceleration stage (phases U1–U5)

and deceleration stage (phases U6–U10). Several charac-

teristic flow phenomena/patterns can be observed: (A)

Formation of a pair of attached symmetric vortices; (B)

Elongated vortex structures; (C) Break-up of elongated

vortices into an asymmetric ‘‘vortex street’’; (D) Alternate

vortex shedding from the end of the plate. The details of

Fig. 4 Vorticity contour map for the flow around the end of Stack I during one acoustic cycle. a U1, b U5, c U7, d U9, e U10, f U11, g U12,

h U15, i U20 (Red = 207, Dr = 1.0%). The unit of vorticity legend is s-1
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these characteristic flow patterns are described with refer-

ence to Fig. 4a–e.

3.2.1.1 Formation of a pair of attached symmetric vorti-

ces The flow in phase U1 (Fig. 4a) has a positive velocity

and starts to accelerate. Based on the instantaneous

velocity at point M, the corresponding phase Reynolds

number, Re�d; is about 47. A pair of vortex structures is

formed at the end the plate. They are symmetrical relative

to the centre-line of the plate in the x-y plane. Similarly as

in the classic case of the wake behind a plate with a square

trailing edge (as found in Bachelor 2000), a recirculation

region is formed at the end of the plate, where the pair of

vortices remains attached. In the inner region of the

channel formed by two neighbouring plates, there is a pair

of shear layers with their vorticity in an opposite direction

to the vorticity within the plate boundary layer.

Such a shear flow pattern exhibited in this phase is

directly related to the typical velocity profile shown in

Fig. 5a (taken at x = 5 mm according to the coordinate

system used in Fig. 4). The velocity oscillation of the flow

in the central region is delayed in phase, compared with the

flow in the boundary layer region. A peak value of velocity

appears at some distance from the plate.

3.2.1.2 Elongated vortex structures As the velocity

increases due to the flow acceleration the related phase

Reynolds number increases and the flow pattern changes

accordingly. At first (during phases U2–U4) the attached

vortex structures remain symmetric but become elongated.

However, as the velocity almost reaches its peak around

phase U5, the very elongated vortex structures in the wake

become ‘‘asymmetric’’ by exhibiting somewhat wavy pat-

tern (as shown in Fig. 4b), which seems to be related to the

loss of stability in the subsequent phases. The phase Rey-

nolds number, Re�d; is about 206. Within the channel, the

axial velocity profile changes significantly between phases

U1–U5 by becoming flattened (Fig. 5b). The flow velocity

in the central region catches up with the velocity closer to

the channel walls, which weakens the vorticity in this

central region.

3.2.1.3 Break-up of elongated vortices into an asymmetric

‘‘vortex street’’ As illustrated in Fig. 3, velocity of the

fluid leaving the channels of the stack reaches its maximum

between U5 and U6 and so from then on the fluid enters the

deceleration phase. Figure 4c (U7) shows that the pair of

elongated vortex structures has broken up into a ‘‘street’’ of

individual vortices in the plate’s wake, very much resem-

bling the classical von Karman street. At phase U7, the

corresponding phase Reynolds number, Re�d; is about 177.

3.2.1.4 Alternate vortex shedding from the end of the

plate Once the elongated vortex structures have broken

up into the ‘‘street’’ of individual vortices, a different

mechanism seems to take over, namely the vortices seem to

be shed in an alternating fashion from the end of the plate

in a manner resembling the classical bluff body vortex

shedding. Figure 4d shows the resulting flow pattern for

phase U9 for the corresponding phase Reynolds number,

Re�d; around 81. The flow slows down even further, and

Fig. 4e shows an almost stationary ‘‘suspended’’ vortex

pattern just before the flow reverses (U10, Re�d ¼ 18).

3.2.2 Suction stage

As shown in Fig. 3, the direction of the flow reverses

between phases U10 and U11. The fluid and the vortex

structures generated in the ejection stage are to be sucked

back into the channels between the plates. Figure 4f (phase

U11) shows the beginning of such a process. The remains

of the vortex street impinge on the end of the plate, the

individual vortices becoming split into a series of vortices

of much smaller size. The shear layers close to the channel

walls are pushed away (displaced) further into the central

region of the channel by the continually developing shear
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layers in an opposite direction—see the channels in Fig. 4f.

In addition, in the region near the end of the plate, the entry

flow generates a strong shear region, which pushes back

(eliminates) the shear layer formed in the ejection stage of

the cycle.

In Fig. 4g (U12), the displaced shear layer (which was

originally formed in the ejection stage) and the scattered

remains of the small vortices finally die out. The newly

generated shear layer corresponding to the direction of the

suction flow grows and develops.

In Fig. 4h (U15), the negative flow velocity is at its peak

value. The unsteadiness of the shear layer still visible in

Fig. 4g and the scattered remains of the weak vortices close

to the channel centre have disappeared. In general the shear

layer next to the surface of the plates is quite similar with the

developing boundary layer on a flat plate in the steady flow.

Following phase U15 the suction flow starts to decel-

erate and the negative velocity approaches zero at about

U20 (see Fig. 4i). The flow direction is about to change,

when the flow enters the ejection stage of the next cycle.

3.3 Comparisons between flows at various peak

Reynolds numbers, Red

To gain further insight into the Reynolds number effects on

the flow structure, the flow around the end of the stack was

studied at four more drive ratios (0.3, 0.6, 1.5 and 2.0%). In

this section, the discussion will focus on the flow structures

in the ejecting stages for varying drive ratios.

To save space, the PIV results are shown for a single

plate, not an array of plates as previously shown in Fig. 4.

Figure 6 shows the flow visualisations for five drive ratios

studied (Fig. 6a–e), however instead of using drive ratios,

the figures are labelled with the values of Reynolds num-

ber, Red, which is more meaningful from fluid mechanics

point of view. In each of the figures, the images for five

selected phases are shown: U2, U4, U6, U7 and U9, each

image also being labelled with the value of the phase

Reynolds number—Re�d:
In the simplest approach, one can compare the evolution

of the flow patterns during the ejecting stage for different

drive ratios (different Red) by looking at each column in

Fig. 6 (i.e. columns a–e). However, one could also imagine

a ‘‘flow pattern evolution’’ by looking at a selected phase in

the cycle (for example U4) and comparing the flow patterns

for varying drive ratios (i.e. Red). To do this one would have

to inspect each row of Fig. 6 (rather than each column). In

this way one could try to develop a relationship between the

flow patterns and the phase Reynolds number, Re�d:
Figure 6a shows the results at drive ratio 0.3%

(Red = 62). It can be seen that a pair of vortex structures

remains attached to the end of the plate in each phase and

Fig. 6 Vorticity field around the end of one plate in Stack I, shown for five drive ratios and five selected phases within the cycle; a Dr = 0.3%;

b Dr = 0.6%; c Dr = 1.0%; d Dr = 1.5%; e Dr = 2.0%; colour scale is the same as for Fig. 4
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remains symmetric relative to the centre line in all phases.

The size and strength of the vortices clearly increases as the

phase Reynolds number increases throughout the acceler-

ating stage (see U2 and U4) and increases further in the

decelerating flow up until phases U6 or U7. As the vorticity

fed from the plate boundary layer decreases, so does the

strength of the vortices (see U9).

Figure 6b shows the results at drive ratio 0.6%

(Red = 123). Compared with the vortex structures in

Fig. 6a, the vortices become more and more elongated in

the accelerating stage. Eventually (around phase U7), the

previously symmetrical structures become wavy and this

‘‘instability’’ amplifies in the deceleration phase (see the

asymmetric wavy structure in phase U9).

Figure 6c shows the results at drive ratio 1.0%

(Red = 207). They correspond to the results already shown

in Fig. 4. From both figures, one can find that the vortex

structure exhibits asymmetry in phases U5 and U6, that is

at an earlier phase than in Fig. 6b. The break-up of this

wavy pattern into a vortex ‘‘street’’ and subsequent shed-

ding from the plate occurs between phases U7 and U9.

Quite similar results can be seen in Fig. 6d, for drive

ratio 1.5% (Red = 317). The vortex structures become

unstable even earlier (U4). Further increase of drive ratio,

as illustrated in Fig. 6e (2.0%, Red = 417), leads to even

earlier break-up of the initial symmetrical structures—by

phase U4 a vortex ‘‘street’’ is already in place).

One could attempt a qualitative analysis by comparing

images in Fig. 6 ‘‘row by row’’; that is by looking at

increasing drive ratios for a fixed phase. For example, the

first row of figures shows phase U2. From Fig. 6a to Fig. 6e

the phase Reynolds number increases from 31 to 214. One

can find that, the attached pair of vortices elongates, but

remains symmetric as the phase Reynolds number increases.

The second row of figures shows the ‘‘flow behaviour’’

for phase U4, as the phase Reynolds number increases from

56 to 383. One can clearly see an ‘‘evolution’’ of the flow

patterns similar to phase-by-phase evolution: a pair of

symmetric vortices (6a/U4), elongated symmetric vortices

(6b/U4 and 6c/U4) unstable/wavy elongated structure

(6d/U4) and alternate vortex shedding (6e/U4).

The third, fourth and fifth rows show the flow pattern

‘‘evolution’’ for phases U6, U7 and U9, respectively.

Similar trends in the ‘‘development’’ of the flow patterns

can be observed. However, clearly, the vortex shedding

pattern is present ‘‘earlier’’ when comparing drive ratios

left to right.

3.4 Comparisons between flows around Stack I

and Stack II

Similar experiments to those described with reference to

Stack I were carried out for the second configuration: Stack

II (see Table 1 for details). The main reason for selecting

this configuration was a further increase in the Reynolds

number (Red) and a change in the porosity of the stack. The

same drive ratios were tested which, given a different

porosity, resulted in somewhat modified velocities and

displacements. The Reynolds numbers were increased

roughly about five-fold.

Figure 7 shows the vorticity field around the end of one

plate in Stack II (keeping the convention of Fig. 6, for

Stack I). Results at five phases of the ejection stage are

presented for the stack at the five drive ratios tested, cor-

responding to the Reynolds number Red of 317, 650, 1080,

1680 and 2300.

By comparing the flow around the end of plate in

Figs. 6d and 7a, one can see that the value of Red in both

cases is the same: 317. However, instead of an elongated

vortex structure which breaks-up into a vortex ‘‘street’’

which was the main feature for Stack 1, Stack II exhibits a

different flow structure, namely a fully attached and sym-

metrical pair of vortices, somewhat similar to what was

observed for drive ratio 0.3% on Stack I. However, for

Stack II, the pair of vortices is much less elongated in the

stream-wise direction (only about 1d in terms of plate

thickness).

Increasing Red to 650 leads to the vortex structures

becoming asymmetric (see phase U9 in Fig. 7b). This

feature is more pronounced for Red = 1080—see phases

U6 to U9 in Fig. 7c. Measurements at even higher drive

ratios (Fig. 7d, e), show that the higher Red, the earlier in

the cycle the asymmetric vortex shedding takes place. It is

interesting to note that for Stack II, the two flow patterns at

the ejection stage described under (B) and (C) in Sect. 3.2.1

(elongated vortex structures and their break-up) are absent.

Another interesting flow feature is the appearance of a

pair of ‘‘counter-rotating’’ vortices, relative to the sense of

rotation of the main vortices shed from the plate. The initial

formation of these vortices is clearly seen for phase U2 in

Fig. 7a–e. These ‘‘counter-rotating’’ vortices seem to be

convected far away from the plate, preceding the domi-

nating von Karman-type of vortices subsequently shed over

the ejection stage of the cycle. By phase U9, the vorticity

of this pair of ‘‘counter rotating’’ vortices is practically

dissipated. These small vortices seem to originate from the

remains of the shear layer formed during the suction cycle.

Similar feature is indeed present for Stack I, but has a much

more elongated shape and is far less ‘‘concentrated’’ in

terms of vorticity levels (see for example phase U4 in

Fig. 6d).

In summary, it seems that the main difference in the

flow behaviour on two stacks investigated (I and II) is the

mode of vortex shedding. While Stack I is dominated by

elongated shear layers, which then suddenly break up into a

‘‘street’’ of individual vortices, Stack II exhibits alternate
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(bluff-body type) shedding very early on within the cycle

(as long as the Reynolds number is large enough). This

may well be responsible for the differences in Strouhal

numbers discussed in Sect. 3.5.

3.5 Frequency of vortex shedding

As illustrated in the previous sections, for both stacks, the

vortices will start to shed in an alternate fashion for a

sufficiently large Reynolds number, Red. This behaviour is

similar to vortex shedding from bluff bodies in steady

flows. This part of the study looked at the dependence of

vortex shedding frequency (and thus the Strouhal number)

on the Reynolds number, Red, and the geometry of the

stack. The measurements were performed using standard

hot-wire anemometry methods (Sect. 2) in order to collect

the fluctuating velocity signal behind the stack of plates.

Typical signal traces of the hot-wire anemometer output

are shown in Fig. 8a and Fig. 8c for Stack I and Stack II,

respectively. The top signal trace represents the unfiltered

signal and the bottom one represents the filtered signal.

Each ‘‘fluctuation burst’’ in the bottom signal trace

Fig. 7 Vorticity field for the flow around the end of Stack II. a Dr = 0.3%; b Dr = 0.6%; c Dr = 1.0%; d Dr = 1.5%; e Dr = 2.0%
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represents an event of vortex shedding in the ejection stage

of the acoustic cycle.

The frequency spectrum of the filtered signal trace is

analyzed using Fast Fourier Transform (FFT). The signal

trace is divided into data blocks, which contain 256 data

points, starting at the same phase of an acoustic cycle, and

including the whole ‘‘fluctuation burst’’ event. For each

block of data, a frequency spectrum is obtained. Subse-

quently all such frequency spectra, obtained for a given

experimental run, are ensemble-averaged and a mean fre-

quency spectrum is obtained. This enables extracting a

characteristic peak frequency. Figure 8b, d shows the mean

frequency spectra of the corresponding signal traces in the

left column of Fig. 8. As can be seen from the plots, the

curve covers a narrow band of frequencies, as opposed to a

sharp spike which would normally be obtained in steady

flows past bluff bodies. This is most likely due to variations

in the shedding frequency as the instantaneous velocity uM

changes over the ejection stage, but it may also reflect the

fact that vortex shedding is ‘‘quasi-periodic’’ with the

pattern changing slightly from cycle to cycle.

The peak frequency is subsequently used to calculate the

values of Strouhal number, St defined here as fSH d/uM.

Symbol fSH is used to denote the ‘‘shedding frequency’’

(such as depicted in Fig. 8.) and to distinguish it from the

rig’s operating frequency f = 13.1 Hz. uM is also used to

calculate the corresponding values of Red. As shown in

Fig. 9, for the cases investigated, the Strouhal number is

between 0.18 and 0.20 for Stack II, and between 0.08 and

0.10 for Stack I. As already mentioned this difference

between the values of the Strouhal number could be related

to different phenomena that seem to govern the vortex

structure formation: a loss of stability of elongated shear

layers for Stack I and bluff-body type of shedding for Stack

II.

4 Discussion of results and direction of further studies

This discussion section highlights some interesting prob-

lems in three areas that the current investigation touched

upon: the issue of the interaction of the vortex structures

originating from adjacent channels with each other, the

somewhat paradoxical issue of the influence of the

Reynolds number on the flow patterns for Stack I, and

finally the effects of stack geometry. These are discussed in

the three sub-sections below.
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4.1 ‘‘Mirror’’ versus ‘‘translational’’ symmetries

between adjacent vortex streets

When inspecting the flow patterns generated by the stack of

plates such as those shown in Fig. 4d, e, it is clear that the

resulting vortex ‘‘streets’’ may exhibit either ‘‘mirror’’ or

‘‘translational’’ symmetries in relation to the channels’

centrelines. For example, looking at Fig. 4d, and counting

the channels from the bottom of the graph, it is clear that

for the first and second channels, the vortex streets have

‘‘mirror’’ symmetries, relative to the channel centre-line.

However, for the third channel the symmetry is ‘‘transla-

tional’’ (or there is an ‘‘anti-symmetry’’) in that the vortex

pattern shed from the third plate could be overlapped with

the vortex pattern shed from the fourth plate if the image

was simply shifted upwards. It should be noted that similar

problems are encountered in the steady flows past an array

of plates (e.g. Guillaume and LaRue 2002). The future

studies should investigate how the spacing between the

plates within the stack influences this kind of symmetrical

or anti-symmetrical alignment of vortices, and whether

there is some kind of a ‘‘lock-on’’ effect when the plates are

sufficiently close to one another. This relates to the ques-

tion of porosity values addressed in Sect. 4.3.

4.2 Reynolds number paradox

When Fig. 6 is studied ‘‘row-by-row’’, that is for different

drive ratios, but the same phase, one can see that as the

phase Reynolds number increases the flow pattern

‘‘evolves’’ through the stages that are described as (A)–(D)

in Sect. 3.2.1. The latter pattern (D) occurs at higher phase

Reynolds number than patterns (A)–(C). However, when

the flow patterns are studied ‘‘column-by-column’’, that is

for different phase Reynolds numbers within the same drive

ratio, the relationship between the flow pattern and the

phase Reynolds number is somewhat different. For example

in Fig. 6c, the flow becomes unstable at U6 (Re�d ¼ 200),

and the vortex shedding is observed at U7 (Re�d ¼ 176) and

U9 (Re�d ¼ 80). This indicates that the flow pattern that

usually corresponds to a high Reynolds at an earlier phase

can take place at a lower Reynolds number in the deceler-

ating stage. One can find more examples of this

phenomenon in Fig. 6. In Fig. 6e, Re�d is 214 at U2, and the

flow has a pair of elongated symmetric vortex structure. On

the other hand, in Fig. 6b, Re�d equals 48 at U9, and the flow

shows a pair of elongated wavy vortices. This clearly

illustrates that the transition between different flow patterns

cannot be defined by Reynolds numbers alone.

There are at least two explanations for this flow

behaviour (referred to here for brevity as ‘‘Reynolds

number paradox’’). The first factor could be the oscillating

pressure gradient. It is well known that a favourable

pressure gradient (responsible for the flow acceleration)

tends to suppress flow instabilities, while the adverse

pressure gradient (responsible for the flow deceleration)

tends to amplify them (e.g. Lee and Budwig 1991). This

may explain why the vortex structures represented in

Fig. 6c break up into a vortex street after phase U6.

However, an alternative explanation could be found for the

flows with higher Reynolds numbers (e.g. Fig. 6d, e, where

the break-up occurs in the accelerating phase): namely that

the vorticity generated on the surface of the plates is too

strong to be convected downstream in the form of an

elongated vortex structure and breaks-up so that the flow

may assume a more efficient form (vortex street) to convect

the vorticity downstream. It is likely that it is the combi-

nation of these two factors that decides on the exact nature

of the transition between the flow patterns. These aspects of

the flow could be studied by means of a rigorous flow

stability analysis, which however is somewhat beyond the

scope of the current experimental studies.

4.3 Similarity issues—geometry and flow parameters

The geometry of a stack of parallel plates (in the 2D

‘‘cross-sectional’’ sense) can be described by three

parameters: the plate thickness, d, the spacing between

plates, D and the length of plates, l. In all tests presented

here, the displacement amplitude of the oscillating gas

parcel, n, is much smaller than the length of the plates l.

Therefore, the effect of the stack length on the flow around

the end of the stack can be neglected (Swift 1988). Fur-

thermore, the stack porosity / can be defined as

D/(D + d), when the plates of the stack are placed evenly.

In this case any two of the three parameters, i.e. d, D and /,

can uniquely define the stack geometry.

It is also obvious from the current experimental results

that changing the Reynolds number, Red, can drastically

change the observed flow patterns. However, a triad of two

geometrical parameters and a velocity related parameter

(Reynolds number or velocity itself) are not sufficient to

define the problem entirely. Indeed a large body of litera-

ture related to the oscillatory flows past cylinders (Bearman

et al. 1985; Badr et al. 1995; Lin et al. 1996; Iliadis and

Anagnostopoulos 1998) suggests that frequency of the

forcing flow must appear in the problem description in one

form or another. A widely accepted parameter of this kind

is Keulegan-Carpenter number (KC), usually defined as

(velocity)/(frequency 9 dimension). It is easy to show that

this can be expressed here as the ratio of the displacement

amplitude to the thickness of the plate, n/d. Of course n can

be calculated from uM as n = uM /x, where x = 2pf is the

angular frequency of the acoustic oscillation.

Unfortunately, the data available in the open literature,

related to the geometry discussed in this paper (parallel
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plates), is rather scarce and thus insufficient to perform

meaningful similarity studies. The already mentioned paper

by Blanc-Benon et al. (2003) allows extracting two

experimental ‘‘cases’’ (which are only for relatively small

drive ratios). The current work provides a few more

‘‘cases’’, but there is no independent data to verify any

similarities for larger drive ratios. It is therefore hoped that

the current work will motivate other researchers to carry

out similar studies in flow rigs of different designs.

Table 2 attempts to compare the experimental parame-

ters between the current study and that of Blanc-Benon

et al. (2003) for the situations where the flow visualisations

in both studies are relatively similar.

The vorticity field for Stack I and Stack II at the con-

ditions listed in the table is shown in Fig. 10 (with

superimposed black arrows indicating the velocity vector).

Blanc-Benon et al. (2003) used slightly different mea-

surement protocol: only 16 phases were measured in an

acoustic cycle and the phases were counted and labelled in

a somewhat different way.

Figure 10a, b shows phases U7 and U9, which seem to

be closest to phases t0 + 7T/16 and t0 + 9T/16 in Fig. 3 of

the paper by Blanc-Benon et al. (2003), related to the flow

patterns for their Configuration B. In both situations one

can see ‘‘elongated’’ symmetrical vortex structures.

Figure 10c, d shows phases U9 and U11, which seem to

be closest to phases t0 + T/4 and t0 + 3T/8 in Fig. 2 of the

paper by Blanc-Benon et al. (2003), related to the flow

patterns for their Configuration A. In both situations one

can see more ‘‘concentrated’’ forms of vortices with the

length comparable to the plate thickness.

As can be seen from Table 2, KC number has a value of

9.3 for Stack I when the drive ratio, Dr is 0.3% and 14 for

Configure B. For these two configurations, the vortex

structures behind the plates are of a similar elongated form.

When the vortex structures are concentrated at the end of

plates, such as for Stack II and Configuration A, KC

number has a relatively small value of 2.3 for Stack II and

1.4 for Configuration A. Therefore, in addition to the usual

choice of the Reynolds number, porosity / and KC number

seem to be a promising group of non-dimensional numbers

that could be used to describe the effect of the stack

geometry on the flow characteristics when an oscillating

flow around the end of a stack of parallel plates is con-

sidered. Nevertheless further work would be required

(especially in experimenting with different frequencies and

characteristic stack dimensions) to extend this kind of

comparisons to other flow patterns, especially the alter-

nating shedding that occurs for larger displacement

amplitudes.

5 Conclusion

In this paper, the flow structures around the end of the stack

of parallel plates in the oscillatory flow generated by an

acoustic standing wave were investigated using PIV. The

flow around two stack configurations was measured for a

series of acoustic excitation levels (and thus displacement

amplitudes). The resulting flow patterns have been docu-

mented and described in some detail. The main findings in

this respect are as follows:

1. For the relatively small drive ratios the flow structures

already identified by Blanc-Benon et al. (2003) are

present within the flow. These include symmetrical

and attached pairs of vortices which could be either

‘‘elongated’’ or ‘‘concentrated’’. However when the

drive ratios are increased, other flow patterns exist

which lead to alternate type of vortex shedding (similar

to von Karman ‘‘vortex streets’’ characteristic for flows

past bluff bodies)

2. Two modes of the above mentioned ‘‘alternate shed-

ding’’ were identified on the two stacks considered.

The first mode seems to be related to an instability of

the elongated shear layers, which leads to their break-

up and ‘‘fragmentation’’ into a ‘‘vortex street’’ pattern.

The second mode seems to be related to the classical

Von Karman ‘‘vortex street’’ typically found in bluff

body vortex shedding in steady flows. Interestingly,

the two different modes seem to lead to two different

values of Strouhal number.

Furthermore, the problem of flow ‘‘similarities’’ was

addressed, which was discussed in some detail in the

context of the ‘‘mirror’’ and ‘‘translational’’ symmetries

and the ‘‘Reynolds number paradox’’, the latter related to

the appearance of seemingly similar flow patterns at

different phases of the cycle for different drive ratios on

Stack I. It is thought that a rigorous stability analysis would

be required to explain this flow behaviour.

Table 2 Parameters of stack

geometry and oscillating flow

a Data adopted from Blanc-

Benon et al. (2003)

d (mm) D (mm) l (mm) / Dr (%) uM (m/s) n (mm) Red KC

Stack I 1.1 5.0 200.0 0.82 0.3 0.84 10.2 62 9.3

Stack II 5.0 10.0 200.0 0.67 0.3 0.95 11.5 317 2.3

Configuration Aa 1.0 2.0 25.8 0.67 1.0 1.71 1.4 119 1.4

Configuration Ba 0.15 1.0 24.0 0.87 1.5 2.57 2.1 18 14.0
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Finally, the results available in the open literature were

compared to some of the results of the current work. The

comparison showed that, in order to describe the kind of

oscillations investigated here, other non-dimensional

parameters should be considered, besides the Reynolds

number. In particular, KC number has been pointed out as

one possible similarity number. The conclusion that a pair of

similarity numbers: Re and KC would be required for cha-

racterising oscillatory flows is not surprising given that it is

known to appear for oscillatory flows past bluff bodies (e.g.

the already mentioned works led by Bearman and Graham).

However, the current work essentially deals with periodic

structures present in the oscillatory flows. Unfortunately,

investigations of such cases are few and far between.

Research into the flows past multiple (periodic) bluff bodies

are nevertheless available for steady (one-directional) cases

(e.g. Auger and Coutanceau 1978; Hayashi et al. 1986;

Moretti 1993; Le Gal et al. 1996). An additional parameter,

to just using a Reynolds number, used in such studies is the

ratio of pitch-to-diameter. In the present work a similar

approach is adopted by introducing porosity, /, as an inde-

pendent similarity number (notation D/(D + d) is in effect

an inverse of pitch-to-diameter). Therefore, it seems rea-

sonable to suggest that the triad of similarity numbers: Re,

KC and / could be used as a starting point for character-

isation of oscillatory flows past periodic structures. Further

work to answer some of these important questions is planned.

An interesting point raised by one of the reviewers was

related to finding the right scaling parameter for the

Strouhal number analysed in Sect. 3.5. In the current work it

is based on the plate thickness (d), by analogy to bluff body

shedding, where typically St is based on the transverse

dimension of the body. The reviewer pointed out that there

could be an analogy to jet flows made (the ‘‘jet diameter’’

being the spacing between the plates, D). Simple experi-

ments consisting of measuring shedding frequencies for

stacks which had every other plate removed did not support

the reviewer’s suggestion. Shedding frequency did not scale

with D in the configurations studied. Nevertheless, it is

possible to imagine that for certain configurations (e.g. very

thick plates separated by narrow gaps) plate spacing may be

more appropriate for calculating Strouhal numbers, because

there would be very little interaction between adjacent

‘‘jets’’. Selection of the scaling length is somewhat arbitrary

(see for example comments by Moretti 1993 regarding

flows past ‘‘arrays of tubes’’), and often counterintuitive.

For example Bunderson and Smith (2005) investigate two

planar parallel jets, but derive their Strouhal numbers based

on the width of the ‘‘centre-body’’ separating the two jets,

not on the width of the jets. Clearly, in the case of oscilla-

tory flows past the series of plates such as described in the

current paper, a much larger body of data would be required

before one could make a more informed choice regarding

the best length scales for non-dimensional studies.

Fig. 10 Vorticity field

(contour) and velocity field

(vector) of the flow at the stack

end. a, b Stack I (Dr = 0.3%);

c, d Stack II (Dr = 0.3%)
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Abstract
This paper describes the development of the experimental setup and measurement
methodologies to study the physics of oscillatory flows in the vicinity of parallel-plate stacks
by using the particle image velocimetry (PIV) techniques. Parallel-plate configurations often
appear as internal structures in thermoacoustic devices and are responsible for the
hydrodynamic energy transfer processes. The flow around selected stack configurations is
induced by a standing acoustic wave, whose amplitude can be varied. Depending on the
direction of the flow within the acoustic cycle, relative to the stack, it can be treated as an
entrance flow or a wake flow. The insight into the flow behaviour, its kinematics, dynamics
and scales of turbulence, is obtained using the classical Reynolds decomposition to separate
the instantaneous velocity fields into ensemble-averaged mean velocity fields and fluctuations
in a set of predetermined phases within an oscillation cycle. The mean velocity field and the
fluctuation intensity distributions are investigated over the acoustic oscillation cycle. The
velocity fluctuation is further divided into large- and small-scale fluctuations by using fast
Fourier transform (FFT) spatial filtering techniques.

Keywords: oscillatory flow, parallel-plate structure, thermoacoustics, turbulence and
coherence, spatial filtering

(Some figures in this article are in colour only in the electronic version)

1. Introduction

In thermoacoustic devices, an acoustic wave interacts with
a stack of tightly spaced plates either to produce acoustic
power, induced by a temperature gradient on the stack, or to
obtain a temperature gradient along the stack, induced by an
imposed acoustic wave. This is based on the thermoacoustic
effect whereby appropriately phased pressure and velocity
oscillations enable the compressible fluid to undergo a
1 Author to whom any correspondence should be addressed.

thermodynamic cycle in the vicinity of a solid body. These
processes have been utilized in thermoacoustic engines and
coolers [1], whose main advantages are their lack of moving
parts and construction simplicity; the conversion between
thermal and acoustic energies is realized by an oscillating gas,
without the need for piston–cylinder arrangements, sliding
seals or harmful working fluids.

Figure 1 shows a schematic of a quarter-wavelength,
standing wave device working as a refrigerator thanks to the
acoustic power input, W ac. Central to the device’s operation

0957-0233/10/035403+16$30.00 1 © 2010 IOP Publishing Ltd Printed in the UK
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Figure 1. Schematic of a simple thermoacoustic cooler arrangement. The acoustically induced compression and expansion of fluid elements
causes heat pumping effects along the stack.

is a thermoacoustic stack. This can be imagined as a series of
plates forming a set of parallel channels. The gas pressure in
the resonator oscillates acoustically at a frequency set by the
resonance between the gas in the duct and the moving mass
of the transducer. The distributions of pressure amplitude,
|p|, and velocity amplitude, |u|, illustrate the standing wave
present in the resonator. The oscillating gas, within a short
distance of thermal penetration depth, δν , from the adjacent
solid boundaries, communicates heat with the stack (as shown
on the right) and heat exchangers, and the acoustics of
the system ensure that the timing between the pressure and
gas displacement is such that heat (the cooling load, Qc)
is pumped out of the cold heat exchanger towards the hot
heat exchanger (and removed to the surroundings as denoted
by Qh), using a hydrodynamic energy transfer ‘cascade’
enabled by compressing and expanding gas parcels. It is
also possible to reverse the operation of such systems to form
an engine; a high temperature gradient along the stack leads
to a spontaneous generation of acoustic power which can be
converted to electricity by a linear alternator. More complex
systems can be built utilizing the concept of ‘travelling wave’
devices [2], which are not discussed here for simplicity.

The intensity of acoustic waves used in thermoacoustic
applications is usually described by their ‘drive ratio’: the
ratio of the maximum pressure amplitude of the acoustic wave
to the mean pressure in the resonator (Dr). It is thought that up
to drive ratios of about 2–3% the fluid flow and heat transfer
processes can be reliably described by the linear acoustic
theory developed by Rott [3]. However, practical applications
often require drive ratios as high as 10%, in which range the
interaction between the acoustic field and the solid boundary
is governed by complex thermal-fluid processes, which are
still not fully understood. Large drive ratios correspond
to large fluid displacements and velocity amplitudes, which
in turn lead to significant nonlinear effects such as local
pressure losses caused by the abrupt change of the cross
section, acoustic streaming, vortex shedding and transition
to turbulence. These factors can have a significant influence
on the overall efficiency of thermoacoustic systems, yet they
are still not quantified sufficiently for practical thermoacoustic
applications. The current paper addresses these issues through
developing appropriate measurement methodologies which
could be applied to ‘model’ thermoacoustic devices in order

to study the fundamental fluid flow behaviour. As a first step,
and an illustration of the measurement capabilities, it focuses
on the flow at the extremity of the stack of parallel plates.
It is thought that the flow behaviour in this region plays an
important role in heat transfer processes between the stack
and the heat exchangers, and so the proposed measurement
techniques and experimental results are of both fundamental
and practical importance.

2. Literature review

Particle image velocimetry (PIV) has been successfully
applied in a great many areas of fluid mechanics; it
is rather impractical to provide a detailed discussion
here. Comprehensive reviews are available [4, 5], while
Measurement Science and Technology devoted a series of
special issues and ‘features’ to the subject [6–11] with over
70 research papers. Nowadays, PIV is considered a mature
measurement technique, with many turn-key systems available
in the market. The research challenge is therefore a continuous
improvement of the accuracy and data interpretation methods
as well as application of the PIV techniques to complex (often
nonlinear) systems. In the context of thermoacoustic engines
and refrigerators, the two technical challenges are to devise
appropriate triggering/data sampling techniques that would
enable defining reliably the measurement points within the
acoustic cycle and data processing methods that would allow
extracting average features of the resulting flow field and
the statistical analysis which would characterize the unsteady
characteristics of the flow.

The above-mentioned challenges are in some way similar
to those of PIV imaging in internal combustion engines
[12–14], where the flow must be sampled at selected phase
angles of the engine cycle, while unsteady flow behaviour must
be analysed through ensemble averaging over many cycles,
rather than by the analysis of temporal signals, as is usually the
case in steady flows—see the discussion provided by Towers
and Towers in [5], pp 354–5, and in [12]. However, while
measurement phase-locking is relatively straightforward for
IC engines (e.g. crank angle), in thermoacoustics one needs to
rely on the timing of the acoustic excitation to trigger the PIV
imaging, which can be achieved by several different methods.
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This adds additional complexity to the measurement as well
as potentially some measurement uncertainty.

Applications of PIV for flow visualization or velocity
measurement in acoustic systems were reported by Hann
and Greated [15, 16] who used a double exposure on a
single frame and an auto-correlation method. Campbell
et al [17] carried out a review of PIV (as well as LDA)
methods in sound measurement applications, and focused in
particular on measurements illustrating streaming effects in
acoustic systems using PIV. More recent work by Nabavi
et al [18] focused on simultaneous measurement of
acoustic and streaming velocities at selected phases of the
acoustic cycle, the former obtained by cross-correlating two
consecutive PIV images, while the latter was obtained by
cross-correlating the alternative PIV images at the same
phase. A good agreement between experiments and theoretical
predictions was reported. A somewhat similar approach was
adopted by Debesse et al [19] who measured acoustic and
streaming velocities in a high-pressure (7–15 bar) standing
wave resonator working with nitrogen at a frequency of
22 Hz. Here the acoustic excitation was induced by a
thermoacoustic engine located at one end of the resonator,
while the velocity fields were measured at the other end,
through a short cylindrical section made out of glass.

The flow field around internal structures of thermoacoustic
systems was perhaps first investigated by Blanc-Benon
et al [20]. They used a quarter-wavelength thermoacoustic
refrigerator configuration, driven by a loudspeaker at a
frequency of 200 Hz. The experiments were conducted for
two stacks: one with a plate thickness of 0.15 mm and plate
spacing of 1.0 mm, the other with a plate thickness of 1.0 mm
and plate spacing of 2.0 mm. The drive ratios were relatively
low: 1.5% and 1.0%, respectively. The measurements were
locked onto the loudspeaker signal. Vortex structures around
the edges of stack plates were obtained by averaging of
100 PIV images taken at selected phases of the acoustic cycle
(altogether 16 phases in an acoustic cycle were investigated).
The results showed both concentrated and elongated eddies,
which nevertheless remained attached to the plates. Further
investigations of velocity fields generated by the oscillatory
flow past the parallel-plate stacks were carried out by
Castrejón-Pita et al [21], Berson and Blanc-Benon [22],
Berson et al [23], Mao et al [24], Aben et al [25] and Jaworski
et al [26]. Generally speaking all these works focused on
velocity and vorticity fields in order to classify the flow
morphology as a function of stack geometries and acoustic
excitation levels. Some similarity criteria have also been
suggested to find the controlling parameters for this type of
flow.

Unfortunately, so far only the mean velocity and
vorticity fields obtained by ensemble-averaging were
investigated. Current work is driven by the interest in the
fluid-mechanical aspects of the thermoacoustic systems, in
particular the turbulence characteristics in the vicinity of
the parallel-plate thermoacoustic stack, which may have a
strong impact on the actual heat transfer intensity. The
mean flow field features investigated experimentally [20–26]
have been successfully replicated by various numerical works

(see for example [20, 27–30]). Unfortunately, there is a
fundamental problem here since CFD typically uses time-
dependent solutions of Navier–Stokes equations, which after
a few cycles converge to numerically stable (i.e. highly
repeatable) flow patterns. Unfortunately, the data presented
in this paper show that the real flow field is highly unsteady in
the sense that the cycle-to-cycle variations are significant. The
similarity between actual measurements and CFD only arises
when ensemble-averaged data are compared to time-dependent
but ‘numerically stable’ results of CFD. In this sense CFD
can reproduce well the mean flow field. Neither statistical
velocity fluctuations nor small-scale eddies contained in the
flow field and possibly generated by dissipating the large-
scale vortices were reported. Another difficulty is that the flow
conditions investigated by CFD have relatively small Reynolds
and/or Mach numbers, which rarely promotes the occurrence
of turbulence. As a result very little is known about the nature
of turbulence in oscillatory flows as investigated in the present
work, which is hoped to provide an important first step for
further experimental work and some more advanced numerical
studies.

3. Experimental apparatus and measurement
techniques

The detailed description of the rig and its linear acoustic
model is given in [31], while the PIV measurement technique
is briefly introduced in [24]. Therefore, only essential
information is provided to maintain the paper clarity. On
the other hand, some new information is included in areas
such as the analysis of seeding particles or triggering of the
measurement system due to the specific nature of the journal.

3.1. Resonator and stacks

Figure 2(a) shows a schematic diagram of the experimental rig
with the main components and their dimensions. The working
gas is air at atmospheric pressure and room temperature.
The oscillatory flow is induced by a standing acoustic wave
generated by a loudspeaker. The coupling of the square duct
and the loudspeaker enables the rig to work as a quarter-
wavelength resonator with the fundamental frequency of
13.1 Hz. Current experiments were carried out at drive ratios
up to 3%. Construction of the rig described above allows
testing arbitrary stack arrangements, at arbitrary locations
along the resonator. In the current work, two stacks were
tested, both of which had the length, l = 200 mm and the width
to fit the internal resonator width. The first stack (denoted as
stack I) had d = 1.1 mm thick plates, with the spacing between
plates D = 5.0 mm. The second stack (denoted as stack II)
had d = 5.0 mm thick plates, with the spacing between plates
D = 10 mm (see figure 2(b) for a stack schematic). The fluid
particle displacement amplitude is normally less than half of
the plate length; therefore, the flow disturbance from one end
of the stack plates is considered too far to disturb the flow
at the other end of the stack (in other words the plates can
be assumed ‘semi-infinite’ in length). For both stacks, the
distance separating the centre of the stack and the end plate of
the resonator was 4.11 m.
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(a)

(b) (c)

Figure 2. Schematic of experimental apparatus (a); details of the stack and imaging area (b) and block diagram of the triggering mechanism
used for phase-locking in PIV measurements (c).

3.2. Flow seeding and laser illumination

Air in the resonator is seeded with olive oil droplets of sizes
typically around 1 μm. The particle suspension was injected
through an opening in the resonator wall, close to the location
of the stack, while another opening far from the measurement
zone allowed maintaining the atmospheric pressure inside
the resonator. After the seeding was in place, the openings
were blocked and a high-intensity acoustic wave was used to
distribute the particles evenly within the measurement zone,
after which the actual imaging was undertaken. After the
tracer injection, a high tracer particle density of more than 15
particles in each interrogation spot in average can be obtained,
which enables a relatively high detection probability of a valid
velocity vector [32]. This quality particle suspension lasts
typically for a period of a few minutes, during which the
PIV measurements are undertaken. After a few minutes,
the particles tended to settle, adhere to the internal surfaces
or drifted away most likely due to streaming processes.
Subsequently, the rig had to be cleaned inside and the seeding
had to be re-applied before the next set of experiments.

In the PIV measurement of the velocity field, it is the
velocity of the particles suspended in the fluid that is actually
measured. Therefore, it is necessary for the particles to
follow the flow faithfully. The unsteady motion of dispersed
particles suspended in a continuous medium was modelled by
Melling [33] (cf equation (2) in [33]). According to King
[34] there are also additional forces induced by the acoustic
radiation pressure (cf equation (76) in [34]) in a standing
wave. However, in the experimental conditions considered,
the acoustic radiation pressure on the tracer particle is about

seven orders of magnitude smaller than the acceleration force
according to Stokes’ law and it may be easily neglected here.
Using the analysis by Melling [33], and considering that, in
this case the particle density ρp and the fluid density ρ differ by
three orders of magnitude, one can simplify Melling’s equation
to

πd3
p

6
ρp

dup

dt
= −3πμdp(up − u), (1)

where dp is the particle diameter, μ (about 1.81 ×
10−5 kg m−1 s−1 for air at 1 atm and 20 ◦C) is the dynamic
viscosity of the fluid, up and u are the instantaneous velocity
of the particle and fluid respectively. Of course u is a
nonlinear function of time in the unsteady flow around the
stack plates and the equations of motion become difficult
to solve. Relaxation time, τ s , could be used to measure
the tendency of the particles to follow the fluid velocity, on
the assumption that the particle velocity approaches the flow
velocity exponentially, as described by equation (2.3) in [35].
The relaxation time τ s is defined as

τs = d2
pρp

18μ
. (2)

Assuming that the particles follow the flow if up/u > 0.99, with
no more than 1◦ phase lag, it can be shown that the maximum
diameter of the particles should be about 4.0 μm for the
acoustically driven oscillatory flow of interest (f = 13.1 Hz).
Therefore, the choice of the smoke generator and the resulting
particles used for PIV measurements seem reasonable.

A laser beam from a Nd:YAG pulsed laser (BigSky
Laser) was expanded to form a divergent laser sheet in the
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Figure 3. Phase-averaged velocity oscillation at a point M and
corresponding phases at which the PIV measurements are taken.

vertical plane (figure 2(a)). It penetrated into the resonator
perpendicularly to the resonator axis and was reflected by a
small rectangular mirror (30 mm × 10 mm) to illuminate
the flow into and out of the stack. The mirror was installed
0.7 m away from the end of the stack, while the laser aperture
was about 0.3 m away from the mirror; the imaging area was
approximately in the beam waist, where the laser sheet is about
1 mm thick, measured by using the ‘paper burn’ technique. It
was confirmed by a preliminary PIV measurement (not shown
here) that the presence of the mirror had no discernible effect
on the oscillatory flow at the stack.

3.3. Details of PIV measurement

Figure 2(c) shows a block diagram of the PIV triggering
mechanism used in the current study. The output signal of
the pressure transducer shown in figure 2(a) is used as a
phase reference to generate a TTL pulse sequence by an in-
house-made circuitry, at the same frequency as the acoustic
excitation provided to the loudspeaker. The TTL signal was
used to synchronize the laser pulses and the image capturing
by a 4 MP camera, so that the pictures were phase-locked
to the pressure oscillation, thus the velocity oscillation in the
resonator. The phase of the TTL signal can be shifted so
that the flow in different phases of the acoustic oscillation can
be observed. As schematically shown in figure 3, 20 phases
(every 18◦) were investigated in each acoustic cycle. Here the
times when these 20 phases (�1, �2. . .�20) appear are shown
relative to the mean ensemble-averaged velocity at point M (cf
figure 2(b)). In general, the flow corresponding to phases
�1–�10, when the fluid flows out of the stack with a positive
velocity, is referred to as the ejection stage, while the flow
corresponding to phases �11–�20, when the fluid flows into
the stack with a negative velocity, is referred to as the suction
stage—both explained in more detail in section 4.3.

To determine the flow velocity in each phase, pairs of
singly exposed images were captured. The time difference
of images in each pair was determined by the laser
pulse separation, which was chosen so that the particle
displacements during the interval were generally not more
than 1/4 of the interrogation area used to analyse the captured
images [36]. Thus, the time separations between laser
pulses were varied according to the velocity magnitude at the
investigated phase, and the size of the investigated fields. A

flow field of smaller size was imaged to reveal the velocity
gradient in the viscous boundary layer, while a larger size was
applied to view the general pattern of the wake flow. The
measured field size ranged from 25 mm × 25 mm to 60 mm ×
60 mm for the investigated two-stack configurations.

The image processing was performed using commercial
software (TSI INSIGHTTM). A standard fast Fourier transform
(FFT) cross-correlation algorithm was used and the Gaussian
peak detection algorithm was applied to identify the velocity
vectors. The interrogation spots had a size of 32 × 32 pixels,
and were recursively reduced to 16 × 16 pixels with a 50%
overlap [37]. A validation was applied to the obtained velocity
vector fields to remove spurious vectors. The spurious vectors
were detected by using a ‘neighbourhood mean’ filter, which
removes vectors that are out of the range of the mean value ±
three times standard deviation in a window of 3 × 3 vectors.
A median value was used rather than the mean to exclude any
contribution from a spurious vector that may be present in the
third row or column in the 3 × 3 window, in the row-by-row
scanning process.

4. Results and discussion

4.1. Validation of velocity measurement

PIV is an absolute method of velocity measurement, which
relies on the displacement of tracer particles as captured by two
consecutive images with known time separation. Nevertheless
it seemed useful to validate the velocity measurement in
two ways. Firstly, an acoustic wave was established in
an empty resonator. Given that the pressure amplitude at
the end of the resonator is known, it is easy to predict
analytically the oscillatory velocity field in the centre of
the resonator (at any axial location, for example, in the
location where the stack would normally reside). These
measurements simply confirmed that the measurement and
data acquisition setup were working correctly. The absolute
values of discrepancy between the predicted and measured
velocity values at different phases were typically less than
3.6% of the velocity amplitude.

Secondly, ensemble-averaged velocity measurements
were carried out within a selected channel between two stack
plates and compared to theoretical predictions. It is known that
the flow velocity in the stack channel at a relatively low drive
ratio can be predicted accurately by the linear thermoacoustics
theory [1]. Figure 4 shows the velocity distribution of the U
component of the velocity for ten selected phases, obtained by
PIV measurements of the flow around the end of stack II, along
with the profiles predicted by linear thermoacoustics. The
measured velocity profiles were obtained at a distance of 2.4D
into the channel. The y coordinate is normalized by the channel
width D shown in figure 2. The selected case was measured
at Dr = 0.3%, which corresponds to the velocity amplitude of
about 1.05 m s−1. It can be seen that the measured mean
velocity profiles reproduce very well the double boundary
layers typically found in the oscillatory flows and the velocity
magnitudes, except for �11 and �13 (see arrows in figure 4).
The differences between measured and predicted velocities in
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Figure 4. Velocity profiles for ten phases in the cycle: solid
lines—theoretical predictions; symbols—ensemble-averaged
measurements. Data shown for stack II at 2.4D from the channel
entry and Dr of 0.3%; arrows indicate the discrepancy between
measured and theoretical profiles for �11 and �13; error bars for �5

and �15 show the standard deviation based on averaging of
100 PIV measurements.

these phases are caused by the entrance effects, which occur
during the suction phase of the oscillatory flow [26]. Velocity
profiles for �5 and �15 also have ‘error bars’ corresponding
to the standard deviation of velocity values obtained on the
basis of averaging 100 measurements. Generally, the standard
deviation is less than 2% of the mean velocity amplitude in
the central region of the channel. A higher fluctuation level in
the boundary layer is probably caused by the wall-drag effect
on the seeding particles in the vicinity of the solid boundary,
which is well known to be highly nonlinear [38, 39]. Since the
distance to the wall of any seeding particle position is a random
variable, the strong nonlinearity leads to high fluctuations
in velocity as inferred by the FFT/cross-correlation
algorithm.

The velocity profiles of the oscillatory flow in a channel
between two parallel plates are conceptually similar to those
for the oscillatory flow in a circular pore, which is also often
referred to as the Womersley profiles due to his pioneering
work [40]. Nevertheless, the analytical expressions for the
velocity profiles in the oscillatory flow in pores of a range of
different geometries, such as square, circular and triangular
shapes, as well as a channel between two parallel planes are
available from Arnott [41].

4.2. Ensemble averaging of the velocity field

For a typical experimental run, an arbitrary number, N, of
instantaneous flow fields can be obtained for each of the 20
phases. Therefore, the data set obtained for each case consists
of 20 × N instantaneous flow fields. Each instantaneous
flow field provides two velocity components u(x, y, �, i) and
v(x, y, �, i) at a spatial point (x, y), at phase � of each acoustic
oscillation cycle i.

The classical Reynolds decomposition is used to separate
the instantaneous flow fields into mean (ensemble-averaged)
flow fields and their fluctuations, based on the assumption that

the mean velocity fields are the same at any time corresponding
to the same phase in the acoustic cycle [42]. Therefore, from
a group of instantaneous flow fields of the same phase, the
corresponding mean velocities U(x, y, �) and V (x, y, �),
and the RMS values (standard deviation) of the velocity
fluctuations, u′(x, y, �) and v′(x, y, �), for each phase �

can be calculated as follows:

U(x, y,�) = 1

N

N∑
i=1

u(x, y,�, i) (3)

V (x, y,�) = 1

N

N∑
i=1

v(x, y,�, i) (4)

u′(x, y,�) =
√√√√ 1

N

N∑
i=1

(u(x, y,�, i) − U(x, y,�))2 (5)

v′(x, y,�) =
√√√√ 1

N

N∑
i=1

(v(x, y,�, i) − V (x, y,�))2, (6)

where the summation is over i = 1, . . . , N images taken at
phase �, and the prime indicates the fluctuation of a variable.
Of course the RMS values of velocity fluctuations will contain
both the uncertainty introduced by the measurement and the
effects of the flow behaviour. Judging from the results shown
in section 4.1 (and the results shown in later sections 4.3 and
4.4), the measurement uncertainty is relatively low compared
to the component corresponding to true flow unsteadiness (1–
2% versus tens of %—cf figures 9–12). Therefore, by using
the traditional Reynolds decomposition one could separate the
mean and fluctuating components of the instantaneous flow
velocity, the latter containing all the unsteady features of the
velocity field behaviour.

Of course it should be noted that turbulence is a three-
dimensional phenomenon. However, due to the limitations of
the measurement (2D system) as well as the practicalities of
the physical setup and access, the current study only focused
on the plane parallel to the resonator axis. Nevertheless, for
reference purposes, some measurements were performed to
estimate the fluctuations of the third ‘out-of-plane’ velocity
component (typically denoted by w′). Here, the laser sheet
was aligned perpendicular to the resonator axis (5 mm from
the end of stack II where the fluctuations were found to be
the highest), while the camera recorded the image reflected
in the mirror shown in figure 2. The maximum measured
values of w′/Ua were about 12%, compared to 40% in
(u′2 + v′2)0.5/Ua , 29% in u′/Ua and 28% in v′/Ua , Ua being
the amplitude of the mean velocity in the x direction. This
occurred when the fluid is moving out of the channel with
the velocity magnitude near to its amplitude. Although the
‘out-of-plane’ fluctuations are clearly much lower than those
in u and v, the results emphasize that in order to model the
flow behaviour correctly, any future CFD modelling aiming
to capture the turbulence physics correctly may have to be
fully three dimensional—this point being an addition to the
discussion at the end of section 2.

An important step in developing the measurement
methodologies for characterizing oscillatory flows is to
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(a) (b)

Figure 5. Effect of the number of instantaneous measurements, N, on the computation of the flow statistics at point P (a) and point Q (b).
Note: units of vertical axes are in m s−1 for all variables. Index N indicates the number of PIV images taken to calculate a given statistic:
either mean velocity or velocity fluctuation.

establish the number of instantaneous images for a reliable
determination of mean flow features. Some studies [43]
indicate that to reliably measure turbulence characteristics,
1000 frames had to be used, while others rely on a substantially
smaller number of frames: Cenedese et al [44] used only
40 frames for extracting the steady mean flow features. In
somewhat conceptually similar studies of average helicity and
energy dissipation in a turbulent swirling jet, Regunath et al
[45] argued that 500 frames was sufficient for their analysis.
The effect of the number of instantaneous measurements
pictures, N, on the flow statistics in the present measurement
has been assessed by computing the statistics using up to 1000
frames. One thousand frames were taken for stack II, at phase
�4. The result is shown in figure 5, corresponding respectively
to point P which is along the centreline of the plate, and point
Q in figure 2(b) (Q is located 9 mm above P). It is observed
that a very good convergence is obtained for 1000 frames. For
only 100 frames, the convergence is not rigorously reached,
yet is judged sufficient to obtain a good representation of the
flow over the whole flow field, and a reasonable representative
of the convergent statistics. This was the reason for using N =
100 frames in the current study, and this choice seemed also
a reasonable trade-off between the accuracy and the storage
capacity and data processing power available.

4.3. Comparison between the instantaneous and averaged
flow features

The detailed flow physics of the oscillatory flow in the
experimental setup discussed in this paper has already been
given in [24], based on the averaged flow field analysis. It
will not be repeated here. It is perhaps important to note
that there are two main stages in the oscillatory flow around a
stack of plates: the first is the ‘ejection’ stage, where the flow
is in the positive direction (cf figure 2) and the fluid emerges
from the channels (phases �1–�10). Here typically the flow
separates at the edges of the plates, and various types of vortical
structures are rolled up. These may be shed into the flow if

the drive ratio is large enough, or may remain in the plate
vicinity for small drive ratios. Figures 6(d) and 7(d) discussed
later give a general idea about the type of vortex shedding
occurring in the experiments. The patterns may resemble the
classical von Karman vortex street, although there are clear
differences in that the flow is not steady and is accelerated
and decelerated in the half cycle discussed here. The exact
features of the vortex shedding depend on the flow forcing and
the geometry of the stack, although various similarity numbers
have been suggested in [24]. The second stage of the flow is
the ‘suction’ stage, where the flow is in the negative direction
(phases �11–�20, also cf figure 2). During this period all
the vortex structures generated in the ‘ejection’ stage (or their
remains if they had time to dissipate) impinge back on the stack
plates. Figure 8(d) discussed later illustrates the impingement
of vortex structures onto the stack.

It is thought that these alternate processes of vortex
shedding, flow reversal and vortex ‘re-impingement’ are
critical to the understanding of the heat transfer modes between
the stack and the heat exchangers (not studied in the current
work). Previous work devoted to analysing flow patterns in the
oscillatory flow past a stack of plates [20–26] has focused on
the mean flow features and tacitly assumed that by taking
a sufficient amount of instantaneous images for ensemble
averaging, any variability of the flow between cycles would be
smoothed out. However, this approach may be questionable
especially if the instantaneous flow features are very different
from the averaged ones, which may in turn have implications
on the heat transfer predictions. So far no attempt has been
made to quantify the cycle-to-cycle flow variability or to
estimate to what extent are the instantaneous flow features
different from the averaged ones. For the ease of the following
discussion, the flow field data will be presented in terms of
vorticity maps, rather than the velocity field.

Figure 6 shows an example of comparisons between the
instantaneous vorticity field (three images have been selected
at random from a string of 100 and shown as figures 6(a)–
(c)) and the averaged vorticity field (figure 6(d)) for stack
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(a)

(c) (d)

(b)

Figure 6. Illustration of the variability between vortex structures in three instantaneous images of the vorticity field (a)–(c). The average
vorticity field resulting from ensemble averaging of 100 instantaneous images (d). Stack II, Dr = 0.6%, phase �6.

(a)

(c) (d )

(b)

Figure 7. Illustration of the variability between vortex structures in three instantaneous images of the vorticity field (a)–(c). The average
vorticity field resulting from ensemble averaging of 100 instantaneous images (d). Stack II, Dr = 2.0%, phase �8.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d )

Figure 8. Illustration of the variability between vortex structures in three instantaneous images of the vorticity field (a)–(c). The average
vorticity field resulting from ensemble averaging of 100 instantaneous images (d). Stack I, Dr = 1.0%, phase �12.

II. Here the drive ratio is relatively low: 0.6%; the selected
phase is �6. In the references mentioned above, this type of
flow pattern is referred to as symmetrical attached vortices on
the basis of the averaged vorticity filed. However, it is clear
from the instantaneous images that the main vortices shed
from the plate behave in a somewhat unsteady manner: they
assume different shapes, strengths and spatial locations. In
the ensemble-averaged vorticity field these features are simply
filtered out as are some of the small-scale vortex structures,
present in the flow field.

Figure 7 shows a similar comparison between the
instantaneous and averaged vorticity fields for stack II at a
significantly higher drive ratio of 2.0%, for a selected phase
angle �8 (note that this is a ‘zoomed-out’ view compared
to figure 6). It can be seen that while the instantaneous
images show a degree of chaotic behaviour and a multitude of
vortex scales, the ensemble-averaged image in figure 7(d) still
brings out an orderly von Karman-like vortex pattern, albeit
with somewhat smaller vorticity magnitudes and spatially
‘smoothed out’. Figure 8 shows similar comparisons between
instantaneous and ensemble-averaged flow fields for stack I
and Dr = 1.0%, except that phase �12 has been chosen, in
order to illustrate the impingement of vortex structures back
onto the stack, taking place in the suction phase of the cycle.

The vorticity maps shown in this section clearly show
that vortex shedding processes are stochastic in the sense that
vortex strength, size and location are random and could be
classed as quasi-periodic in nature (unlike the well-known
von Karman vortex shedding). The latter is particularly clear
when analysing the Fourier transforms of point-wise hot-wire
measurements in the wake of the plate as already shown
in [24]. Unfortunately, this feature could not be brought
out in the current PIV study because the system repetition
rate is too low to look at a single cycle at a high temporal
resolution.

4.4. Turbulence versus ‘total fluctuation’ intensity—spatial
distribution

As already mentioned in section 4.2, for the cyclic flows as
discussed in our paper, calculation of the time-series statistics
(even if high-speed PIV was available) makes little sense due to
the time dependence of the underlying mean flow. Therefore, it
is usually assumed that the processes are ergodic and the data
are collected at a fixed instant (phase) for a set of different

cycles in order to calculate the flow statistics at that selected
phase. In the classical description of turbulent flows, the rms
values of velocity fluctuations as defined by equations (5)
and (6) lead to the concept of ‘turbulence intensity’ using an
appropriately selected reference velocity from the mean flow.
However, as discussed below, such calculations tend to take
into account the unsteadiness introduced by the large-scale
coherent structures together with the contributions from small-
scale vortex structures usually understood as ‘turbulence’.
This distinction may be important from the point of view of
heat transfer modelling that may be the ultimate objective in
the thermoacoustic context.

Therefore, for the purpose of this paper, it is proposed to
use somewhat different terminology: the velocity fluctuations
described by equations (5) and (6) would give rise to a
‘fluctuation intensity’. This is denoted as T (with appropriate
indices as necessary) and calculated using the classical
concepts of ‘turbulence intensity’. On the other hand,
appropriately spatially filtered velocity fields (as described
later in section 4.5) would give rise to ‘small-scale turbulence
intensity’ (denoted as θ ), understood as the contribution
from vortex structures smaller than a certain cut-off length
scale.

In view of the instantaneous and averaged PIV images
discussed in the previous section, this section attempts to
present a statistical description of the unsteady processes of
vortex shedding occurring in the oscillatory flows, using the
concept of the above-mentioned ‘fluctuation intensity’. Using
the approach proposed by Pai [46] (for the classical turbulence
intensity), the ‘fluctuation intensity’ could be similarly defined
as

Tx =
√

u′2/U ∗; Ty =
√

v′2/U ∗; Tz =
√

w′2/U ∗, (7)

where the overbar indicates a temporal mean function and U ∗

is a suitably chosen reference velocity. However, an alternative
definition (also given by Pai [46]) suggests that the ‘fluctuation
intensity’ could also be defined as a sum of components in all
directions according to the following formula:

T =
√

1

3
(u′2 + v′2 + w′2)

/
U ∗. (8)

Discussion in this section is limited to only a two-
dimensional velocity field (u and v) acquired from the 2D
PIV measurements. To enable the comparison of the level
of velocity fluctuations for different velocity amplitudes and
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(b)(a)

Figure 9. Distribution of x and y components of fluctuation intensity: Tx and Ty ,; stack II, Dr = 2.0%, phase �8.

(a) (b) (c)

(d ) (e) (f )

Figure 10. Distribution of the total fluctuation intensity, T; stack II, Dr = 0.6%.

various stacks, the ‘fluctuation intensities’ in the x and y
directions, Tx and Ty , can be used (equation (7)), where the
reference velocity is simply the amplitude of the mean velocity
in the x direction, Ua (i.e. the acoustic velocity amplitude).
However, it is perhaps somewhat easier to look at the
combined quantity (total fluctuation intensity), by analogy to
equation (8), which takes into account the velocity fluctuations
in both the x and y directions, namely

T =
√

u′2(x, y,�) + v′2(x, y,�)/Ua. (9)

Figure 9 shows the results of calculating the spatial distribution
of x and y components of the fluctuation intensity within the
PIV field of view for a selected case of stack II, drive ratio
Dr = 2.0% and phase �8 (i.e. the case presented in figure 7).
In the example presented, it can be clearly seen that the level
of velocity fluctuations in the y direction (figure 9(b)) reaches
around 50% level, which is relatively high and comparable
to total fluctuation intensities that may occur in strong vortex
wakes and highly reversed flows. However, as indicated at
the beginning of this section, the interpretation of plots such
as in figures 9(b) (or (a)) is not straightforward. It needs
to be remembered that this particular type of flow contains

a mixture of large-scale coherent structures (discrete eddies)
and smaller scale structures (which one would normally refer
to as ‘turbulence’). It seems reasonable to assume that the
large variation of velocity from one instantaneous image to
the next may well be caused by the variation in the position
of the large vortices, not the intensity of small-scale velocity
fluctuations. Furthermore, it can be hypothesized that a high
level of the fluctuation intensity in figure 9(b) corresponds to
relatively high lateral displacements of vortex structures from
cycle-to-cycle, while somewhat smaller turbulence intensities
appearing in figure 9(a) may indicate a relatively lower level of
longitudinal (stream-wise) variation in the position of discrete
eddies from one cycle to another. However, the spatial
distribution of x and y fluctuation intensities is relatively
similar—therefore to simplify the results’ presentation in what
is to follow, the total fluctuation intensity levels (equation (9))
will be presented. For example graphs 9(a) and 9(b) become
‘combined’ within the total fluctuation level T shown in
graph 11(d).

Figure 10 shows the total fluctuation intensity distribution
for six representative phases in the acoustic cycle for the case
of stack II and drive ratio Dr = 0.6% (cf figure 6), while
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(a) (b) (c)

(d ) (e) (f )

Figure 11. Distribution of the total fluctuation intensity, T; stack II, Dr = 2.0%.

(a) (b) (c)

(d ) (e) (f )

Figure 12. Distribution of the total fluctuation intensity, T; stack I, Dr = 1.0%.

figure 11 shows the total fluctuation intensity for six
representative phases for the case of stack II and drive ratio
Dr = 2.0% (cf figure 7). Finally, figure 12 shows the total
fluctuation intensity for six representative phases for the case
of stack I and drive ratio Dr = 1.0%.

It is clear that the statistics of the velocity fluctuations
in the oscillatory flow around the end of the parallel-plate
stack is closely related to the main flow features discussed in
section 4.3 and in particular mirrors the behaviour (and
unsteadiness) of the coherent structures that are present in
the mean flow. The high velocity fluctuations occur during
the ejection stage and are located outside of the stack; the
peak values generated usually between phases �6 and �10,
i.e. in the deceleration phases of the ejection cycle. It can
also be easily seen by inspecting figures similar to figures
10–12 obtained for all experimental cases where the level of
fluctuations grows with the drive ratio; however, there must
be differences between absolute values of T and its spatial
distribution for the two stacks tested here.

To have some overall measure of flow unsteadiness, the
turbulence kinetic energy, defined as

k = 1
2 (u′2 + v′2 + w′2), (10)

can be analysed (w component is simply taken as zero in
two-dimensional analysis). Strictly speaking, this may have
to be re-defined as ‘fluctuation kinetic energy’ to follow the
logic of ‘fluctuation intensities’ described earlier. However, it
is not thought to be necessary for the purpose of this paper.
An integral of k was calculated over an area corresponding
to one plate segment, and extending from the plate’s end
48.6 mm out of the stack (this was the maximum field of
view that was obtained in the experiments for stack I), and
then normalized by the area. Such an approach is often used
in meteorological studies such as [47] and [48]. Figure 13(a)

(a)

(b)

Figure 13. Illustration of the integration area for calculating
averaged turbulent kinetic energy kA over a sample area A (a); plot
of kA as a function of phase in the cycle for all experimental
configurations (b).

illustrates schematically the integration area. For stack I it
is 6.1 mm wide and for stack II it is 15 mm wide. The
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Figure 14. Area- and cycle-averaged turbulent kinetic energy kA,T

as a function of drive ratio.

spatially averaged turbulence kinetic energy can be written as
follows:

kA = 1

A

∫ ∫
A

k(x, y,�) dA. (11)

Figure 13(b) shows the plots of kA for all experimental cases as
a function of phase in the cycle. As expected, the energy is low
for cases when the oscillation is weak (drive ratios 0.3% and
0.6% for both stacks), but becomes appreciable for higher drive
ratios. It is also clear that its magnitude is higher for stack II
than for stack I. This is again not surprising due to the fact that
the separations on relatively thicker plates generally produce
stronger concentrated vortices that contribute more strongly
to fluctuation intensities. Finally it is possible to integrate the
curves such as those shown in figure 13(b) over the oscillation
cycle to obtain an area- and cycle-averaged turbulent kinetic
energy (denoted kA,T ), which is illustrated in figure 14. It is
possible to interpret this graph as an indication of the total
energy contained in the flow related to velocity fluctuations
due to coherent structures and small-scale turbulence.

4.5. Separation of fluctuation intensity with regard to length
scales: small-scale turbulence intensity

In the existing literature there have been many studies
undertaken to investigate the effects of the turbulence intensity
on heat transfer from solid bodies, such as circular cylinder
[49, 50], elliptical cylinder [50], sphere [51] etc. For example,
Kondjoyan and Daudin [50] studied the effect of the free
stream turbulence intensity on the heat transfer coefficient
on a circular cylinder and an elliptical cylinder when the
Reynolds number was between 5000 and 30 000. The heat
transfer coefficient, Nu, when the turbulence intensity is 40%,
has a value of about two times its value when the turbulence
intensity is 1.5%, which suggests that it is the small-scale
turbulence (as opposed to large coherent structures) that is a
major contributor to the heat transfer mechanisms. In [52, 53]
the effects that the integral length scale, which characterizes

the dimension of eddies in the flow, may have on the heat
transfer have also been investigated. Sak et al [53] observed a
decrease in the heat transfer coefficient, Nu, with the increase
of the relative turbulence length scale from 0.5 to 1.47, when
the relative turbulence intensity of the flow towards a circular
cylinder is kept constant at about 6.7%. Since the turbulence
scale may be an important contributor to the intensity of the
heat transfer and the current study is intended as a precursor
to turbulence characterization in oscillatory flows, it seems
appropriate to develop tools that could distinguish between
the turbulence intensities contributed by various turbulence
length scales present within the flow.

The instantaneous velocities u and v, following Reynolds
decomposition and the definition in equations (3)–(6),
are divided into the ensemble-averaged velocity and the
fluctuation from the ensemble-averaged velocity:

u(x, y,�, i) = U(x, y,�) + u′(x, y,�, i);
v(x, y,�, i) = V (x, y,�) + v′(x, y,�, i).

(12)

The idea behind the data processing described below is that it
should be possible to further divide the fluctuation component
into large- and small-scale fluctuations according to a specified
cut-off length λ related to the size of the eddies present in the
flow:
u(x, y,�, i) = U(x, y,�) + u′

l (x, y,�, i, λ)

+ u′
s(x, y,�, i, λ)

v(x, y,�, i) = V (x, y,�) + v′
l (x, y,�, i, λ)

+ v′
s(x, y,�, i, λ),

(13)

where u′
l , v′

l , u′
s and v′

s indicate the large-scale fluctuations
and small-scale fluctuations of velocity components u and v,
respectively.

The rms value of the large-scale fluctuation (u′
l and v′

l) and
small-scale fluctuation (u′

sand v′
s) would quantify the amount

of the variation of each component at each phase at a position
(x, y) with a cut-off length λ:

u′
l,rms(x, y,�, λ) =

√√√√ 1

N

N∑
i=1

u′2
l (x, y,�, i, λ);

v′
l,rms(x, y,�, λ) =

√√√√ 1

N

N∑
i=1

v′2
l (x, y,�, i, λ)

u′
s,rms(x, y,�, λ) =

√√√√ 1

N

N∑
i=1

u′2
s (x, y,�, i, λ);

v′
s,rms(x, y,�, λ) =

√√√√ 1

N

N∑
i=1

v′2
s (x, y,�, i, λ).

(14)

Thus, a combined quantity to denote the amount of variation
of velocity fluctuation at a large scale and small scale

can be respectively described by
√

u′2
l,rms + v′2

l,rms

/
Ua and√

u′2
s,rms + v′2

s,rms

/
Ua (the latter according to the nomenclature

introduced in section 4.4 could be denoted as θ ). Their
values are normalized by the amplitude of the mean velocity
to indicate the relative strength.

In order to separate the small-scale and large-scale
fluctuations of the flow, a two-dimensional spatial fast Fourier
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Figure 15. Schematic of the spatial filtering algorithm based on 2D
FFT, for separating instantaneous velocity fields according to the
length scales of eddies present in the flow.

transform (FFT) technique has been designed, and the essence
of the calculation algorithm is illustrated in figure 15. The
ensemble-averaged velocity field was first subtracted from
the instantaneous two-dimensional velocity field to obtain the
fluctuating velocity fields containing components u′(x, y, �,
i) and v′(x, y, �, i). Such ‘instantaneous fluctuating velocity
fields’ were then separated into u and v components and each
was separately transformed using the FFT into the spatial-
frequency domain. Figure 16 shows the 2D amplitude spectra
computed from the instantaneous fluctuation (u′, v′) using
2D spatial FFT for the velocity field which is depicted in
figure 7(c). Interestingly, the high intensity ‘peaks’ in the

(a) (b)

Figure 16. 2D amplitude spectrum maps computed from the instantaneous fluctuation u′ (a) and v′ (b) using 2D spatial FFT fx
x and
fy
y being the spatial-frequency in the respective directions. An arbitrary scale is used for comparisons.

centre form relatively regular patterns and it is thought that
they correspond to large-scale (low ‘wave-number’) coherent
structures. Similar behaviour of the FFT was also observed
by Piirto et al [54] for vortex shedding in steady flows. The
rather random distribution of much lower amplitudes around
the centre is thought to originate from the smaller scale (higher
‘wave-number’) eddies responsible for what was defined in
section 4.4 as ‘small-scale turbulence’.

Subsequently, low-pass filtering was carried out by setting
to zero all the Fourier coefficients below the desired cut-off
characteristic length λ. The instantaneous low-pass filtered
fluctuation velocity fields in the space domain were obtained
by an inverse Fourier transform of the velocity data in the
spatial-frequency domain. The high-pass filtered fluctuation
velocity field for each instant was obtained by subtracting the
low-pass filtered fluctuation velocity field and the ensemble-
averaged velocity field from the instantaneous velocity field.
Of course, the cut-off spatial-frequency or cut-off length λ is
a critical parameter in the process of spatial filtering in order
to separate the contribution of small-scale fluctuations from
large-scale fluctuations. However, the determination of its
value is rather arbitrary in this case and is partly limited by the
spatial resolution of the velocity field from 2D PIV results.

Figure 17 (again based on the results shown in
figure 7(c)) shows the decomposition of an instantaneous
velocity field into two parts: the large-scale velocity
fluctuation field (top row) and the small-scale velocity
fluctuation field (bottom row), based on the original ensemble-
averaged field shown in figure 7(d) and the instantaneous
field shown in (c). The vorticity fields shown in figure 17
are simply reconstructed using the fluctuation component of
velocity to visualize the different vorticity scales. The cut-
off length λ was set as 1.9 mm (left column) and 3.9 mm
(right column) respectively. A substantial part of the flow
structures formed at the plate ends is included in the large-
scale fluctuations, and they are essentially different in strength,
size and location from instant to instant; otherwise they would
have been included in the ensemble-averaged flow field. The
reconstructed vorticity field below the cut-off length scales
reveals randomly distributed small-scale eddies that would
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(a) (c)

(b) (d )

Figure 17. Velocity and vorticity fields obtained from spatial filtering of data shown in figure 7(c), using the cut-off length of 1.9 mm
(a) and (b), and 3.9 mm (c) and (d). The top row shows large-scale vortex structures obtained from instantaneous velocity fluctuation after
low-pass filtering, while the bottom row corresponds to high-pass filtering. Stack II, Dr = 2.0%, phase �8.

(a) (b) (c)

(d ) (e) (f )

Figure 18. Distribution of the relative large-scale fluctuation; stack II, Dr = 2.0%, λ = 3.9 mm.

be responsible for ‘small-scale turbulence’ as described in
section 4.4.

The distributions of the combined rms value of large-scale
fluctuation and small-scale fluctuation (turbulence intensity)
are shown in figures 18 and 19 respectively, for the case of stack
II at Dr = 2.0%, and the cut-off length chosen as 3.9 mm. The
regions in the flow field affected by the large- and small-scale
fluctuation are somewhat similar at each individual phase,
although small-scale fluctuation tends to be stronger in an area
closer to the plate end. It is interesting to see that the combined
rms value of large-scale fluctuation can reach about 50% of
the mean velocity amplitude, while the combined rms value

of small-scale fluctuation is rarely more than 20% of the mean
velocity amplitude. Compared with the distribution of the
total fluctuation intensity shown in figure 11, the distribution
of the combined rms value of large-scale fluctuation reveals
that it contributes a large part to the evaluated total fluctuation
intensity at least at this test condition.

5. Conclusion and future work

This paper addresses the need for understanding turbulence
characteristics of oscillatory flows past a stack of parallel
plates. This particular configuration is important in the
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(a) (b) (c)

(d ) (e) (f )

Figure 19. Distribution of the relative small-scale fluctuation; stack II, Dr = 2.0%, λ = 3.9 mm.

context of thermoacoustic engines and refrigerators, where
an oscillatory flow is responsible for hydrodynamic energy
transport along the stack, but also facilitates heat transfer
between the stack and adjacent heat exchangers. The focus
of this work is on the development of PIV measurement
techniques and methods of data processing and representation
for characterization of turbulent flows at the end of the parallel-
plate stack.

A typical focus of the previous work was on the flow
pattern characterization of the fluid motion out of the stack
(i.e. ejection stage) based on the ensemble averaging of a
large number of phase-locked PIV images. However, the
presented results indicate that such a description is relatively
simplistic. The cycle-to-cycle variability of the flow field
can be very significant, and to the authors’ knowledge this
aspect has not gained a sufficient recognition. The results
presented in this paper show that it is possible to describe the
unsteady/turbulent flow behaviour using classical Reynolds
decomposition and subsequently analyse the fluctuation
intensity ‘maps’. Furthermore, it has been suggested that
simplified parameters such as area-averaged or area–cycle-
averaged turbulent kinetic energy can be used to compare the
flow unsteadiness generated by different stack configurations
and flow forcing. It is hoped that such data could help the
modelling efforts on predicting the heat transfer rates between
stacks and heat exchangers. However, in addition to the
classical approach of calculating the fluctuation intensities
a new methodology was proposed for spatial filtering of
instantaneous fluctuation velocity fields in order to separate
the contributions from large- and small-scale flow structures
to the overall fluctuation intensity. It has been suggested that
the term ‘turbulence intensity’ should only be associated with
the small-scale vortex structures, which are more likely to
control the heat transfer processes.

However, the work presented is only a first step
in developing a deeper understanding of energy transfer
processes in thermoacoustic systems. There are two clear
shortcomings of current approach. Firstly, the configuration
is simplified to enable the evaluation of measurement
methodologies—in reality the stack will be coupled to a
heat exchanger and so the flow field will be much more
complicated, especially as the two structures would effectively
be in each other’s wakes. Secondly, the arrangement
studied is isothermal, and so there is no opportunity to

study the actual heat transfer processes. Therefore, a
further improvement would be to impose appropriate thermal
boundary conditions on the structures studied and combine
PIV with temperature field measurement, for example, by
planar laser-induced fluorescence (PLIF). These will be the
directions of future experimental work. Finally, based on such
experimental results, significant research effort is needed on
performing similarity analysis on a wide range of geometrical
configurations to formulate criterial equations describing the
energy transfer mechanisms.
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Abstract
This paper addresses the physics of the oscillatory flow in the vicinity of a
series of parallel plates forming geometrically identical channels. This type of
flow is particularly relevant to thermoacoustic engines and refrigerators, where
a reciprocating flow is responsible for the desirable energy transfer, but it is
also of interest to general fluid mechanics of oscillatory flows past bluff bodies.
In this paper, the physics of an acoustically induced flow past a series of plates
in an isothermal condition is studied in detail using the data provided by PIV
imaging. Particular attention is given to the analysis of the wake flow during
the ejection part of the flow cycle, where either closed recirculating vortices or
alternating vortex shedding can be observed. This is followed by a similarity
analysis of the governing Navier–Stokes equations in order to derive the
similarity criteria governing the wake flow behaviour. To this end, similarity
numbers including two types of Reynolds number, the Keulegan–Carpenter
number and a non-dimensional stack configuration parameter, d/h, are
considered and their influence on the phenomena are discussed.

(Some figures in this article are in colour only in the electronic version)

1. Introduction and background

In thermoacoustic devices, an acoustic wave interacts with internal solid structures (referred
to as thermoacoustic stacks or regenerators) either to produce acoustic power, induced by a
temperature gradient on the stack (an engine), or to obtain a temperature gradient along the
stack, induced by an imposed acoustic wave (a cooler). This is based on the well-known ther-
moacoustic effect (Rayleigh 1894), where appropriately phased pressure and velocity oscilla-
tions enable the compressible fluid to undergo a thermodynamic cycle in the vicinity of a solid
body. Figure 1 shows schematically the physics behind generating useful acoustic energy in
a standing wave thermoacoustic engine. Detailed analysis is provided by Swift (1988).

© 2010 The Japan Society of Fluid Mechanics and IOP Publishing Ltd Printed in the UK
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Figure 1. Illustration of the oscillatory gas motion coupled with heat transfer to/from the solid.

The main advantages of thermoacoustic devices are their simplicity of construction,
high reliability, potentially low cost and environmental friendliness. The thermodynamic
cycle takes place in an environmentally benign oscillating gas (air, helium, nitrogen, etc)
without the need for any timing mechanisms involving moving parts. Thermoacoustic devices
are an attractive alternative in certain niche applications including electricity generation for
spacecraft, low-cost electricity generators for rural areas and gas liquefaction systems for
remote oil rigs or for the utilization of industrial waste heat. However, the systems built so
far suffer from poor thermodynamic efficiency compared to the efficiency that is theoretically
achievable (Paek et al 2005). It is believed that a better understanding of the thermo-fluid
processes within the internal components is important to aid the design of thermoacoustic
systems of higher efficiency.

It is well known that the linear thermoacoustic theory can reliably predict the performance
at low amplitudes of acoustic pressure (Rott 1980, Swift 1988). However, at high amplitudes,
which are required for such systems to operate in practical industrial applications, nonlinear
effects become significant; these include acoustic streaming as well as vortex shedding and
turbulence generation, especially at abrupt changes of cross-sectional areas such as the end
of thermoacoustic stacks. Therefore, there is a need for understanding the oscillatory flow
processes in the vicinity of such internal structures, which potentially can adversely affect the
achievable efficiencies of thermoacoustic systems.

In thermoacoustic devices, arrays of tightly spaced parallel plates are often used
as stacks or regenerators because of the ease of manufacture and their theoretical
performance (Backhaus and Swift 2001). Similarly, some of the popular thermoacoustic heat
exchangers (fin-and-tube type) are essentially parallel-plate structures that facilitate heat input
and removal to and from stack/regenerator assemblies. Clearly, the heat transfer efficiencies
achieved by thermoacoustic heat exchangers are strongly affected by the state of the flow
passing through them. In the general sense, flows past these types of internal structures can
be seen as the problem of an oscillatory flow with zero mean past a series of bluff bodies
(i.e. individual plates or fins), which is the background of the present paper.
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Over the last century, numerous studies of the flow field behaviour due to steady flows
past bluff bodies have been conducted, one of the earliest usually cited being the work of
von Karman on vortex shedding behind a circular cylinder (Kovasznay 1949). However, a
somewhat more relevant topic to the current work is the oscillatory flow past bluff bodies.
The majority of such studies have been conducted for circular cylinders due to the practical
applications of wind engineering, marine and coastal engineering, chemical engineering and
heat exchangers—good examples are given by Berger and Wille (1972), Bearman et al (1980)
and Bearman (1984).

The oscillatory flow around stacks of plates of finite thickness and square edges has
received some attention both numerically (Worlikar and Knio 1996, Worlikar et al 1996)
and experimentally, for example from Mao et al (2005, 2008), Aben et al (2009) and most
recently Shi et al (2009). Some important flow features such as the symmetrical concentrated
vortex pairs attached to the plate ends or the elongated vortex pairs that break up into
‘vortex-street’ type of structures were observed Mao et al (2008). In various experimental
papers of this kind, the stack plates used have a relatively large range of thickness: from
0.15 mm to a few millimetres, and as a result, the flow behaviour at the stack end differs
dramatically from one case to another. For example, as reported by Mao et al (2008), flow
features at the end of 5.0 mm thick stack plates resemble von Karman vortex shedding,
while in nearly the same conditions, flow features at the end of 1.1 mm thick plates include
long shear layers that lose their stability and break up into discrete vortices. However, the
purpose of the work by Mao et al (2008) was to study the development of the flow structures
(patterns), formed around the stack end during the oscillation cycle, as a function of the flow
oscillation amplitude (described by the drive ratio) varying within a certain range. Thus, the
flow behaviour was essentially studied as a function of the ‘phase Reynolds number’, as well
as the ‘peak Reynolds number’. In the statement of future work, it was noted that a more
comprehensive similarity analysis should be carried out in future and it has been hypothesized
that appropriate similarity numbers such as the Reynolds number, the Keulegan–Carpenter
(KC) number and a geometrical parameter such as, for example, stack porosity could be used
for the characterization of the oscillatory flow past parallel-plate stacks.

In practical thermoacoustic devices, the plate thickness is often of the order of 0.1 mm,
whereas heat exchanger fins can be significantly thicker, e.g. in the range of 2.0 mm to
ensure good heat removal properties—see e.g. Hofler (1986) or Backhaus and Swift (2001).
Therefore, it is practically important to understand the flow behaviour at the stack end for
a wide range of stack geometries, the controlling parameters and their critical values to
distinguish the different flow regimes. The current work explores further the ideas put forward
in the previous work by Mao et al (2008) in order to study the similarity of the oscillating flows
around parallel-plate stacks and attempt to map the flow conditions in a non-dimensional
parameter space. In this paper, the common features of the oscillatory flows at the stack
end are presented first, based on the PIV measurements of velocity and vorticity fields near
parallel-plate stacks in an isothermal condition (i.e. neglecting heat transfer effects). Then a
set of non-dimensional parameters is proposed by normalizing the governing Navier–Stokes
equations to describe the oscillatory flow around an array of rectangular plates, followed by
further analysis and discussion.

2. Experimental apparatus and method

The experimental apparatus used in the current study has been described in detail by Marx
et al (2006), while the details of the Particle Image Velocimetry (PIV) measurement system
implemented within the rig were given by Mao et al (2008). Therefore, only the essential
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Figure 2. Schematic illustration of the experimental rig.

information will be repeated in this paper. As illustrated in figure 2, the rig is essentially a
standing wave resonator made out of a transparent duct with 136 mm × 136 mm cross-section,
operating at 13.1 Hz, and filled with air in atmospheric conditions. Within the resonator, two
different stacks of plates (1.1 and 5.0 mm thick plates with a spacing between plates of 5.0 and
10.0 mm, respectively) were subjected to acoustic excitation, which in turn creates oscillatory
flow conditions in the vicinity of the stack. Several levels of acoustic excitation, expressed in
terms of the so-called drive ratio, Dr, the ratio of the maximum acoustic pressure amplitude
(as indicated by the microphone shown in figure 2) to the mean pressure, were used for each
stack configuration. In this way, the dependence of flow characteristics on the displacement
and velocity amplitudes of the oscillatory flow could be studied.

The oscillatory flow at the stack end, in the plane perpendicular to the stack plates but
along the resonator axis, was recorded using the phase-locked PIV measurement. Twenty
phases in each acoustic cycle (every 18◦) were investigated. For each phase, 100 instantaneous
velocity fields were obtained and the ensemble-averaged (mean) velocity fields were further
used to obtain the vorticity fields, �, used in subsequent figures.

3. Physics of the oscillatory flow: linear theory versus experimental observations

3.1. Linear theory approximation

When the flow inside a channel formed by parallel plates is not affected by the ‘entrance
effect’ caused by the discontinuity of the solid boundary condition at the plate end and
the amplitude of the flow oscillation is sufficiently small for the flow to remain laminar, the
profile of the longitudinal velocity component, u, across the channel can be well described by
the following equation written in complex notation (Arnott 1991, Swift 2001):

u1(x, y, t) =
pA sin(kx)

φρc

[
1 −

cosh[(1 + i)y/δν]

cosh[(1 + i)y0/δν]

]
eiwt (1)

with the continuity of the volume flow rate considered in the stack. Subscript ‘1’ indicates
that the velocity is an acoustic variable that has the frequency of the acoustic oscillation;
the peak acoustic pressure amplitude, pA, is measured at the nearest pressure antinode;
x is the location of the stack in the resonator relative to the pressure antinode, and φ is the
porosity of the stack, defined as the ratio of the void cross-sectional area of the stack to its
total area; y is the distance from the centreline of the channel of width 2y0, and δν = (2ν/ω)1/2

is the viscous penetration depth, ν = µ/ρ being the kinematic viscosity; and c is the speed
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Figure 3. Schematic diagram of velocity profiles in the resonator and inside the stack channels, in
the half-cycle when the flow direction is from left to right. Only parts of three plates are shown.

of sound. It can be seen that the time-dependent velocity is defined by the product of three
terms. The first term, pAsin(kx)/φρc, which can also be denoted by 〈u1,x 〉, is defined as the
amplitude of the cross-sectional average velocity (over y) of the flow in the stack. It can be
calculated from the linear acoustic field in a resonator, as if the stack was absent; however,
the porosity in the denominator provides the correct scaling to account for the stack presence.
eiωt

= cos(ωt) + i sin(ωt) indicates the time dependence of the velocity. The term in square
brackets in (1) defines the spatial distribution of the velocity in the parallel channels formed
by the plates, introduced by the viscous effects.

The viscous effects are normally limited to a thin boundary layer close to the plate
surface. In the flow channels formed between parallel plates, this boundary layer limit is
approached at about five times δν from the solid body. Therefore, for a flow channel with
2y0 > 10δν , the flow in the central region of the channel is practically unaffected by the
boundary conditions, which means that the velocity profiles are relatively flat in the central
region. In this case, the presence of neighbouring plates has negligible effects on the velocity
profiles around the plate under consideration, except that it does change the average velocity
amplitude in the stack of plates due to the reduction of the cross-sectional area (compared to
an empty resonator).

It should also be noted that in the boundary layer, the velocity profiles often exhibit
an ‘annular effect’; that is a common feature of oscillatory flows: with increasing distance
from the wall, the velocity values often increase to reach a local maximum before decreasing
further away from the wall. This name follows the terminology first introduced in studies of
the oscillatory flow in pipes, where it was more appropriate. The ‘annular effect’ essentially
promotes a double shear layer structure on each side of the plate. The ‘inner’ shear layer
(closer to the plate surface), however, seems to be always dominant because of the larger
strain, while the shear layer further away from the plate surface is weaker, although it is still
discernible. The ‘inner’ shear layer is essentially limited to a region of about 2δν from the
plate surface.

Figure 3 shows schematically the velocity profiles in two locations when the flow is
generally from left to right: one inside the stack and the other outside the stack, both being
sufficiently far away from the stack end not to be affected by one another. In the stack, channel
the velocity profile affected by the viscous effects extends from the plate surface. Within the
resonator the viscous effects are only limited to a relatively short distance from the resonator
wall—the flow in most of the cross-sectional area of the resonator behaves as an inviscid plug
flow with a flat velocity profile.
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Figure 4. Mean velocity field (black arrows) superimposed on vorticity field (colour contour) in
phases 81–88, for Dr = 0.3%. The streamlines indicate that the flow is from left to right. Plate
thickness is 1.1 mm and plate spacing is 5.0 mm. The positions of the phases corresponding to the
acoustic cycle are shown in the bottom right corner.

3.2. Experimental observations at the end of the stack

Of course, in practical systems the description provided by the linear theory is invalid close to
the abrupt changes in the resonator cross-section, where the velocity profiles need to ‘adjust’
themselves to the discontinuities. Figure 4 is a representative illustration of the velocity field
(black arrows), superimposed on the vorticity field (colour contours) related to the flow
induced at the end of 1.1 mm thick plates at Dr = 0.3% for phases 81–88. The arrows on
the streamlines indicate that the flow in this part of the acoustic cycle is from left to right.
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Figure 5. Structure of the flow at the end of a stack of sharp-edged plates of finite thickness.

The position of each phase in the acoustic cycle is represented in the plot of acoustic velocity
versus time in the bottom right corner of figure 4.

Close to the end of the sharp-edged plate, the flow separation occurs at the trailing edges,
during the phases when the flow is out of the stack into the open area of the resonator. When
the amplitude of the flow velocity oscillation is small, a distinct symmetric closed near-wake
(i.e. a recirculation region) is formed, as illustrated by the streamlines in figure 4. This flow
field around the stack end could be divided into several characteristic regions as schematically
shown in figure 5, based on the observation of the results of measurements. The shear layers
originating from the stack channel extend downstream and join each other forming a shear
layer wake. At a position nearest to the plate end, the shear layers meet at the end of the
near-wake at a confluence point, where the longitudinal velocity component is zero.

The closed near-wake normally consists of two counter-rotating eddies, whose lateral
distance is normally limited by the plate thickness. The longitudinal size of the closed
near-wake, from the plate end to the confluence point, can be estimated from the velocity
distribution along the centreline of the stack plate. The velocity profiles along the plate
centreline are shown in figure 6(a) for phases between 81 and 88. From phase 81 to 85,
the flow in the stack channel and the ‘free-stream’ outside of the stack is in an acceleration
stage and the velocity of the flow increases monotonically with the distance from the plate end,
except for the closed near-wake. In phase 81, the flow velocity at about 2.2 mm downstream
from the plate end is about 0.28 m s−1 and it is constant further downstream for there is little
effect from the flow separation at the plate end. At this phase, the closed near-wake around the
plate end is not formed yet, because there is no reversing flow of a negative velocity. In phases
from 82 to 85, the velocity of the flow outside the stack increases. The closed near-wake
gradually forms and extends further downstream; at the same time a reversing flow begins to
appear.

From phase 86, the flow starts to decelerate (due to the decreasing mean flow velocity),
while the direction of the flow remains from left to right. It is interesting to see that the closed
near-wake continues to extend and this can also be clearly observed in 86–88 in figure 4,
judging from the size of the vortex structure. The maximum velocity of the recirculating
flow is comparable to that of the ‘free stream’ in the deceleration phases 87 and 88. The
confluence point is located where the velocity is zero as illustrated by figure 6(b). It is about
0.55 mm away from the plate end in phase 83, i.e. about half of the plate thickness. The shear
layer wake region extends from the confluence point to the location where the longitudinal
velocity on the plate centreline is comparable to ‘free stream’: in the example shown in
figure 6(b), it is about 4 times the plate thickness. By looking at phases from 81 to 84, it
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Figure 6. Distribution of the longitudinal velocity, u, along the plate centreline for eight phases
(a); illustration of the regions in the wake (b); data for a stack with d = 1.1 mm and h = 5.0 mm,
at Dr = 0.3%.

is clear that the size of the shear layer wake also increases with time (see the vorticity contour
in figure 4). It is uncertain from this plot, however, whether the development of the shear layer
wake would continue in the decelerating stage.

The longitudinal size of the closed near-wake (the recirculation region) versus the phase
in the acoustic cycle is plotted for Dr = 0.3% in figure 7, together with analogous plots for
Dr = 0.6% when the shear layer wake remains symmetrical and Dr = 1.0% when the shear
layers eventually break up and form a sequence of vortices in the wake. For drive ratios 0.3
and 0.6%, the length of the recirculation region increases monotonically with time, the growth
being faster for higher drive ratios. However, this behaviour changes for Dr = 1.0% after
phase 85. The increase of the recirculation region length is interrupted by the instability of
the shear layer wake, as seen in figure 8. The wake made up of a pair of free shear layers is no
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Figure 7. Variation of recirculation region length with consecutive phases in an acoustic cycle, for
the stack of plates of 1.1 mm thickness.

longer symmetrical after phase 84, but becomes unstable and a lateral oscillation commences
at the confluence point, as illustrated by the decrease of the recirculation region length in
figure 7.

For the case of 5 mm thick plates, the evolution of coherent structures forming due to
the separation processes is somewhat different in qualitative terms from the case of 1.1 mm
thick plates. At relatively small acoustic excitation levels (e.g. Dr = 0.3%, as shown in
figure 9(a)), the vortex structures formed at the end of each plate are a pair of concentrated
eddies that are symmetrical about the centreline of the plate. The length of these symmetrical
vortex structures at the plate end is quite short compared to the plate thickness, unlike
the very elongated vortex structures around the thin plates of 1.1 mm thickness. When the
oscillation amplitude of the flow around the plate stack increases (e.g. Dr = 1.0%, as shown
in figure 9(b)), the shear layers start to roll up into discrete vortices in an alternate fashion,
as soon as the symmetric wake is no longer maintained. The elongated vortex structures
characteristic for the thin plates, and their further breaking up into a ‘vortex street’, is not
observed here—see for example Mao et al (2008). These distinct flow features, occurring as
a consequence of having thin versus thick plates or low versus high drive ratios, should be
reflected in the non-dimensional parameter space, as long as the right similarity parameters
can be found. The following section will focus on defining suitable similarity numbers to
characterize the types of flow discussed here.

4. Non-dimensional parameters controlling oscillatory flows at the stack end

For a typical oscillatory fluid flow induced by a one-dimensional plane acoustic wave around
a stack of evenly spaced parallel plates discussed in this paper, there are three groups of
parameters that determine the flow behaviour. The first one includes the properties of the
fluid, such as density, ρ, and dynamic viscosity, µ. The second one includes the geometry
of the stack of parallel plates: the plate length, l, the plate thickness, d, and the channel
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Figure 8. Mean velocity field (black arrows) superimposed on the vorticity field (colour contours)
for phases from 84 to 88 at Dr = 1.0%. The streamlines indicate that the flow is from left to
right. The stack plates are 1.1 mm thick with 5.0 mm gap between the plates. The results in the left
column are obtained with a higher spatial resolution, while the right column has a lower spatial
resolution but a larger investigated area.

height between plates, h. The span-wise dimension of the stack of plates is not considered
if the flow around it is treated as a two-dimensional problem. The third group should include
the operating conditions of the acoustic wave such as its angular frequency, ω(= 2π f ),
and the local longitudinal velocity amplitude of the flow, ua. However, there are only three
independent fundamental physical quantities that describe the seven parameters listed above;
these are ‘length’, ‘time’ and ‘mass’. Therefore, according to the Buckingham-Pi theorem,
four independent non-dimensional parameter groups could determine the characteristics of
the oscillatory flow around the plates. However, the stack length, l, is eliminated in the
discussions to follow in order to simplify the analysis, on the basis of the fact that the fluid
displacement is usually much smaller than the stack length and thus the number of non-
dimensional parameter groups drops to three. Of course, it is well known that the selection
of non-dimensional parameters is non-unique and the analysis presented below will show two
alternative ‘sets of three’. A more general analysis, including for example the stack length,
as well as other alternative sets of three non-dimensional parameters are possible based on
analogous procedures to those described.

4.1. Normalization

It is assumed that the fluid is incompressible (which is valid only when the amplitude of the
acoustic pressure oscillation is small) and that it has a constant viscosity, µ. The viscous force
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Figure 9. Mean velocity field (black arrows) superimposed on the vorticity field (colour contours)
for phase 87 at (a) Dr = 0.3% (a close view) and (b) Dr = 1.5% (a zoom-out view). The stack
plates are 5.0 mm thick with 10.0 mm gap between plates.

due to the fluid expansion can be ignored. The motion of a Newtonian fluid can be described
by the Navier–Stokes equations, which in a simplified differential form can be written as

∂u

∂t
+ u

∂u

∂x
+ v

∂u

∂y
+

1

ρ

∂p

∂x
=

µ

ρ

(
∂2u

∂x2
+

∂2u

∂y2

)
,

∂v

∂t
+ u

∂v

∂x
+ v

∂v

∂y
+

1

ρ

∂p

∂y
=

µ

ρ

(
∂2v

∂x2
+

∂2v

∂y2

)
,

(2)

when the body forces (e.g. gravity) on unit mass of fluid can be neglected.
As mentioned above, the plate length, l, is assumed large enough for the flow distur-

bance caused by one end of the plate not to have an effect on the flow at the other end
of the plate. The amplitude of the velocity oscillation at the stack position in an empty
resonator, ua , the plate thickness, d, and the inverse of the angular frequency of the
acoustic oscillation, 1/ω, are chosen as the characteristic scales of velocity, length and time,
respectively. ρcua is chosen as the characteristic scale of pressure, ρc being the characteristic
impedance of the fluid and c the speed of sound. The non-dimensional variables can then be
written accordingly as

u∗
=

u

ua
, v∗

=
v

uad/h
, x∗

=
x

d
, y∗

=
y

d
, t∗

= ωt, p∗
=

p

ρcua
. (3)

The superscript ∗ denotes a non-dimensional variable. Of course, these are arbitrary choices
of characteristic scales; other alternative approaches are possible.

The ‘thermodynamic’ pressure p in equation (2) can be considered as a sum of three
parts: the static pressure (or the mean pressure), the acoustic pressure originating from the
propagation of the acoustic oscillation, and the dynamic pressure. The mean pressure in a
thermoacoustic system is not dependent on either x or y in the resonator, so its spatial gradient
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is zero. The acoustic pressure is much larger than the dynamic pressure in a typical acoustic
field where the particle velocity is much smaller than the sound speed (ua � c). Therefore,
ρcua is chosen as the pressure reference scale in this case.

Substituting equation (3) into (2), the normalized momentum equation can be written as
follows:

Reω

∂u∗

∂t∗
+ Red

(
u∗

∂u∗

∂x∗
+

d

h
v∗

∂u∗

∂y∗

)
+

Red

Ma

∂p∗

∂x∗
=

∂2u∗

∂x∗2
+

∂2u∗

∂y∗2
,

Reω

∂v∗

∂t∗
+ Red

(
u∗

∂v∗

∂x∗
+

d

h
v∗

∂v∗

∂y∗

)
+

Red

Ma

h

d

∂p∗

∂y∗
=

∂2v∗

∂x∗2
+

∂2v∗

∂y∗2
.

(4)

In the above equations, four non-dimensional parameter groups are defined. Reω = ωd2/ν is
defined as the kinematic Reynolds number, following Worlikar and Knio (1996). It is also
sometimes referred to as the Valensi number (Richardson 1963, Choi et al 2004) or the non-
dimensional frequency parameter (Berger and Wille 1972). In thermoacoustics, the viscous
penetration depth, δν , is often used as an alternative indication of the acoustic oscillation
frequency. Therefore, the kinematic Reynolds number can be rewritten as Reω = 2(d/δν)

2:
the ratio of the plate thickness to the viscous penetration depth. The conventional Reynolds
number, Red = uad/ν, is simply defined based on the amplitude of velocity oscillation, ua,
and the plate thickness, d.

The third non-dimensional parameter, d/h, the ratio of the plate thickness to the
channel height, takes into account the effect of the existence of neighbouring plates in the
stack. The channel height has an effect on the flow in two respects. Firstly, the blockage
effect of the plates on the flow in the resonator has to be considered when the plate thickness
is comparable with the channel height. The velocity amplitudes inside the stack differ
significantly from the velocity in the empty resonator, ua due to the blockage effect. d/h is
equivalent to 1/φ−1, φ being the porosity of the stack that is defined as φ = h/(h + d) when
the plates are arranged evenly. Secondly, the flow behaviour inside each channel has to be
considered when the channel height, h, is comparable to the thickness of the viscous boundary
layer. It is clearly demonstrated that the oscillatory flow in a circular pipe remains laminar if
the internal diameter of the pipe is less than approximately ten times the viscous penetration
depth until the Reynolds number based on the internal diameter is over 1000 (Ohmi and Iguchi
1982).

Although it may appear from equation (4) that the acoustic Mach number (Ma = ua/c)
defined as the ratio of the local acoustic velocity amplitude to the sound speed is a fourth non-
dimensional parameter, in reality c being constant and the flow being assumed incompressible,
it has merely the meaning of velocity amplitude. It is often much smaller than unity in
an acoustic field encountered in thermoacoustic applications. With the assumption of an
incompressible flow, the ratio Red/Ma is in effect a constant.

The amplitude of the acoustic oscillation may be indicated also by the displacement
amplitude, ξa = ua/ω. The Keulegan–Carpenter number, KC (= ξa/d), defined as the ratio
of the acoustic displacement amplitude to the plate thickness, can be introduced to indicate
the flow oscillation amplitude. It is often used to describe the flow characteristics, drag/lift
force or pressure distribution in the problems of bluff bodies at rest in an oscillatory flow
or oscillating bluff bodies in a quiescent fluid (Bearman and Graham 1980, Guilmineau
and Queutey 2002), where KC is defined as ua/ f d, the ratio of the flow orbit to the body
characteristic length, with f being the frequency of flow oscillation. For a circular cylinder in
an oscillating flow, the oscillating flow can be classified into different flow regimes, such as
the flow that remains attached and symmetrical, the separating flow that remains symmetrical,

12
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asymmetric shedding of vortices and so forth, depending mainly on KC and weakly on the
Reynolds number Red (Guilmineau and Queutey 2002).

It is worth noting that another non-dimensional number, the Strouhal number
(St = f d/ua), could be used, in place of KC, to describe the oscillating flow characteristics
(this is effectively the inverse of KC). It should be noted that f is the frequency of the
acoustic oscillation (i.e. oscillatory flow forcing), not the frequency of vortex shedding often
investigated in steady flows past bluff bodies. This ‘forcing’ Strouhal number has already been
used e.g. in the study of oscillatory flow around a circular cylinder (Badr et al 1995).

The Reynolds number, Red , can then be expressed as the product of KC and the kinematic
Reynolds number, Red = KCReω. Accordingly, equation (4) can be rewritten as

∂u∗

∂t∗
+ KC

(
u∗

∂u∗

∂x∗
+

d

h
v∗

∂u∗

∂y∗

)
+

KC

Ma

∂p∗

∂x∗
=

1

Reω

(
∂2u∗

∂x∗2
+

∂2u∗

∂y∗2

)
,

∂v∗

∂t∗
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(
u∗

∂v∗

∂x∗
+

d

h
v∗

∂v∗

∂y∗

)
+

KC

Ma

h

d

∂p∗

∂y∗
=

1

Reω

(
∂2v∗

∂x∗2
+

∂2v∗

∂y∗2

)
.

(5)

It is clear that out of the three non-dimensional numbers, Red , Reω and KC, only two
are independent, one of which could include the frequency, ω, and the other the amplitude
of the acoustic oscillation, either ua or ξa. Equations (4) and (5) reveal that for a given
non-dimensional oscillation amplitude of the flow (Red or KC), the relative importance
of the unsteady acceleration term and the viscous term in an oscillatory flow could be
loosely described by the kinematic Reynolds number, Reω. Similarly, for a given kinematic
Reynolds number, Reω, the Reynolds number, Red , describes the relative importance of the
contributions from the convective acceleration term and the viscous term, and KC describes
the relative importance of the contributions from the unsteady acceleration term and the
convective acceleration term. The four force terms in equation (4) or (5) clearly indicate
that an individual non-dimensional number could not fully describe the equilibrium of the
forces. In general, if Reω � 1, meaning the unsteady acceleration term is much larger than
the viscous term, the effect of viscosity on oscillatory flow will be limited to a thinner viscous
boundary layer around the solid. This is also indicated by the definition of Reω as 2(d/δν)

2—
for a given plate thickness d, a larger Reω gives smaller δν , the viscous penetration depth.
For a flow having a large Red(�1), the convective acceleration term become larger than the
viscous term, which could indicate that the flow being unsteady may undergo a transition to
turbulence. KC, considered as the ratio of the flow displacement amplitude to the characteristic
length scale (e.g. the plate thickness), could also be considered as ua/ωd. For KC � 1 the
flow displacement amplitude is much greater than the plate thickness. In other words, the flow
velocity amplitude is much greater or the frequency of the flow oscillation is much smaller
for a given plate thickness. The effect of having KC � 1 is to make the unsteady acceleration
term much smaller than the convective acceleration term, and the behaviour of the oscillatory
flow around the bluff bodies becomes less affected by the unsteady acceleration and in any
instant of the oscillation the oscillatory flow acts more like a unidirectional steady flow (as if
the unsteady acceleration term was dropped).

In summary, for the oscillatory flow induced by a one-dimensional plane acoustic wave
around a stack of parallel plates, it involves density, ρ, and dynamic viscosity, µ, of the fluid,
the geometry of the stack described by l, d and h and the operating condition, ua, and the
frequency. When the fluid is considered incompressible, isothermal and having a constant
viscosity, the similarity of the fluid mechanics around a series of parallel plates in an acoustic
field could be evaluated by the non-dimensional parameters groups (Reω, Red and d/h) or
(Reω, KC and d/h), if the plate length is considered to be large enough.

13
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Figure 10. Operating conditions of oscillatory flow around a stack of plates in the non-dimensional
parameter groups (Reω versus Red ) and (Reω versus KC).

4.2. Illustration of the non-dimensional parameters concept through experimental results

Following the choice of the non-dimensional parameters to describe the behaviour of the
oscillatory flow around the end of the stack of plates, the operating conditions of the
oscillatory flow in the present study are shown using (Reω versus Red ) and (Reω versus
KC) planes, as illustrated in figure 10. Also shown are the data points collected from the
work conducted numerically by Worlikar and Knio (1996) and experimentally by Shi et al
(2009). The porosity, φ, of the stacks studied is between 0.5 and 0.8 and d/h is between 0.25
and 0.5.

14
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By visually inspecting the available data related to the development of the wake flow
around the end of the stack, in particular with regard to the flow features presented and
discussed in previous sections, it is possible to divide either of the two spaces, (Reω and Red )
or (Reω and KC), into several characteristic regions. This is illustrated by the dashed lines
drawn in figure 10. These separate regions are characterized by different behaviours of the
wake flow as discussed later in this section. Both the oblique and vertical dashed lines are
simple straight lines in the log–log (Reω versus Red ) and (Reω versus KC) planes. The
oblique line can be expressed as Red = 44.0Re0.538

ω in the (Reω versus Red ) plane and
KC = 44.0Re0.438

ω in the (Reω versus KC) plane. The vertical line corresponds to Reω = 8
when the plate thickness is equivalent to 2δν . However, clearly the dashed lines indicating the
‘transitions’ of the flow patterns between these regions can only be sketched approximately
(similar procedures are well known in defining ‘transitions’ in multiphase flows).

In general, the state of the flow below the dashed oblique line is often symmetric about the
plate centreline, even though the symmetric vortex structure may have a larger longitudinal
length compared with the plate thickness when Reω is smaller than 8, while the vortex
structure often takes the form of much concentrated eddies when Reω is larger than 8. On
the other hand, the flow behind the end of the plates in the region above this line is often
asymmetric. Complicated flow patterns, such as the shear layers in the wake breaking up into
‘vortex street’-type structures or the shear layers rolling up into vortices and shedding in an
alternate fashion, may start to appear.

The region above the dashed oblique line can be further separated into two sub-regions
by the vertical dashed line. The flow in the conditions that fall into the left region can
often develop into an elongated shear layer structures at the end of the plate. Then this
elongated shear layer becomes asymmetric possibly due to the instability of the shear layers
and eventually breaks up into discrete vortices. On the right-hand side of the vertical dashed
line, the flow at the end of the plate often exhibits vortex shedding before the elongated shear
layer structure can be formed and leads to a pattern similar to the von Karman vortex street.
However, admittedly, the flow in both regions could develop into much more complicated flow
patterns when Red or KC increases further, as shown by Shi et al (2009).

The flow conditions of the four cases discussed in section 3 are indicated by arrows
in figure 10. The flow pattern of each of these two cases below the oblique line (i.e. figures 4
and 9(a)) clearly represents the state of flow behind the plate stack. It is interesting to see that
the flow conditions that all fall into the same region as that for figure 9(a) are collected from the
numerical work by Worlikar and Knio (1996), who adopted similar geometrical configurations
of plate stacks to that used by Atchley et al (1990) in an experimental study of the acoustically
generated temperature gradient due to the thermoacoustic effect. The behaviour of the flow in
each sub-region above the oblique line can be illustrated by figure 8 and 9(b) when the values
of Red and KC are not very far from the line.

The presence of neighbouring plates around the plate studied could have an effect on
the gradient of the velocity profile in the shear layer wake and thus on the ability of the
wake flow to remain symmetric. However, it is still rather difficult at this stage to identify
the effect of channel width on flow on the basis of the available experimental and numerical
data. Therefore, the effect of the non-dimensional number, d/h, or the porosity, φ, on flow
behaviour is not distinguishable in these graphs.

5. Discussion and conclusion

This paper investigates the behaviour of the oscillatory flow past a stack of parallel plates
when the fluid moves out of the stack (the so-called ‘ejection stage’ of the cycle). It can be
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seen that during this part of the acoustic cycle, the flow exhibits some similarities to the wake
flow of a unidirectional steady flow past a bluff body, such as a circular cylinder (Zdravkovich
1997). Essentially, the wake flow is made up of two shear layers with vorticity of opposite
signs that are fed from the stack channel. There may be a recirculation region formed next to
the plate end and surrounded by the shear layers. The size of the recirculation region increases
while the flow speeds up in the initial stage of the ‘ejection’; it then continues to grow even in
the deceleration phases of the ‘ejecting’ flow. The flow in the recirculation region finally joins
with the flow that reverses its direction and starts to move into the stack.

The oscillating flow at the end of the plate also shows interesting behaviour when the
velocity amplitude varies. At small amplitudes the shear layers in the wake may remain
symmetric and produce attached symmetrical vortex structures. However, for larger velocity
amplitudes the flow may lose its symmetry and stability, resulting in such flow patterns as
‘break-up’ of the shear layers and alternate vortex shedding. It is shown that the break-up
of the shear layers may undergo a transition to the alternate shedding; however, the alternate
shedding may also start in the first place without such a transition taking place. It seems
plausible that both the lateral and longitudinal dimensions of the shear layers in the wake
define the flow patterns and their development.

From the normalization of the governing equations of the oscillatory flow motion around
a parallel plate, groups of non-dimensional parameters are proposed. Each set of non-
dimensional parameters essentially consists of: (i) one kinematic parameter, i.e. the kinematic
Reynolds number Reω, (ii) one dynamic parameter, i.e. the Reynolds number Red or KC,
or more indirectly the drive ratio, Dr, and (iii) a stack configuration parameter, d/h, or the
porosity φ. Alternatively, the Womersley number (Womersley 1955), Wo = h/δν , could be
used as the stack configuration parameter, for it is simply equivalent to h/d(Red/2KC)1/2.
As indicated in equation (1), the Wo number could be used to describe the interaction of
the viscous boundary layers on the neighbouring plates. Therefore, the non-dimensional
parameter groups (Reω, Red and Wo) or (Reω, KC and Wo) could be used in place of the
non-dimensional parameter groups (Reω, Red and d/h) or (Reω, KC and d/h).

An additional parameter, the non-dimensional stack length, i.e. the aspect ratio l/d, may
need to be considered when the displacement amplitude of the fluid oscillation is comparable
to the stack length so that the assumption that the flow disturbance at one end of the stack has
no effect on the flow at the other end of the stack is no longer valid. Figure 10 demonstrates
how the data collected from the current study and the data from other studies that can be
found in the existing literature can be gathered in a single plot and divided into regions of
distinct flow behaviour—in a similar way to known flow regime maps in other areas of fluid
mechanics.

In order to further understand the relationship between non-dimensional governing
parameters and flow behaviour, experimental data from much more diverse experimental
conditions than those obtained as part of the current study will be required. In particular,
the critical values of the non-dimensional parameters, which correspond to the transition from
symmetric to asymmetric wake flows, need to be studied. Similarly, the effects of the channel
width on the flow pattern should be investigated.
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Chapter 8 Conclusions and suggestions for future 

work 

This presented work focused on studies of the fluid flow occurring around parallel-plate 

stacks in a standing-wave thermoacoustic device at a low operating frequency. The 

following main conclusions can be drawn (accompanied by the relevant discussion) based 

on the presented work. 

 

1. A standing wave thermoacoustic system has been designed and constructed. An 

analytical linear model has been developed for describing the coupling between the 

loudspeaker and the resonator including a convergent section. Comparisons between 

the results of the analytical model and the measurement show a good agreement when 

the acoustic oscillation amplitude is small. The increasing discrepancy between the 

analytical results and measurement at larger acoustic oscillation amplitude is found to 

be mainly caused by the minor loss. It is understood that the coefficient of fluid 

resistance obtained for steady flow condition can also be used for oscillatory flows if 

the resonator is operated at the first mode resonance and when the particle 

displacement amplitude is large. However, a further and more extensive study of the 

minor losses in oscillatory flow is necessary if one needs to establish a reliable model 

to work for high oscillation amplitude. 

 

2. Velocity and vorticity fields of the acoustically excited oscillatory flow around 

parallel-plate stacks are measured by using PIV techniques. The flow structures around 

the end of the stacks are investigated for a series of acoustic excitation levels (and thus 

displacement amplitudes). Flow patterns such as symmetrical and attached pairs of 

vortices which could be either “elongated” or “concentrated” are observed. When the 

drive ratios are increased, the flow in the tested range of conditions could evolve into 

patterns resembling alternate vortex shedding, similar to von Karman “vortex streets” 

characteristic for flows past bluff bodies. Two modes of such an “alternate shedding” 

are identified, which are likely caused by different flow physics. The first mode seems 

to be related to the instability of the elongated shear layers, while the second mode 

seems to be related to the classical von Karman “vortex street”. 
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3. The temporal variation of the flow velocity at the end of the parallel plate stack is 

recorded by employing the hot wire anemometry technique. The frequency of velocity 

fluctuation related to the various types of flow pattern is investigated. Interestingly, two 

different values of Strouhal number (around 0.1 and 0.2) are related to the two different 

modes. These values are confirmed by a later study (Shi et al, 2010) carried out for 

similar conditions at Reynolds number from 200 to 5000, in which a general trend is 

discovered for the Strouhal number to increase with Reynolds number up to a limiting 

value of about 0.2.  

 

4. The turbulence characteristics of oscillatory flows past stacks of parallel plates have 

been studied. It has been shown that the unsteady/turbulent flow behaviour can be 

described by using classical Reynolds decomposition with the resulting fluctuation 

intensity ‘maps’. Further simplified parameters such as area-averaged or area-cycle-

averaged turbulent kinetic energy are suggested to be used in the description of the 

flow unsteadiness. 

 

5. A new methodology was also proposed for spatial filtering of instantaneous fluctuation 

velocity fields in order to separate the contributions from large- and small-scale flow 

structures to the overall fluctuation intensity. It is suggested that the term ‘turbulence 

intensity’ should only be associated with the small scale vortex structures, which are 

more likely to control the heat transfer processes.  

 

6. The oscillatory flow past a stack of parallel plates when the fluid moves out of the 

stack (so-called “ejection stage” of the cycle) exhibits some similarities to the wake 

flow of a unidirectional steady flow past a bluff body. The wake flow is thought to be 

essentially made up of two shear layers with vorticity of opposite signs that are fed 

from the stack channel. It seems plausible that the behaviour of and the interaction 

between the shear layers determine the different flow structure to form and develop at 

the plate ends.  

 

7. A similarity analysis of the governing equations of the oscillatory flow motion around 

a parallel plate is carried out. Groups of non-dimensional parameters are identified. 

Each set of non-dimensional parameters essentially consists of:  (i) one kinematic 

parameter, i.e. the kinematic Reynolds number Reω, (ii) one dynamic parameter, i.e. the 

Reynolds number Red or KC, or more indirectly the drive ratio, Dr, and (iii) a stack 

configuration parameter, d/h, or the porosity φ, or the Womersley number, Wo = h/δν. 
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Based on this, the non-dimensional parameters groups (Reω, Red and Wo) or (Reω, KC 

and Wo) or (Reω, Red and d/h) or (Reω, KC and d/h) are suggested as appropriate 

“triads” to be used with oscillatory flows past parallel plate stacks. It is demonstrated 

that the discovered flow patterns can be categorized into groups in the non-dimensional 

parameter space. 

 

Some further works could be done towards a better understanding of the fluid flow and (in 

a longer term) the heat transfer process in a more practical arrangement of thermoacoustic 

stack and heat exchangers. It would be particularly interesting to look at the following 

issues: 

 

1. Effect of an adjacent parallel-plate structure on the flow. The configuration used in this 

study is simplified to enable the evaluation of measurement methodologies. In reality 

the stack will be coupled to a heat exchanger and so the flow field will be much more 

complicated, especially as the two structures would effectively be in each other’s 

wakes. 

 

2. The thermal effect on the flow field. The arrangement studied in this work is 

isothermal, and so there is no opportunity to study the actual heat transfer processes. 

Therefore a further improvement would be to impose appropriate thermal boundary 

conditions on the structures studied and combine PIV with temperature field 

measurement, for example by Planar Laser Induced Fluorescence (PLIF).  

 

3. The effect of finite length on the flow. For the stack, the acoustic displacement 

amplitude is generally much smaller than the plate length. Therefore the non-

dimensional stack length or the aspect ratio l/d is neglected. However, it may need to 

be considered when the displacement amplitude of the fluid oscillation is comparable 

to the plate length, such as that of a heat exchanger. The flow disturbance at one end of 

the plate may have significant effect on the flow at the other end of the plate. 

 

4. In order to further understand the relationship between the non-dimensional governing 

parameters and the flow behaviour, experimental data from much more diverse 

experimental conditions than these obtained as part of the current study will be 

required. In particular, the critical value at which the transition of the wake flow around 

the plate end from being symmetric to asymmetric and the effect of the channel width 

on the flow pattern need to be studied. 
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Appendix A 

Additional information about the measurement 

techniques used during the course of the 

experimental programme 

In the “alternative format” thesis, the information related to the experimental setup, 

procedures and details of the instrumentation used is typically distributed between 

individual “papers-chapters”. Some information judged as “trivial”, “obvious” or “standard 

practice” to the scientific community may be neglected altogether. The guidance on the 

alternative format indicates that in order to guarantee the coherence of the thesis it may be 

advisable to construct a stand-alone appendix which contains the experimental details, 

otherwise scattered throughout the thesis, and which could serve as a starting point for any 

researchers attempting to follow up the research described in the thesis. Current Appendix 

A is included to fulfil the above stated needs. 

A.1 Hot-wire anemometry and experimental measurements 

A.1.1 Introduction 

Hot-wire anemometry, sometimes also called constant temperature anemometry (CTA) is 

an indirect measurement technique of flow velocity. It is a point-wise measurement 

technique appropriate for the measurement of time series of velocity in one, two or three 

dimensional gas and liquid flows. The velocity of the flow in which a sensing element is 

immersed is related to the heat transfer rate between the sensing element and the flow. This 

relationship can be found from the calibration procedure for each particular piece of 

sensing element and a transfer function can then be derived. The transfer function is then 

used to convert the acquired data from the measurements to velocity. The sensing element 

is usually made of a short piece of very fine Tungsten or Platinum wire. The constant 

temperature anemometry has been used to measure the flow velocity probably for over a 

century (Comte-Bellot, 1976). Nowadays, the constant temperature anemometry is still 

broadly used in the studies of fluid flow phenomena, particularly, in the study of the 

turbulence characteristics of the flow because of its high temporal resolution and 
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continuous signal output – see, for example, Tutu and Chevray (1975), Antonia, Orlandi 

and Romanno (1998) and Siebert and Lehmann (2007). 

 

Measurement of the oscillatory flow velocity by using CTA technique has been carried out 

by Ingard and Ising (1967) and Dubbelday (1986) in an acoustic field, and Ohmi et al 

(1982) in an oscillatory pipe flow, among many others. Ingard and Ising (1967) measured 

the oscillatory flow velocity at the centre of an orifice using a hot-wire probe. Not much 

detail about the application of the hot-wire anemometer, however, is available from this 

publication. Dubbelday (1986) studied the possible application of a hot film sensor to the 

measurement of the particle velocity in an oscillating medium of liquid. The response of 

the hot film was found more sensitive for an acoustic oscillation of a lower frequency. The 

effect of the natural convection on the output signal was also studied. In a short 

communication by Lebedeva and Dragan (1991), very brief information on the amplitude 

calibration in intensive sound fields with oscillating velocity amplitude from 0.15m/s to 

10m/s and frequency from 16 Hz to 2 kHz was summarized. Multiple techniques, such as, 

standing wave resonator, travelling wave field together with two-microphone method and 

the known flow in the neck of Helmholtz resonator were applied in the calibration process. 

The dependence of the sensitivity of the sensor response on the oscillation frequency was 

also found. However, detailed information on the calibration and phase relationship 

between the oscillating pressure and velocity were missing. Measurements of acoustic 

velocity using the hot-wire anemometry were also reported by Grushin and Lebedeva 

(2001), and Grushi, Dragan and Lebedeva (2001). 

 

The calibration of the hot-wire sensor in a standing wave acoustic field was studied and the 

detailed information was presented by Huelsz and López-Alquicira (2001). Both the 

amplitude and phase of the response of the hot-wire sensor was carefully calibrated in less 

intensive sound field in air with an oscillating velocity range of 0.03m/s to 0.8m/s. It was 

based on the principle that for standing waves, the velocity oscillation amplitude can be 

calculated from the local pressure oscillation amplitude if the adiabatic condition can be 

assumed. The profile of amplitude of the oscillating velocity and the phase difference 

between the oscillating velocity and pressure measured using a calibrated hot-wire sensor 

compared well with the predicted data by the linear acoustic theory of a standing wave 

resonator (Huelsz, Lopez-Alquicira and Ramos, 2002). 
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As a summary, a few points need to be further emphasised in relation to the application of 

the constant temperature anemometry in a purely oscillating flow, such as that in an 

acoustic field. Typically, the time variation of the CTA output signal has a frequency of 

two times that of the fluid motion (Dubbelday, 1986). This is because the hot-wire sensor 

is sensitive to the flow velocity normal to its axis but cannot discriminate the direction of 

the flow – the directional ambiguity feature of the constant temperature anemometry 

technique. Secondly, due to the fact that the velocity of the oscillating flow to be measured 

is oscillating about a zero value, the effect of natural convection is not negligible, in 

particular when the flow reverses its direction. But if the hot-wire probe is so placed that 

the flow, which is oscillating in the horizontal direction, is actually moving in the bi-

normal direction of the sensor, the natural convection effect will be the same for both 

directions and will be intrinsically included in the in-situ calibration procedure. Thirdly, 

due to the thermal inertia of the sensor, the response of the hot-wire sensor does not reach 

the base voltage value obtained in still air, and it usually becomes more obvious for an 

oscillating flow of higher frequency. A further concern of the velocity measurement in the 

oscillating flow field is that the flow at the half cycle flowing back may be contaminated 

by the presence of the probe. Experiments showed that such a possibility does not exist 

because disturbances produced by the probe disappear when the flow reverses its direction 

(Ohmi et al, 1982). 

A.1.2 Principles and the hot-wire anemometry system 

A constant temperature anemometer normally consists of a Wheatstone bridge, of which 

one arm is replaced with the sensor, a fine filament made of Tungsten or Platinum (Fig. 

A.1). The sensing element is maintained at a constant temperature higher than that of the 

fluid by applying a constant voltage to the sensor. When the probe is placed in a flow field, 

the heated sensor is cooled by the flow and the change of its resistance breaks the balance 

of the bridge. The Wheatstone bridge is kept balanced by automatic adjustment of the 

heating current, the magnitude of which determines the mean velocity. The heat transferred 

from the element to the flow passing it can be measured by the amount of the input 

electrical power. The accuracy of this method is usually very much dependent on the 

understanding of the relationship between the flow velocity and the heat transfer between 

the flow and the sensing element. 
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Figure A.1 Schematic of a hot-wire anemometer (Jensen 2004) 

 

 
Figure A.2 Geometry of hot-wire sensor 

 

The geometry of the sensor of the hot-wire probe and the coordinate applied are shown in 

Fig. A.2. The full heat balance of the wire of a unit length can be described by the equation 

(Bruun 1995): 
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based on the assumption of an infinitely long wire. On the left hand side of the Equation is 

the heat generation rate on the wire element by an electrical current, I. χw is the electrical 

resistivity of the wire material at the local wire temperature, Tw, and Aw is the cross-

sectional area of the wire. The first term on the right hand side of the equation is the 

forced-convection heat transfer rate on the wire element to the fluid passing through it. dw 

is the diameter of the wire, h is the heat transfer coefficient, and Ta is the temperature of 

the fluid around it. The second term is the total conduction heat transfer rate out of the wire 

element. kw is the thermal conductivity of the wire material at temperature Tw. The negative 

sign shows the direction of the heat transferred, out of the wire element. The third term is 

x
l/2l/2

dw
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the radiation heat transfer rate. σ is the Stefan-Boltzmann constant, 5.67×10-8 W/(m2·K4), ε 

is the emissivity of the wire, and Ts is the temperature of the surroundings. The fourth term 

is the heat storage rate. ρw is the density of the wire material and cw is the specific heat of 

the wire material per unit mass. The characteristics of Tungsten wire used in the study are 

listed in Table A.1. 

Table A.1 Characteristics of Tungsten wire 

Diameter dw 5.0 µm 
Cross-sectional area Aw 0.196×10-10 m2 
Density ρw,20 19.3 g/cm3 
Electrical resistivity χw,20 5.4 μΩ·cm 
Temperature coefficient of resistivity  α20 0.0036 1/K 
Thermal conductivity kw,0-100 1.73 W/(cm·K) 
Specific heat cw,25 133 J/(kg·K) 
Coefficient of thermal expansion βw,0-100 4.5×10-6 1/K 
 

In most CTA applications, the term for the radiation heat transfer rate is very small and 

neglected. The emissivity, ε, of Tungsten is 0.24 ~ 0.27 at normal operating temperature 

between 100 and 250 °C. Thus the radiation heat transfer rate 
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is about 1.5×10-2 W/m, according to Eq. (A.1). If the overall heat transfer rate of 

100 W/(m2·K) is assumed, the forced-convection heat transfer rate, πdh(Tw-Ta), is about 

0.35 W/m. Compared with this, the radiation heat transfer rate, E, is small and can be 

neglected. However, it may introduce error when the forced-convection heat transfer rate is 

small, which could be true at instants when the oscillating flow reverses. 

 

Although the temperature of the wire is virtually controlled to be constant in the constant 

temperature mode, the temperature of the wire is non-uniform along its length. In this case 

Eq (A.1) becomes 
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The wire resistance Rw at temperature Tw(x) can be obtained by integrating χw/Aw along the 

wire once the temperature dependence of the resistivity for hot-wire material is known. 
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More generally, by using a mean wire temperature, Tw,m, the wire resistance Rw can be 

obtained from 
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Therefore, in the case of an infinitely long wire, whose temperature dependence of x can be 

neglected, for a wire segment of length l, Eq. (A.3) becomes, 
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The dimensionless Nusselt number is defined as Nu = hdw/k. Consider that the convective 

heat transfer from a wire in a cross-flow often has a correlation between the Nusselt 

number, Nu, and the Reynolds number, Re = udw/ν, based on the flow velocity, u, of the 

form 

 

 nBA ReNu +=  (A.6) 

 

Equation (A.5) becomes 

 

 n
w BuAE +=2  (A.7) 

 

Here, Ew = IwRw denotes the wire voltage, and the constants A and B include all other 

relevant constants. The same correlation is used in practice when a finite-length wire 

element has to be used. The values of A, B and n can be determined by a suitable 

calibration procedure. For convenience of use, Eq. (A.7) is sometimes replaced by a 

polynomial correlation found in the calibration process, such as 

 

 ...432
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A four degree polynomial is often found sufficient in practical use. 

 

In the research described in this thesis, the velocity oscillation at the measured points was 

sensed by a Dantec 55P11 probe with 5μm diameter tungsten wire. The probe was 

connected to the constant temperature anemometer (TSI IFA300) via a standard 5 meter 
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BNC cable. In all measurements, a 1.8 overheat was used. With the effective 

implementation of SmartTuneTM bridge optimization circuitry, IFA300 can achieve a 

frequency response of up to 250 kHz without tuning. The signal output was digitized and 

recorded by the DAQ device (Omega DaqTemp 14A). The hot-wire probe was placed 

normal to the plate and the axis of the resonator, at set distance from the edge of the plate. 

In the transverse direction normal to the plate, the hot-wire probe was traversed using a 

micrometric traverse. 

A.1.3 Calibration of a hot wire probe 

The calibration of the hot-wire sensor was carried out in the same resonator, in which the 

characteristics of the flow around parallel plate stacks are to be studied. When the 

calibration of the hot wire sensor was carried out in the resonator, the stack was removed 

from the resonator. The transverse size of the cross section of the resonator is far smaller 

than the length of the resonator so that a plain wave can be assumed in the resonator and 

linear acoustics is assumed to be valid. This was used as a known velocity source to 

calibrate the hot-wire probe. The pressure oscillation at the cross section where the hot-

wire probe was calibrated was measured with a condenser microphone (Brüel & Kjær, 

Model 4136). A piezo-resistive pressure transducer (Endevco, Model 8510B-2) was 

mounted on the end plate of the resonator to measure the acoustic pressure amplitude in the 

resonator. 

 

At a position far away from the wall of the resonator, the fluid experiences an adiabatic 

process. The oscillating velocity amplitude and its temporal variation are defined as 
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where pA is the pressure amplitude at the closed end of the resonator, ρm is the density of 

the fluid at the mean temperature Tm and the mean pressure pm. a is the sound speed, k, the 

wave number, is 2π/λ, and x is the distance between the location of the hot wire probe and 

the closed end of the resonator. 

 

Note that the velocity oscillation in the resonator is always coupled with a pressure 

oscillation, thus a temperature oscillation. The hot wire sensor is sensitive to the change of 

both the flow velocity and the temperature. To minimize the effect of the temperature 

oscillation, a position at the velocity antinode (pressure node) is preferred for calibration, 
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particularly when high amplitude standing wave is used to excite velocity oscillation of 

large amplitude.  

 

Because of the velocity direction ambiguity of the hot-wire anemometry, only positive 

output signal can be obtained from the anemometer, as shown in Fig. A.3. Also shown in 

the figure is the time variation of the acoustic velocity with its absolute value in the middle 

graph. It is seen that the temporal variation of the CTA output signal very much resembles 

the rectified acoustic velocity. The minimum value of output signal in one cycle, 

corresponding to a zero acoustic velocity, is the base voltage Eb. The thermal inertia of the 

hot-wire sensor elevates the base voltage compared to the value measured in stagnant air. 

This problem causes unreliable velocity value from the constant temperature anemometer 

when the acoustic velocity is small, or during the flow reversal. 

 

 
Figure A.3 Time variation of the acoustic velocity, its absolute value and output of the 

constant temperature anemometer 
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To obtain the correlation of the voltage signal of the constant temperature anemometer and 

the acoustic velocity, one can plot the amplitude of the output voltage against the 

amplitude of the reference velocity at different drive ratios. This is the approach used by 

Huelsz and López-Alquicira (2001). Alternatively, one can plot the waveform of the 

anemometer output against the acoustic velocity oscillation for one cycle, at a relatively 

large drive ratio to cover a larger range of velocity. The second method leads to the 

difficulty of finding the reference velocity in a corresponding phase in the oscillation cycle. 

In addition, this method is based on the assumption that the time response of the sensor is 

constant when the acoustic velocity varies. This may not always be true, particularly when 

the anemometer is applied to an acoustic wave of high frequency. Therefore the first 

approach is more convenient and reliable for practical application and it was also used in 

this study. An example result of the calibration is reproduced in Fig. A.4. 

 
 

Figure A.4 Amplitude of CTA output vs amplitude of reference velocity at different 

drive ratios, and the fitted polynomial correlation 

 

A.1.4 Data acquisition and processing 

After the calibration, the hot wire sensor is used to measure the acoustic velocity of the 

flow in the wake of the stack plate. The frequency of velocity fluctuation in the wake was 

estimated to be no more than 2.0 kHz within the range of velocity studied from a 

preliminary test. According to Nyquist theory, the sampling frequency is therefore set to 

2.5 times the maximum signal frequency of interest. Therefore, in the measurement, the 

hot-wire signal was recorded with a sampling frequency of 5 kHz by the data acquisition 

card (Omega DAQTemp14A). 16,384 data points were acquired for each experimental run. 
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The acquired voltage data were converted to velocity values by using the correlation 

equation from the calibration. The signals were then analyzed using the Fast Fourier 

Transform (FFT) method in order to extract the peak frequencies in the frequency spectra. 

A.2 Particle image velocimetry and experimental measurements 

A.2.1 Introduction 

Particle image velocimetry (PIV) is a quantitative flow measurement technique by which 

two or three components of the velocity of the flow in a plane or even a volume can be 

measured at a time instant. In a typical 2D PIV measurement, the movement of small tracer 

particles in a plane illuminated by a light sheet, usually generated by a laser, is recorded on 

a digital camera. Analysis of successive images then enables the vector velocity field of the 

fluid flow to be determined. Since, typically, the particulate velocity vectors are measured 

simultaneously at many thousands of points in the flow, this is a whole field measurement 

technique, and is much faster and less laborious than point-wise measurement techniques 

such as LDA and CTA. Statistical methods are used to determine average velocity vectors 

for clusters of particles in small regions of the flow plane known as “interrogation spots”. 

The ability to capture the vector velocity distribution across a whole flow field 

instantaneously makes the PIV technique a very useful tool in studying fluid flows. 

 

The historical development of PIV has been reported in a number of review articles, 

including Adrian (1991, 2005) and Grant (1997). PIV has been developed up to a point 

where it is now widely available from commercial suppliers. Its capability has extended to 

the measurement of the three velocity components in a plane (stereoscopic and holographic 

PIV) and even a three-dimensional volume (tomographic PIV); see, for example, Arroyo 

and Greated (1991), Royer (1997), Hinsch (2002), Ciofalo, Signorino and Simiano (2003), 

Elsinga, van Oudheusden and Scarano (2006) and Elsinga et al (2006, 2008). Another 

important achievement is its application in the measurement of micro-scale flow in micro-

fluidic devices (µPIV); see, for example, Santiago et al (1998) and Shinohara et al (2004). 

All these make PIV a useful and popular experimental tool in fluid mechanics; and it has 

been used with considerable success in a variety of applications, such as aerodynamics. 

 

Experience shows that the PIV technique can be applied to the measurement of acoustic 

velocity fields, and particularly acoustic streaming, for example by Hann and Greated 

(1997a, 1997b), Campbell et al (2000) and Nabavi, Siddiqui and Dargahi (2007). The 

measured velocity field in a standing wave resonator is the superposition of the streaming 
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velocity and the acoustic velocity. The magnitude of the acoustic velocity is typically 

several times larger than that of the streaming velocity. As a result, in a given velocity 

measurement, the streaming velocity component is suppressed by the acoustic velocity 

component. The streaming velocity can be obtained by either removing the acoustic 

velocity component or performing the velocity measurement in a location where the 

acoustic velocity is also small or negligible, such as in the vicinity of a velocity node. The 

latter strategy was used by Arroyo and Greated (1991), and Hann and Greated (1997b). 

Limited by the time resolution of the hardware and the availability of the digital CCD 

camera, the motions of the tracer particles in several acoustic cycles were imaged on a 

single film. To derive the acoustic velocity field, a special algorithm was developed for this 

purpose. Nabavi et al (2007) used a synchronized PIV technique to measure acoustic 

streaming, ideally anywhere in the resonator, whether a large amplitude acoustic velocity 

was present or not. In this technique, PIV images precisely in phase but separated by a time 

difference of one or more acoustic cycles were cross-correlated to obtain the streaming 

velocity field, while the acoustic velocity field was obtained by cross-correlating two 

consecutive PIV images. 

A.2.2 Principle of the particle image velocimetry 

A very brief description of the principle of the PIV technique is given here. More detailed 

and comprehensive information can be found in the work of Raffle et al (2007) and the 490 

references given there. PIV is a non-intrusive measurement technique which infers the 

local velocity of the fluid from the velocity of tracer particles (or seeding particles). These 

particles of optimal size must be distributed evenly in the flow region to be investigated 

and at a certain density for high quality PIV images. The flow under investigation is 

illuminated twice in succession using a light sheet generated by a pulsed laser. The 

duration of the particle illumination must be short so that the particles do not move 

significantly and cause streaking. The images of the illuminated particle in the chosen flow 

field are captured by a CCD camera. 

 

The recorded images are then evaluated to obtain the average particle displacements 

between the first and second images for the clusters of seeding particles in the interrogation 

spot. The average particle displacement is converted to the physical displacement of the 

particle in the fluid, taking into account the magnification factor of the camera lenses. A 

local velocity vector can be calculated from the particle displacement and the time 

difference between the two laser pulses. These calculations assume that the tracer particles 
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faithfully follow the flow patterns and therefore move with the local flow velocity between 

the two laser pulses. 

 

In order to determine the instantaneous velocity vectors in a flow field, the PIV technique 

requires a fluid flow with appropriate tracer particles mixed into it, a pulsed laser sheet to 

illuminate the tracer particles, a CCD camera to record the planar images of the seeded 

flow, and a computer for post-processing the recorded images. 

 

To obtain accurate results, the tracer particles should be small enough to follow the fluid 

motion accurately and, at the same time, be large enough to be clearly visible when 

illuminated by the laser light. Ideally, the particle density should be of the same order as 

that of the flowing fluid, so that they are neutrally suspended in the fluid and the 

gravitationally induced velocity is zero. Tracking of the fluid motion also requires that the 

diameter of the tracer particles is small in order not to disturb the flow and to minimise 

their inertia. However, for the tracer particles to be seen clearly on the image, they should 

have good light-scattering capabilities, implying that they should have a different refractive 

index from that of the fluid into which they are mixed and be relatively large. Otherwise, 

laser pulses of high energy should be employed so that there is enough light scattered from 

the particles to be captured by the camera. It can be seen that these apparent contradictions 

call for a careful choice of tracer particles and a compromise between the requirement for 

small size to improve their ability to track the flow fluctuations and the need to increase the 

size of the particles to improve light scattering (Melling, 1997). 

 

When seeding the flow, careful consideration should be given to the variations in velocity 

of the tracer particles across the flow measurement area. A homogeneous medium particle 

distribution density has been found to be most desirable, since this leads to high quality 

images which, in turn, yield the best results when statistical PIV evaluation techniques are 

applied (Raffel, 1998). Currently, there is no definitive method of calculating how much 

seeding should be added to a flow to achieve this medium particle distribution density, so 

that a tedious trial and error method must generally be resorted to. Generally, acceptable 

PIV results are likely to be obtained when the distribution of seeding particles is such that 

there are three or more particle pairs per interrogation spot. However, no significant 

increase in accuracy has been reported in research for cases with more than five particle 

pairs per interrogation spot. Whenever possible, the fluid and the seeding particles should 

be thoroughly mixed before entering the section illuminated by laser sheet, so as to 
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disperse the particles evenly and ensure that their distribution is approximately uniform 

across the entire fluid flow measurement plane.  

 

There is a wide variety of tracer particles for PIV applications but, in general, smoke or fog 

particles with diameter near or below 1.0 µm are used for PIV experiments involving 

gaseous flows. This smoke is mostly produced by vaporization or atomization of oil 

(Melling, 1997). 

 

Lasers are the most convenient and widely used light sources for PIV applications, mainly 

because of their ability to emit a monochromatic light beam of very high power which, by 

the use of the appropriate optics, is very easily converted to a thin light sheet. A light sheet 

is usually desirable with this technique, since only the tracer particles in the specified plane 

in the flow field need to be illuminated and recorded on the image. Thus, the light sheet 

should be thin enough to ensure that the recorded images constitute a true representation of 

what is happening in that plane of the flow. If the light sheet is too thick, the camera will 

capture out-of-plane particles, resulting in the flow analysis being based upon a volume 

rather than a plane. 

 

In order to capture two consecutive planar images, the laser beam is pulsed twice in 

succession within a short time interval, known as the “pulse separation”, which is equal to 

the time delay between the two illumination pulses. The pulse separation should be long 

enough to enable the accurate determination of particle displacements between the first and 

second images, but short enough to avoid particles with an appreciable out-of-plane 

velocity component leaving the light sheet between subsequent illuminations (Raffel, 

1998). In order to avoid blurring of the images, the pulse duration should be short enough 

to “freeze” the particles during the pulse exposure time. The pulsed laser beam is usually 

conditioned by a combination of cylindrical and spherical lenses, which control the width 

and thickness of the sheet respectively. 

 

A camera with high sensitivity and high spatial resolution is preferred to capture and 

record the pairs of particle images which show the instantaneous velocity distribution in 

the illuminated flow area. The camera should be positioned so as to view the imaging area 

defined by the light sheet as near as possible to the perpendicular direction, meaning that 

optical access in two orthogonal planes must always be provided for. The images of the 

illuminated particles are recorded either on a single camera frame by double exposure, or 
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on two separate camera frames in the more advanced technique using a double pulsed 

laser. In the latter case, the recording of separate images is made possible by the use of a 

specialised CCD camera with frame straddling capability. 

 

The principle behind the frame straddling technique, which allows the operation of the PIV 

system to be adjusted to optimise its performance according to the flow conditions, is 

illustrated in Fig. A.5. The principle is that the first laser pulse is set to occur towards the 

end of the exposure of the first frame and the second laser pulse at the beginning of the 

exposure of the second frame. In the PIV software used (TSI INSIGHT 3GTM), positioning 

of the first laser pulse at the end of the first frame was achieved by setting a pulse delay 

time. The process of image acquisition involves a CCD camera capturing the first image 

and transferring this to a buffer memory, before capturing the second image and repeating 

this process. This whole sequence is repeated for successive pairs of images, and the pairs 

of particle images produced are transferred and stored in the computer memory. 

 

 
Figure A.5 Timing diagram for PIV imaging in frame straddling mode 

 

In order to calculate the instantaneous velocity vector distributions and determine other 

properties of the flow field from a particular pair of field images, the PIV software 

incorporates image processing algorithms which employ statistical methods to evaluate the 

average velocity from all individual particle displacements in a small region. This is 

accomplished by dividing the flow field of each image into small sub-areas known as 

interrogation spots. Through application of the PIV processing algorithms, a local 

displacement vector is determined for each interrogation spot for the particle images shown 

by the first and second illumination pulses. Two methods are available here. Either double 
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exposed, single frame images are processed using an auto-correlation algorithm, or images 

captured on separate frames through the frame straddling technique are processed using the 

cross-correlation algorithm. The latter method was used in the work presented. The 

successive image pairs captured using the frame straddling technique, processed by means 

of the cross-correlation algorithm, yields the direction of the particle movements, which is 

otherwise a problem of directional ambiguity for the double exposed, single frame method. 

In this case, cross-correlation of the image pairs, within the same interrogation spot, yields 

the particle displacements and the direction of the displacement corresponds to the 

movement of the particles from the first to the second frame. This process is repeated for 

all the interrogation spots needed to cover the whole flow field in order to determine the 

instantaneous velocity vector distribution across the flow field. 

 

For each interrogation spot, application of a “peak finder” algorithm allows determination 

of the location of the displacement peak, which then yields a single velocity vector for each 

interrogation spot. A search of the literature reveals that there are a number of peak finder 

algorithms in use. Among these, the development of the Gaussian peak finder has led to 

the determination of these displacement peaks with improved accuracy, enabling smaller 

interrogation spots to be utilised, thereby leading to an increase in the spatial resolution of 

the PIV technique (Raffel, 1998). This is the algorithm used in the present study. 

A.2.3 PIV system and experimental arrangement 

The PIV technique explained above was applied to study the oscillating flow in the 

resonator when complex flow channels were introduced by the presence of the parallel-

plate stack. The PIV laser system (Big Sky Laser, CFR PIV system) consisted of two 

separate, fully functional standard laser systems (CFR200), each composed of a frequency 

doubled Nd:YAG laser, a power supply unit and a self-contained cooling unit (Big Sky 

Laser, Ultra ICE). The two laser systems could be run simultaneously, or either could be 

run independently of the other. When running both lasers simultaneously, the flash lamps 

of the two laser systems would be triggered externally to maintain the time difference 

required between laser pulses from each laser head, for example, by a synchronizer unit as 

in the application for this study. Each laser head of this PIV laser system is able to deliver 

a maximal energy of 200 mJ per pulse at 532 nm. The pulse duration is typically less than 

8 ns. For the PIV application, the two laser heads were placed side by side on a common 

base, behind a beam combiner module, so that the two successive laser pulses illuminated 

the same flow field. 
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The laser beam from the laser system had a diameter of about 6 mm. Optical lenses had to 

be used to expand the laser beam into a sheet to illuminate the seeded flow in a plane. A 

combination of a spherical lens with a focal length of 1000 mm and a cylindrical lens with 

a focal length of -25 mm was mounted onto the exit of the beam combiner module. In 

order to ensure that the waist of the laser sheet, where its thickness was smallest, was 

located at the stack end, the 1000 mm spherical lens had to be placed one metre from the 

stack end. 

 

In order to illuminate the flow in the stack channel to be studied, the laser sheet entered the 

resonator perpendicular to the resonator axis though one of its walls and was reflected by 

the mirror placed in the resonator at 45° towards the laser beam. The distance between the 

mirror and the stack end was made as large as possible, so that introducing the mirror and 

its support had a minimal effect on the flow around the stack. In preliminary experiments, 

the laser sheet was projected directly onto the stack, perpendicular to the plate surface. But 

to reach the plates located in the middle of the stack where the measurements were 

performed, the light had to go through a number of plates, which reduced its intensity to 

such an extent that the PIV system could not be deployed. 

 

The camera used to capture PIV images was a progressive scan CCD camera (TSI 

PowerviewTM Plus 4MP), having 2048 × 2048 light-sensitive pixels. It operated at a 

maximum repetition rate of 16 frames per second and provided a 12-bit grey scale output. 

The minimum frame straddling time offered for PIV capture was about 200 ns, making 

possible the measurement of very high speed flow. A 105 mm f/2.8D AF Micro Nikkor 

lens was attached to the camera via an F-mount. 

 

In all the PIV experiments performed in this study, the camera was always operated in one 

of two modes. The “free-run mode”, where images are viewed from the camera with no 

synchronisation between the laser and camera, was used during the setup of any new 

experiment and while checking and adjusting the distribution density of seeding particles, 

while the “frame straddling mode” was used to acquire the actual PIV images of the flow 

field. The images were taken only when a triggering signal was received, and the timing of 

the camera to capture images was synchronised with the laser. 

 

A synchroniser (TSI, LASERPULSETM, Model 610034) was used to control the timing of 

the laser and the CCD camera during the process of acquiring PIV images. The timing 
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pulse sequence for the operation of the camera in the frame straddling mode was triggered 

to start by the signal from the phase locking pulse generator. To adjust the phase of the 

triggering pulse corresponding to the acoustic oscillation, a function generator (TTi, Model 

TG1010A) was added between the phase locking pulse generator and the synchronizer. It 

was set to “trigger mode” and the signal from the phase locking pulse generator was used 

as the trigger signal here. The phase of its auxiliary output was adjusted as needed and the 

signal from the auxiliary output was fed into the synchroniser. The function generator 

shared a time base with the function generator used to generate the driving signal to the 

loudspeaker. The pulse delay introduced in the laser system was typically less than 300 µs, 

and its consistency during the measurement had no effect on the time difference of the 

trigger signal. 

 

A fog machine (ProSound) was used to generate the seeding particles. A mixture of 50% 

glycerol and 50% water was used as the fog fuel and typical droplet diameter was in the 

range 1–10 micrometres. The glycerol was diluted in this way to make the fog generated 

less dense. The mist (fog) produced was injected into the resonator through a hole, which 

was otherwise sealed during the measurement. During the injection of the mist of tracer 

particles, the acoustic wave was turned off. Unlike the steady flow, the oscillating flow in 

the standing wave resonator had zero mean velocity and the acoustic displacement 

amplitude was usually small. The injected tracer particles usually took a long time to be 

distributed evenly in the chamber when the acoustic wave was turned off. This is an 

advantage from the point of view that a relatively small volume of tracer particles would 

last a quite long period in the measurement. It was found that an acoustic wave of 

relatively high amplitude would help the particles to diffuse more rapidly before the actual 

measurement was conducted. 

 

The accuracy of determining the flow velocity field strongly depends on the ability of the 

particles suspended in the flow medium to follow the flow. A model was given by Melling 

(1997) to describe the motion and tracking characteristics of suspended particles in a 

continuous medium. In an acoustic field, another force affecting the motion of particles, 

caused by acoustic radiation pressure may be taken into account (King, 1934). However, in 

the experimental conditions considered, the acoustic radiation pressure on the trace particle 

is much smaller than the acceleration force and it may be neglected here. Considering that 

the olive oil particle density ρp (= 915 kg/m3) is much larger than the fluid density ρ (e.g. 

the density of air is 1.2 kg/m3), one can simplify Melling’s equation as follows: 
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where dp, up, u and μ are the particle diameter, the instantaneous velocity of the particle 

and fluid and the dynamic viscosity of the fluid, respectively. The instantaneous velocity of 

the fluid, u, is a nonlinear function of time in the oscillatory flow and the equation of 

motion is difficult to solve. Raffel (2002) made an assumption that the particle velocity 

approaches the fluid velocity exponentially if the particle density is much greater than the 

fluid density:  
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The relaxation time τs is given by 
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The relaxation time remains a convenient measure for the tendency of particles to reach 

velocity equilibrium with the fluid. Assuming the particles follow the flow for up/u > 0.99, 

the maximum acceptable diameter for a particle of olive oil is 4.04 μm for the oscillatory 

flow driven by the acoustic wave with 13.1 Hz frequency. Hence, the choice of oil droplet 

generator and resulting particles are considered to be appropriate for the present PIV 

measurements. 

A.2.4 Image acquisition and post-processing 

INSIGHT 3GTM (TSI) was used for image capturing and processing. This allowed the user to 

set the operating parameters for the hardware components and the timing parameters for 

the laser and the camera. An acoustic oscillation cycle was divided into 20 phases and the 

oscillating flow around the stack was studied phase by phase, with the help of the phase 

locking mechanism. 100 pairs of PIV images were taken for each of the 20 phases in a 

typical run. Therefore, in each experimental run corresponding to a typical flow condition, 

2000 pairs of images were captured and stored for post-processing. 
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The size of the field of view in the region around the stack varied between 25 mm × 25 

mm and 60 mm × 60 mm. Therefore the maximum spatial resolution achieved was about 

0.1 mm, which corresponds to six data points within the laminar viscous boundary layer in 

this study. In addition, the time separation between the laser pulse pairs needs to be varied 

according to the velocity magnitude at the selected phase and the size of the viewing area, 

in order to meet the recommended criterion that the displacement of the seeding particles 

between two images should be as large as possible but should not exceed one-quarter of 

the interrogation window (Adrian, 1997). 

 

Processing of raw PIV images in order to convert them into velocity vector files was also 

accomplished using INSIGHT 3GTM software, while determination and display of other flow 

field properties used Tecplot® 10 and MATLAB® 6.5 programs. Since the area of the raw 

image covered both the channel section and part of the stack plates forming the channels, a 

region of interest (ROI) was defined and applied to each of the images in order to restrict 

the vector calculations to this area, and the area taken by the stack plates in the images was 

excluded in the processing procedure. 

 

To process the images, velocity vector fields were calculated using the cross-correlation 

algorithm based on the recursive (multi-pass) grid engine, progressively decreasing the size 

of the interrogation spot from 32 × 32 pixels with a 50% overlap to 16 × 16 pixels. This 

algorithm was chosen because it offers improved spatial resolution compared to the use of 

a constant interrogation spot size in the calculations (Raffel, 1998). The Gaussian peak 

finder algorithm was used, since research has shown that this algorithm has lower bias and 

precision errors than most peak finder algorithms (Forliti, 2000). 

 

Even with a carefully configured experiment, there is still the probability that about 5% of 

the velocity vectors will be false. These errors arise because of the loss of some particle 

pairs, resulting from low seeding density or out-of-plane motion: these effects lead to 

spurious vectors and cause a reduction in the quality of the results (Nogueira, 1997). 

Vector validation algorithms are designed to detect these spurious vectors, filter them and 

then fill the holes left by the vectors removed, through an interpolation process. The 

validation algorithm which was applied here was the “mean filter”, based on a 3 × 3 

“neighbourhood size”. The velocity vector to be validated was rejected if the absolute 

difference between its magnitude and the average over its neighbours was above a certain 

tolerance. In practice, this tolerance was varied for different runs depending on the velocity 
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vector values. This was accomplished through interactive validation, working only on the 

area of the images defined as the region of interest. Once the vectors had been calculated 

and validated, the vector files were saved. They could then be opened using the 

Tecplot® 10 program so that other properties of the flow field could be calculated, 

displayed and visualised. 

A.2.5 Phase locking mechanism 

To study the fluid flow in the thermoacoustic stack, the velocity fields were statistically 

evaluated on the basis of ensemble averaging. This required the acquisition of data 

corresponding to a single phase of an acoustic cycle. In particular, in PIV measurement of 

the flow velocity, the phase when the images of the tracer particles in the flow are taken 

needs to be fixed in relation to the acoustic oscillation, so that the results at the same phase 

but at different instants are comparable. 

 

For this purpose, a circuit, referred to as “phase locking pulse generator” was developed in 

house. The circuit diagram is shown in Fig. A.6. A sinusoidal signal, for example the 

signal from a pressure transducer, is used as phase reference. When a positive slope is 

detected by operational amplifier OP1 and comparator 1, and when the value of the 

pressure signal is detected to be larger than a preset voltage on the potentiometer by 

operational amplifier OP2 and comparator 2, a positive TTL pulse is generated. This pulse 

signal is used as the triggering source in subsequent measurements. Generally, a phase 

delay would be introduced between the generated TTL pulse sequence and the input 

pressure signal, and is dependent on the frequency of the input pressure signal. For this 

application, the frequency of the acoustic wave, thus the frequency of the pressure signal, 

was fixed. The phase delay between the generated TTL pulse and the input pressure signal 

was therefore fixed. This phase delay can be measured when phase information is required. 
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Figure A.6 Schematic diagram of the phase locking pulse generator 

 

 
Figure A.7 Block diagram of phase-locking mechanism in PIV measurements 

 

The phase locking pulse generator was then combined with a TTL signal generator to 

trigger the laser action and record the image by the camera. Figure A.7 shows a diagram of 

the phase-locking mechanism used in the PIV measurements for the current study. The 

sinusoidal output from the pressure transducer mounted at the end of the acoustic resonator 

was used as a phase reference signal. A TTL pulse sequence was generated from the phase 

locking pulse generator at the same frequency as the acoustic excitation provided to the 

loudspeaker. The TTL signal was then input to the synchronizer of the PIV system, which 

coordinates the operation of the frame grabber, the CCD camera and the laser. Therefore, 

the acquired images were in certain phase of the pressure oscillation, and thus the velocity 

oscillation in the resonator. The TTL signal output from the function generator can be 

delayed relative to the TTL signal from the phase locking pulse generator with a resolution 

of one degree. Thus, the flow in different phases of the acoustic oscillation can be 

investigated. 

A.2.6 Determination of vorticity 

Vorticity is one of the most important quantities in fluid dynamics. It is very useful in 

gaining insight into the flow phenomena and flow patterns in many fluid mechanics 

problems. In this study, the vorticity fields are often used together with, and sometimes 

superimposed onto, the velocity fields to help the identification of the flow patterns in the 

oscillatory flow around the end of the stack plates. 

 

The vorticity fields are not obtained directly from PIV measurements. Instead, the vorticity 

is obtained from the calculation of derivatives of the velocity from first principles: 
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when a two-dimensional velocity field, u(x, y), v(x, y) is considered as in this study. The 

accuracy of vorticity field used for identifying vortex patterns is directly related to the 

accuracy of the velocity vector obtained from PIV measurements. Assume that the 

measured velocity components are u* = u + ε and v* = v + ε, where ε represents the 

absolute errors of velocity components. The vorticity field (ωz) can be evaluated using a 

suitable finite difference scheme, such as a second order central difference scheme. This 

can be written: 
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where ℜ stands for higher order terms (Lourenco and Krothapalli, 1995). u*j-1, u*j+1, v*i-1 

and v*i+1 are the values of velocity components (u and v) on the grid next to point (i, j) in 

the corresponding y (j) and x (i) direction, respectively. The accuracy of the calculated 

vorticity depends on two components. The first is the truncation error associated with the 

finite difference scheme used, of order (Δx2, Δy2). The second is due to the uncertainty, ε, 

in the velocity measurement and of order (1/Δx, 1/Δy). A grid of smaller size is preferred to 

have high spatial resolution of the flow field. This is favourable to minimize the truncation 

error. On the contrary, it would increase the error due to velocity uncertainty. It is 

suggested that there exists an optimum grid size for which the total error is minimized, for 

a given velocity measurement error, ε. It can also be seen that a meaningful vorticity can be 

obtained if the error in the velocity measurement, ε, is kept to a small level (Lourenco and 

Krothapalli, 1995). It has been shown by the validation of PIV measurement results against 

theoretical predication that the velocity measurements in the current study have very small 

uncertainty. This suggests that the errors in the vorticity measurements should be relatively 

small and the acquired vorticity fields are reliable. 
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Appendix B 

Input file for analysis with DeltaEC 

TITLE Basic input for coupling of loudspeaker & resonator 
!->D:\coupling.out 
!Created with DeltaEC version 6.0b2 under win32, 
using Win 5.1.2600 (Service Pack 2) under Python DeltaEC. 
!---------------------------------  0 -------------------------------- 
BEGIN        Initialize things 
 1.0133E+05 a Mean P Pa                  
   13.100   b Freq   Hz                  
  296.15    c TBeg   K                   
 2421.9     d |p|    Pa       G          
 -129.54    e Ph(p)  deg      G          
     0.0000 f |U|    m^3/s               
     0.0000 g Ph(U)  deg                 
air           Gas type                   
!---------------------------------  1 -------------------------------- 
VSPEAKER     LOUDSPEAKER    
    0.1000  a Area   m^2                 2421.9     A |p|    Pa 
    5.5000  b R      ohms                -129.54    B Ph(p)  deg 
     0.0000 c L      H                      0.13928 C |U|    m^3/s 
   31.570   d BLProd T-m                  174.78    D Ph(U)  deg 
    0.1930  e M      kg                   166.77    E Htot   W 
 1.0970E+04 f K      N/m                   95.100   F Edot   W 
    8.0000  g Rm     N-s/m                166.77    G WorkIn W 
   14.100   h |V|    V                     70.000   H Volts  V 
                                            4.8199  I Amps   A 
                                           -8.6623  J Ph(Ze) deg 
                                            0.13929 K |Ux|   m^3/s 
ideal           Solid type                174.79    L Ph(-Ux) deg 
!---------------------------------  2 -------------------------------- 
DUCT         SHORT DUCT               
    0.3410  a Area   m^2                 2377.2     A |p|    Pa 
    2.3360  b Perim  m                   -129.86    B Ph(p)  deg 
    0.6000  c Length m                      0.40806 C |U|    m^3/s 
 5.0000E-04 d Srough                      151.40    D Ph(U)  deg 
                                          166.77    E Htot   W 
ideal           Solid type                 94.745   F Edot   W 
!---------------------------------  3 -------------------------------- 
CONE         CONICAL SECTION          
    0.2600  a AreaI  m^2                 2241.0     A |p|    Pa 
    2.0400  b PerimI m                   -130.48    B Ph(p)  deg 
    0.2200  c Length m                      0.44223 C |U|    m^3/s 
 1.8000E-02 d AreaF  m^2                  150.51    D Ph(U)  deg 
    0.5360  e PerimF m                    166.77    E Htot   W 
 5.0000E-04 f Srough                       94.456   F Edot   W 
ideal           Solid type               
!---------------------------------  4 -------------------------------- 
MINOR 
sameas   3d a Area   m^2                 2210.2     A |p|    Pa 
    0.7000  b K+                         -125.03    B Ph(p)  deg 
    0.7000  c K-                            0.44223 C |U|    m^3/s 
                                          150.51    D Ph(U)  deg 
                                          166.77    E Htot   W 
                                           47.194   F Edot   W 
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!---------------------------------  5 -------------------------------- 
DUCT         LONG SMALL DUCT          
sameas   3d a Area   m^2                 1.0331E+04 A |p|    Pa 
sameas   3e b Perim  m                     60.062   B Ph(p)  deg 
    7.4600  c Length m                   1.5655E-05 C |U|    m^3/s 
 5.0000E-04 d Srough                       60.062   D Ph(U)  deg 
                                          166.77    E Htot   W 
ideal           Solid type               8.0863E-02 F Edot   W 
!---------------------------------  6 -------------------------------- 
SURFACE       CLOSED END               
sameas   5a a Area   m^2                 1.0331E+04 A |p|    Pa 
                                           60.062   B Ph(p)  deg 
                                         1.8083E-14 C |U|    m^3/s 
                                         -152.16    D Ph(U)  deg 
                                          166.77    E Htot   W 
ideal           Solid type              -7.9023E-11 F Edot   W 
!---------------------------------  7 -------------------------------- 
HARDEND      HARDEND                  
     0.0000 a R(1/z)          =7G        1.0331E+04 A |p|    Pa 
     0.0000 b I(1/z)          =7H          60.062   B Ph(p)  deg 
     0.0000 c Htot   W                   1.8083E-14 C |U|    m^3/s 
                                         -152.16    D Ph(U)  deg 
                                          166.77    E Htot   W 
                                        -7.9023E-11 F Edot   W 
                                        -3.3831E-14 G R(1/z) 
                                         2.1320E-14 H I(1/z) 
! The restart information below was generated by a previous run 
! and will be used by DeltaEC the next time it opens this file. 
guessz   0d   0e 
xprecn -4.2780E-02  7.7032E-04 
targs    7a   7b 
! Plot start, end, and step values.  May be edited if you wish. 
! Outer Loop:                       | Inner Loop . 
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Appendix C 

 MATLab script for analysis of the coupling of 

acoustic driver and resonator 

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
% 
%             COUPLING OF ACOUSTIC DRIVER AND RESONATOR                   
% 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
  
clear all; 
close all; 
precision = 'double'; 
  
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% General constants %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
  
p0 = 101325;                   % (pa) ambient pressure 
T0 = 273.15 + 23;              % (K) ambient temperature 
R = 287.096;                   % (J/kg.K) gas constant 
cp = 1004.836;                 % (J/kg.K) Isobaric specific heat 
gamma = 1.4;                   % specific heat ratio 
rho0 = p0/(R*T0);              % (kg/m3) density of air at p0 & T0 
c0 = sqrt(gamma*R*T0);         % (m/s) sound speed 
nu = 1.85*10^(-5)/rho0;        % (m2/s) kinematic viscosity of air 
kappa = 0.026/(rho0*cp);       % (m2/s) thermal diffusity of air 
  
%%%Characteristics of the loudspeaker(Measured values) %%%%%%%%%%%% 
  
S = 0.10;                      % (m2) Cross-sectional area of loudspeaker 
Re = 5.5;                      % (Ohm) Electrical resistance of the coil 
Le = 0;                        % Electrical inductance of the coil 
Bl = 31.57;                    % (T.m)Bl product 
m = 0.193;                     % (kg) Moving mass 
s = 10970;                     % (N/m) Suspension stiffness 
h = 8;                         % (Ns/m) Suspension damping 
  
%%%%%%%%%%Characteristics of the resonator %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
  
%================== Positions of sections ========================== 
  
x0 = 0;                         % speaker membrane position 
x1 = 0.6;                       % large end of the cone section 
x2 = 0.82;                      % small end of the section 
xa = 0.90;                      % abscissa of the cone apex 
x3 = 8.28;                      % tube end 
  
%================= Geometry of each section ======================= 
  
rA = 0.292;                     % half the height of part A 
rB = 0.255;                     % half the height of part B(x=x1) 
rC = 0.067;                     % half the height of part C 
SA = 0.341;                     % cross-sectional area of part A 
SBx1 = 0.260;                   % cross-sectional area of part B(x=x1) 
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SBx2 = 0.018;                   % cross-sectional area of part B(x=x2) 
SC = SBx2;                      % cross-sectional area of part C 
  
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% Variables %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
  
f = 0.01:0.01:100;              % frequency of signal to loudspeaker 
omega = 2*pi.*f; 
Ve = 14.1;                      % (V) input voltage to the loudspeaker 
[Ves,errmsg] = sprintf('%0.3g',Ve); 
  
%%%%%%Calculations of the Wave Amplitude and Reflection Factor%%%%%% 
  
deltanu = sqrt(2*nu./omega);             % viscous penetration depth 
deltakappa = sqrt(2*kappa./omega);       % thermal penetration depth 
 
fnuA = (1-i).*deltanu/rA;                                   %  
fkappaA = (1-i).*deltakappa/rA;                             %  
kA = omega./c0.*sqrt((1+(gamma-1).*fkappaA)./(1-fnuA));     %  
kB = omega./c0;                                             %  
fnuC = (1-i).*deltanu/rC;                                   %  
fkappaC = (1-i).*deltakappa/rC;                             %  
kC = omega./c0.*sqrt((1+(gamma-1).*fkappaC)./(1-fnuC));     %  
RC = exp(-2*i.*kC*x3);                                      %  
x2p = x2-xa; 
ZSB2 = rho0*c0/SBx2;                                        %  
ZSC = omega.*rho0./(SC.*kC.*(1-fnuC));                      %  
Z2 = ZSC.*(exp(-i.*kC*x2)+RC.*exp(i.*kC*x2)); 
Z2 = Z2./(exp(-i.*kC*x2)-RC.*exp(i.*kC*x2));                %  
RB = (Z2.*(1-i./(kB*x2p))-ZSB2); 
RB = RB./(Z2.*(1+i./(kB*x2p))+ZSB2).*exp(-2*i.*kB*x2p);     %  
 
x1p = x1-xa; 
ZSA = omega.*rho0./(SA.*kA.*(1-fnuA));                      %  
ZSB1 = rho0*c0/SBx1;                                        %  
Z1 = ZSB1.*(exp(-i.*kB*x1p)+RB.*exp(i.*kB*x1p)); 
Z1e = (1-i./(kB*x1p)).*exp(-i.*kB*x1p); 
Z1e = Z1e-RB.*(1+i./(kB*x1p)).*exp(i.*kB*x1p); 
Z1 = Z1./Z1e;                                               %  
RA = (Z1-ZSA)./(Z1+ZSA).*exp(-2*i.*kA*x1);                  %  
 
Zac = ZSA.*(exp(-i.*kA*x0)+RA.*exp(i.*kA*x0)); 
Zac = Zac./(exp(-i.*kA*x0)-RA.*exp(i.*kA*x0));              % < 
Ze = Re+i.*omega*Le;                                        %  
Zmec = h+i.*(m.*omega-s./omega);                            %  
U0 = S*Bl*Ve./(Ze.*(Zmec+S*S.*Zac)+Bl*Bl);                  % < 
A = ZSA.*U0./(exp(-i.*kA*x0)-RA.*exp(i.*kA*x0));            %  
B = A*x1p.*(exp(-i.*kA*x1)+RA.*exp(i.*kA*x1)); 
B = B./(exp(-i.*kB*x1p)+RB.*exp(i.*kB*x1p));                %  
C = B/x2p.*(exp(-i*kB*x2p)+RB.*exp(i.*kB*x2p)); 
C = C./(exp(-i.*kC*x2)+RC.*exp(i.*kC*x2));                  %  
  
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% Calculations required %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
  
%============== Frequency response of the resonator =============== 
  
%================= Frequency range (0 ~ 100 Hz) =================== 
  
pCx3 = C.*(exp(-i.*kC*x3)+RC.*exp(i.*kC*x3));               %  
Dr = abs(pCx3)/p0;                      % Drive ratio = pC(x3)/p0 
  
%========== Print on screen the resonance frequencies ============= 
[Drmax,DrI] = max(Dr(1201:1400)); fres1 = f(1200+DrI); 
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% f= 12.01 ~ 14.00 
[Drmax,DrI] = max(Dr(3301:3700)); fres2 = f(3300+DrI); 
% f= 33.01 ~ 37.00 
[Drmax,DrI] = max(Dr(5501:6100)); fres3 = f(5500+DrI); 
% f= 55.01 ~ 61.00 
[Drmax,DrI] = max(Dr(7701:8500)); fres4 = f(7700+DrI); 
% f= 77.01 ~ 85.00 
fprintf('f1 is %5.2f;\nf2 is %5.2f;\n', fres1, fres2); 
fprintf('f3 is %5.2f;\nf4 is %5.2f;\n', fres3, fres4); 
fprintf('\n\n'); 
  
fig1 = Figure(1); 
set(fig1, 'units','centimeters'); 
set(fig1, 'position', [1. 3. 17. 12.]); %[left, bottom, width, height] 
set(gca, 'fontsize', 18); 
plot(f, Dr*100, 'k'); 
xlabel('Frequency f [Hz]'); ylabel('|p_A|/p_m [%]'); 
eval(['text(50,3.0,''V_e=',Ves,' Volts'',''fontsize'',18 );']) 
 
%===Pressure and velocity vs. the position in the resonator ======== 
%======= At chosen frequency (first resonance frequency) =========== 
% 
Fig2 = Figure(2); 
set(fig2, 'units','centimeters'); 
set(fig2, 'position', [1. 3. 17. 12.]); %[left, bottom, width, height] 
set(gca, 'fontsize', 18); 
% 
x = x0:0.001:x3;                          % x axis in the resonator 
[nn,xs] = size(x); clear nn;              % total count of x 
for xi = 1:xs 
    if x(xi)<=x1 
        p(xi)=A*(exp(-i*kA*x(xi))+RA*exp(i*kA*x(xi))); 
        u(xi)=kA*(1-fnuA)/(omega*rho0)*A; 
        u(xi)= u(xi)*(exp(-i*kA*x(xi))-RA*exp(i*kA*x(xi))) 
    elseif (x(xi)>x1)&(x(xi)<x2) 
        xp = x(xi)-xa; 
        p(xi)=B/xp*(exp(-i*kB*xp)+RB*exp(i*kB*xp)); 
        u(xi)=B/(rho0*c0*xp)*((1-i/(kB*xp))*exp(-i*kB*xp)-
RB*(1+i/(kB*xp))*exp(i*kB*xp)); 
    elseif x(xi)>=x2 
        p(xi)=C*(exp(-i*kC*x(xi))+RC*exp(i*kC*x(xi))); 
        u(xi)=kC*(1-fnuC)/(omega*rho0)*C*(exp(-i*kC*x(xi))-
RC*exp(i*kC*x(xi))); 
    end 
end 
plot(x,abs(p)/p0,'k'); hold on 
plot(x,abs(u)/c0,'k'); 
xlabel('Position x [m]'); ylabel('|p(x)|/p_0 and |u(x)|/c_0') 
text(3,0.025,'V_e=14.1 Volts','fontsize',18 ); 
% 
%================================================================ 
clear all 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% END %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
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